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PREFACE

rriHE purpose of the present treatise is to give a brief account

of the leading properties, at present known, of quartic

surfaces which possess nodes or nodal curves.

A surface which would naturally take a prominent position

in such a book is the Kummer surface, together with its special

forms, the tetrahedroid and the wave surface, but the admirable

work written by the late R. W. H. T. Hudson, entitled Kummer's

Quartic Surface, renders unnecessary the inclusion of this subject.

Ruled quartic surfaces have also been omitted.

For the convenience of readers, a brief summary of all the

leading results discussed in this book has been prefixed in the

form of an Introduction.

I have to express my great obligation to Prof H. F. Baker,

Sc.D., F.R.S., who has given much encouragement and valuable

criticism. Finally I feel greatly indebted to the staff of the

University Press for the way in which the printing has been

carried out.

C. M. JESSOP.

March, 1916.
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ADDENDA

Throughout, the vertices of the tetrahedron of reference are denoted by

Ai, A2, A3, Af-. see p. 50.

pp.38, 45. The 00' quadrics ^+2X0+XV=O touch the surface <p^=w''\j/ along

quadri-quartics. They are the quadrics mentioned on p. 59.

CORRIGENDA

p. 38, line 6, for iw^\f> read w^\j/,

line 9, for close-points read pinch-points.

p. 40, last line but one, for be read be taken to be.

omit foot-note.

p. 76, foot-note, imert fourth edition.



INTRODUCTION

Ch. I. Quartic surfaces with isolated singular points.

This chapter, which is based on the results of Cayley* and

Rohn, gives a method of classification of quartic surfaces which

possess a definite number of isolated nodes and no nodal curves.

The number of such nodes cannot exceed sixteen. Rohn has

given a mode of classification for the surfaces having more than

seven nodes, based on the properties of a type of seven-nodal plane

sextic curves.

The equation of a quartic surface which has a node at the point

!'= >j = z = 0, will be of the form

^t2^o^ + 2M3W + ih = 0,

where u^ = 0, M3 = 0, M4 = are cones whose vertex is this point.

The tangent cone to the quartic whose vertex is the point is

therefore

WoMj — «/ = 0.

The section of this cone by any plane gives a plane sextic curve

having a contact-conic Uo, i.e. a conic which touches the sextic

where it meets it. When the surface has eight nodes the tangent

cone whose vertex is any one of them will have seven double edges

which give seven nodes on the plane sextic.

Such sextics are divided into two classes, viz. those for which

there is an infinite number of cubics through the seven nodes, and

two other points of the curve, and those for which there is only

one such cubic. When a quartic surface is such that it has eight

nodes consisting of the common points of three quadrics, the

tangent cone from any node to the surface gives rise to a plane

sextic of the first kind : such a quartic surface is said to be

* Recent researches, etc., Proc. Lond. Math. Soc. (1869-71
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syzygetic : the equation of the surface is represented by an equation

of the form

{aJ^A, B, Cy = 0,

where ^ = 0, B = 0, = represent quadrics whose intersections

give the eight nodes.

The second, or general kind of sextic, arises from the general

type of eight-nodal quartic surface which is said to be asyzygetic.

Similarly in the case of nine-nodal and ten-nodal quartic

surfaces we have two kinds of piano sextics distinguished as

above, giving rise to syzygetic and asyzygetic surfaces.

For ten-nodal surfaces there are two varieties of asj'zygetic

surfaces, one of which, the symmetroid (see Ch. ix), arises when

the sextic curve consists of two cubic curves. The tangent cone

from eiich of the ten nodes of this surface then consists of two

cubic cones. There are also two varieties of ten-nodal syzygetic

surfaces.

Seven points may be taken arbitrarily as nodes of a quartic

surface, but if there is an eighth node it must either be the

eighth point of intersection of the quadrics through the seven

points, or, in the case of the general surface, lie upon a certain

sextic surface, the dianodal surface, determined by the first seven

nodes ; hence it may not be taken arbitrarily.

When an eight-nodal surface has a ninth node the latter must

lie on a curve of the eighteenth order, the dianodal curve.

Plane sextics with ten nodes and a contact-conic are divided

into three classes according as they are the projections of the

intersection of a quadric with (1) a cubic surface, (2) a quartic

surface which also contains two generators of the same set of the

quadric, (o) a quintic surface which also contains four generators

of the same set of the quadric.

The first and second types of sextics are connected with eleven-

nodal surfaces which are respectively asyzygetic and syzygetic;

the third type gives a symmetroid with eleven nodes. A fourth

surface arises when the sextic breaks up into two lines and a nodal

quartic.

Twelve nodes on the quartic surface give rise to eleven nodes

on the sextic, which must therefore break up into simpler curves

;

this process of decomposition goes on until we arrive at six straight

lines, which case corresponds to the sixteen-nodal or Kummer
surface.
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There are four varieties of surfaces with twelve nodes of which

one is a symmetroid : there are only tivo varieties of surfaces with

thirteen nodes and only one with fourteen nodes, viz. that given

by the equation

Vizu'' + Vy t/' + \^zz' = 0.

An additional node arises for a surface having this equation,

when there exists between the planes x ... z the identity

Ja; +% + Cz + ^V + B'y + C'z' = 0,

with the condition

AA' = BB'=CG'.

If another such relation exists between the planes .'''... z\ there

is a sixteenth node.

Ch. II. Desmic surfiaces.

A surface of special interest which possesses nodes and no

singular curve is the desmic surface. Three tetrahedra Aj, Aj, A.

are said to form a desmic system when an identity exists of the

form
«A, + /SAj + 7A;, = 0,

where A; is the product of four factors linear in the coordinates.

It is easily deducible from this identity that the tetrahedra are

so related that every face of A, passes through the intersection of

faces of Ai and A.^; hence we have sixteen lines through each

of which one face of each tetrahedron passes. It is deducible as

a consequence, that any pair of opposite edges of Aj together with

a pair of opposite edges of Ao form a skew quadrilateral ; and so

for Ai and A3, Ao and A3.

It also follows that if the edges A-^A^, A.^A^, AyA^ of A, meet

the respective edges of Aj in LL', MM', NN' ; then A^, L, A„_, L'

are four harmonic points; and so for A-^MAjM', A^NA^N'. The

relationship between the three tetrahedra is entirely sym-

metrical.

Hence we may construct a tetrahedron desmic to a given

tetrahedron A, by drawing through any point A the three lines

which meet the three pairs of opposite edges of A, then if the

intersections of these three lines with the edges of A be LL', MM',

NN' respectively, the fourth harmonics to A, L, L'; A, M, M';

A, N, N' will, with A, form a tetrahedron desmic to A.
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The join of any vertex of A, and any vertex of Aa passes

through a vertex of A3: there are therefore sixteen lines upon

each of which one vertex of each tetrahedron lies. Hence any

two desmic tetrahedra have four centres of perspective, viz. the

vertices of the third tetrahedron.

If Ai be taken as tetrahedron of reference the identity connect-

ing A,, A„, A3 is given by the equation

IGxyzt

-(x + y + e + t)(x + y — z~t)(x — 't/ + z-t){ x-y-z + t)

-{x + y + z-t){x + y-z + t}(x-y + z + t){-x4-y + z + t) = 0.

Closely connected with the system of tetrahedra A; is a second

desmic system of three tetrahedra Z);. They are afforded by the

identity

ix' - y') (z= - t') + {x"- - f) {f - z'-) + {x' - z') if - y^ = 0.

The sixteen lines joining the vertices of the Aj are the sixteen

intersections of the faces of the A-
A desmic surface is such that a pencil of such surfaces contains

each of three such tetrahedra Di in desmic position. The surface

has as nodes the vertices of the corresponding tetrahedra Ai;

hence the sixteen lines joining the vertices of the latter tetrahedra

lie on the surface : along each of them the tangent plane to the

surface is the same, i.e. the line is torsal ; the tangent plane meets

the surface also in a conic, and hence there are sixteen conies on

the surface lying in these tangent planes.

There is a doubly-infinite number of quadrics through the

vertices of any two tetrahedra A,-, the surface is therefore syzy-

getic ; these quadrics meet the surface in three singly-infinite sets

of quadri-quartics ; one curve of each set passes through any point

of the surface.

The coordinates of any point on the surface can be expressed

in terms of two variables u, v as follows

:

cr,(«) a^(u) a-Au) a{u)
""=..(.)• p^=^A^)' p'=-^A^)' p'^avy

since this leads to

(e, - e^) (xy + zH') + (e, - e,) {x-z' + yH^)

+ {e^-e,)(x't^ + y^z^) = 0,

which is one form of equation belonging to the surface.
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The three systems of twisted quartics are obtained by writing

respectively

V = constant, u, — v = constant, u + v = constant.

The generators of the preceding doubly-infinite set of quadrics

form a cubic complex which depends merely on the twelve desmic

points ; all the lines through these points belong to the complex.

Any line of this complex meets the surface in points whose argu-

ments (u, v) are respectively

(/3-|-^. a), (3-fjL,a), (a + /x,0), (a-/x, /S).

The tangents to the three quadri-quartics which pass through

any point of the surface are bitangents of the surface, and their

three other points of contact are coUinear.

The curves u = constant, v = constant form a conjugate system

of curves on the surface : the system conjugate to u + v = constant

is 3w — !t = constant ; the system conjugate to w — ?; = constant

is 3w -f- M = constant ; hence we derive the differential equation of

conjugate tangents as

dudui + Sdvdvi = 0.

The points of any plane section of the surface are divided into

sets of sixteen points, lying upon three sets of four lines belonging

to the cubic complex, where each line contains four of the sixteen

points; denoting these twelve lines by ai...Oj, 6i...6j, C1...C4,

then if C is the curve enveloped by the lines of the cubic complex

in the plane, the points of contact of the lines a lie on a tangent a

of C, those of the lines 6 on a tangent 0, and those of the lines c

on a tangent 7 ; where a, /3, 7 are three concurrent lines.

If p, q, r are three lines of a cubic surface forming a triangle,

then any three planes through p, q, r respectively meet the cubic

surface in conies which lie on the same quadric ; the locus of

the vertices of such of these quadrics as are cones is a desmic

surface.

Ch. III. Quartic surfaces with a double conic.

The equation of a quartic surface with a nodal conic has the

form

<f)'
= w-ylr.

This may be written
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and hence can be brought to the form

where F= is a quadric cone, in five ways. Each tangent plane

of the cones F,- meets the surface in a pair of conies. Among the

conies arising from any particular cone F, there are eight pairs of

lines ; hence the surface contains sixteen lines. The relationship

of these lines as regards intersection is the same as that of sixteen

lines of the general cubic surface obtained by omitting any of its

twenty-seven lines, p, together with the ten lines which inter-

sect p.

The coordinates of any point on the surface can be expressed

as cubic functions of two parameters by the equations

P^.=/i (?:,?.. fa), (i = 1.2,3,4);

so that every plane section of the surface is represented by a
4

member of the family of curves !«;/, = ; where /i = 0, . .
. , /j=

1

are plane cubic curves which have five common points; hence the

surface is rational and is represented on a plane. Each of these

five points, the base-points of the representation, is the image of a

line of the surface. The other lines of the surface are represented

in the plane by the conic through the base-points and by the ten

lines joining pairs of base-points.

This method enables us to determine the varieties of curves

of different orders which can exist on the surface, by use of the

equation

N = Sn- loi,

where N is the order of the curve on the surface, n that of its

image in the plane, and Of the number of times the curve on the

surface meets one of the lines represented by the base-points. It

is found that the sixteen lines previously mentioned are the only

lines on the surface ; the only conies on the surface, apart from

the double conic, are those in the tangent planes of the cones Ff.

We obtain « - twisted cubics on the surface, and also <x>
*

quadri-quartics together with oo ' twisted quartics of the second

species. It is seen that the quadrics

ylr + 2\(J3 + \Hv' =

touch the surface along quartics. The class of the surface is

twelve.
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The surface may also be obtained by aid of any two given

quadrics Q and H and any given point 0, as follows : the surface

is the locus of a point P such that the points 0, P, K, P' are har-

monic, P and P' conjugate for H, and A' any point of Q; P' also

lies on the surface.

The twenty-one constants of the surface are seen to arise from

those of Q and H, and the coordinates of 0. This point is the

vertex of one of the five cones F; ; the vertices of the other four

cones are the vertices of the tetrahedron which is self-polar for

Q and H. The double conic is the intersection of U with its

polar plane for 0.

From the foregoing mode of origin of the surface is said to

be a centre of self-inversion of the surface with regard to the

quadric H.

The surface may be related to the general cubic surface by

a (1, 1) correspondence in two ways, the relationship being a

perspective one in each case.

The surface is connected with the general quartic curve as

follows : the tangent cone drawn to the surface from any point P
of the double conic is of the fourth order, its section being the

general quartic curve ; the tangent planes from P to the five

cones Vi, and the tangent planes to the surface at P, meet the

plane of the quartic curve in lines bitangent to this curve.

The other sixteen bitangents arise from the planes passing

through P and the sixteen lines of the surface. The cone whose

vertex is P and base a conic of the surface meets the plane of the

quartic curve in a conic which has four-point contact with the

quartic.

The general quartic surface with a double conic is obtained by

Segre as the projection from any point A of the intersection F of

two quadratic manifolds or varieties P = 0, 4> = 0, in four dimen-

sions, upon any given hyperplane S^. Among the varieties of the

pencil F-^\^=0 there are five cones, i.e. members of the pencil

containing only four variables homogeneously ; each cone possesses

an infinite number of generating planes consisting of two sets,

and each generating plane meets F in a conic. These generating

planes are projected from A upon S as the tangent planes of a

quadric cone. Hence arise the five cones of Kummer, and the

conies lying in their tangent planes.

The double conic is obtained as the projection from ^ on iS of
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the quadri-quartic which is the intersection with F of the tangent

hyperplane at A of the variety which passes through A. When A
lies on one of the five cones of the pencil ^+X$ = 0, this quadri-

quartic becomes two conies in planes whose line of intersection

passes through A. Hence the conies are projected into inter-

secting double lines of the quartic surface. By this projective

method the lines and conies of the qnartic surface may be

obtained, as also its properties generally.

Ch. IV. Quartic surfaces with a nodal conic and additional

nodes.

A quartic surface with a nodal conic may also have isolated

nodes, but their number cannot exceed four. Each such node is

the vertex of a cone of Kummer, and for every node the number

of these cones is reduced by unity. There are two kinds of

surfaces with two nodes, in one case the line joining the

nodes lies on the surface, and in the other case it does not.

Nodes arise when the base-points of the representation of the

surface on a plane have certain special positions ; if either two

base-points coincide, or if three are collinear, there is a node on

the surface. If either a coincidence of two btise-points or a

coUinearity of three base-points occurs twice, the quartic surface

has two nodes and is of the first kind just mentioned ; if there is

one coincidence together with one coUinearity, the quartic surface

is of the second kind.

There are three nodes when two base-points coincide and also

two of three collinear base-points coincide ; finally, when the join

of two coincident base-points meets the join of two other coincident

base-points in the fifth base-point, there are four nodes.

Three coincident base-points give rise to a binode, four coinci-

dent base-points give rise to a binode of the second kind, i.e. when

the line of intersection of the tangent planes lies in the surface,

and five to a binode of the third species, i e. when the line of

intersection is a line of contact for one of the nodal planes.

When four base-points come into coincidence in an indeter-

minate manner Ave have a ruled surface ; a special variety occurs

when the fifth base-point coincides with them in a determinate

manner.

The double conic may be cuspidal, i.e. when the two tangent

planes to the surface at each point of it coincide ; the class of this
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surface is six. The equation of the surface may in this case

be reduced to the form
[/^ + x^'x^ = 0.

The surface has two close-points C, C given by

Xi-= X.,— U = 0.

IfK be any point of CO' and tt the polar plane of K for U = 0,

then if any line through K meets tt in L, it will meet the surface

in four points P, P'; Q, Q' such that the four points K, P, L, P'

and K, Q, L, Q' are harmonic.

The double conic may consist of two lines; the necessary

condition for this is that three cubics of the system representing

plane sections should be

OLU = 0, ai) = 0, /3w = 0,

where a = 0, /3 = are lines, and m = 0, v = are conies. Either

or both of the double lines may be cuspidal.

Segre's method (Ch. Ill) affords a means of complete classifica-

tion of quartic surfaces with a double conic, by aid of the theory

of elementary factors. We thus obtain seven types, each type

leading to sub- types.

There exists in the case of certain of these sub-types a cone of

the second order in the pencil (P, <t>), i.e. a cone whose equation

contains only three variables, say a-,, x„, x^; if the line a;, =a;2 = a'3,

which may be termed the edge of this cone, lies upon F, the surface

is ruled. If the point of projection. A, is so chosen that the

tangent hyperplane for A, of the variety which passes through A,

is also a tangent hyperplane of this cone of the second order, the

double conic is cuspidal.

When the pencil (P, <I>) consists entirely of cones of the first

order having a common generator, and a common tangent hyper-

plane along this generator, the surface is that of Sterner.

Segre's table, which distinguishes each surface that can arise,

is given on pp. 82-85.

Ch. V. The cyclide.

When the double conic is the section of a sphere by the plane

at infinity, we obtain the cyclide. The equation of the cyclide

is therefore S^ + U=0, where S=0 is a sphere and U =0 is a

quadric.
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This equation may be written in the form

{«= + y"- + z' - 2X1= + 4 {(,4, + A.) x^ + {A. + X)y- + (^3 + X) z"

+ 2B,x + W^y + 2B^z + C- \^j = 0.

The second member of the left side will give a cone when X is

a root of the quintic FiX) = 0, where F{\) is the discriminant of

the second member. We thus obtain as in Ch. Ill five cones Vi ;

the tangent planes of each cone meet the surface in pairs of

circles.

There are five sets of bitangent spheres of the surface; each

sphere of any set cuts a fixed sphere orthogonally, and its centre

lies on a fixed quadric. The centres of the five fixed spheres are

the vertices of the cones Fj.

These five spheres S^... S^ are mutually orthogonal, and the

centres of any four of them form a self-polar tetrahedron for the

fifth sphere and its corresponding quadric Q.

The equations of a pair Si, Qi are respectively

2B,x 2B,y 2B,z
, „^

*' y ^^ 1 — •

A, + \i A., + \i Aj + \i ~ '

where X; is one of the roots of F{\) = 0.

The five quadrics Qi . . . ft are confocal ; the curve of intersection

of a pair Si, Qi is a focal curve of the surface.

The centre of a sphere Si is a centre of self-inversion for the

surface.

Three of the quadrics Q, are necessarily real together with

their corresponding spheres : one is an ellipsoid, one a hyperboloid

of one sheet and one a hyperboloid of two sheets.

The surface is also obtained as the locus of the limiting points

defined by Si and the tangent planes of ft. Taking
ft- as an

ellipsoid, this shows the shape of the surface to be one of the

following

:

(i) two ovals, one within the other, when Si, Qi do not

intersect

;

(ii) two ovals, external to each other, or a tubular surface

similar to the anchor-ring, when the focal curve

{Si, Qi) consists of two portions;

(iii) one oval, when the focal curve {Si, Qi) consists of one

portion.
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When (X + At)- is a factor of F(\), one of the cones V is

a pair of planes. If two roots of F (X) are equal, one of the

principal spheres is a point-sphere. In a real cyclide only one

principal sphere can be a point-sphere. Real cyclides must possess

at least two principal spheres which are not point-spheres.

If iS] = 0, . . . iSs = are any five spheres, there is a quadratic

identity between the quantities S^ ... S^, viz. that given by the

equation

-S\ S,

Si — 2rf 7rj2 ... TTij

S« TT,, - 2r^

S, TTis -2r- =

= 0,

where r^... r^ are the radii of the spheres, and tt^ is the mutual

power of the spheres Si = 0, Sj = 0.

By solution of the equations

Si = !c'+y'' + z'' + 2fiX -r ^g^y + ^h^z + Ci, etc.,

it is seen that a? -^ y- + z^, x, y, z, and unity, can be expressed

as linear functions of S^ ... S^; hence the equation of a cyclide

appears as a quadratic function of --,... — , which are themselves

connected by a quadratic identity. This gives rise to seven chief

types of cyclide, by application of the theory of elementary factors

;

but only three of them give real cyclides, viz.

[11111], [2111], [311].

Each of these types and the corresponding sub-types, with the

exception of the general cyclide, arise as the inverses of quadrics.

The sub-type [(11) 111] can be expressed in terms of three

variables. It is the envelope of spheres which pass through a

fixed point and whose centres lie on a conic ; contact with the

envelope here occurs along a circle. It has also two systems of

bitangent spheres, as in the general case. A variable sphere of

one of these systems makes with two fixed spheres of the first

system angles whose sum or whose difference is constant. The

inverse of this cyclide is a cone.

The cyclide [(11) (11) 1] is known as Dupin's cyclide. There

are two systems of spheres which touch the cyclide along circles

;

the spheres of each system cut one of the principal spheres at

J. (J. s. 6
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ii constant angle. The spheres of either system are obtained as

those which touch any two fixed spheres of the other system and

have their centres on a given plane.

Denoting -^ by a:,-, the equation of the general cyclide appears

as i a;xi- = 0, with the condition S x^ = 0.

1 1

The system of cvclides ^—'-— = is confocal with the first

cyclide. Three confocals pass through any point and cut ortho-

gonally.

The system of quadrics F=0, where V=U + kS — k', which

touch the cyclide >S'- + 4Z7= along sphero-conics are such that

two of them pass through any point, three touch any line, four

touch any plane. The four points of contact of the surfaces V
which touch any given plane tt are the centres of self-inversion for

the section of the cyclide by v.

The locus of points of contact of common tangent planes of

the cyclide and any given quadric V is a line of curvature on the

cyclide.

The Cartesian equation of the system of confocals is

{A,+\){A, + \){A, + \)S' + ^F{\)Q = 0,

where S, Q have the same form as the Si, Qi when X is substituted

for \i.

The confocals to the given cyclide S^ + 4<U=0, where

S^x^ + y'^ + z''- 2\,

may be obtained as follows : when S + 2L — is a point-sphere

and U + L' = is a cone, the locus of the centres of these point-

spheres is a cyclide confocal with S' + 4^U=0.

Ch. VI. Surfaces with a double line : Pliicker's surface.

The quartic surface with a double line is cut by any plane

through the double line in a conic also. In eight cases this conic

breaks up into a pair of lines, giving sixteen lines on the surface.

There is no other line on the surface with the exception of the

double line.

There are sixty-two planes not passing through the double

line each of which meets the surface in a pair of conies, one of

whose intersections lies on the double line. By aid of one of
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these conies c- the surface may be represented on a plane ; for

through any point x of the surface one line can be drawn to

meet c- and also the double line, so that with each point of the

surface one such line is associated. This line is determined as

the intersection of two planes, each of whose coefficients contains

linearly and homogeneously three parameters fi, ^o, ^3. A third

equation, arising from the equation of the surface, is that of a

plane whose coefficients are quadratic in the ^i, and the inter-

section of these three planes is a point on the surface ; hence we
obtain a (1, 1) correspondence between the points x of the surface

and the points f of a plane.

There are nine base-points in the plane, eight of which we

represent by B^ ... 3^; they correspond to the points of eight

non-intersecting lines of the surface, together with a point A
which corresponds to any point of the conic coplanar with c".

These nine points cannot constitute the complete intersection

of two cubic curves.

To any plane section of the surface there corresponds, in the

plane of ^, a quartic curve having a node at A and passing through

the points Bi. The cubic through the nine base-points corresponds

to the double line.

The plane image of any curve of order M on the surface is

a curve of order m, where

i¥=4Ht-2/3-2«,

/S being the number of times the curve on the surface meets the

conic corresponding to A, and ^a the total number of passages of

the image through the points -Bf.

By applying Rohn's method to the surface, using any point

on the double line as that from which a tangent cone is drawn,

it is easy to see the modifications which arise when isolated nodes

exist.

The section of the tangent cone, whose vertex is any point

of the double line, is a sextic curve, meeting the double line in

a quadruple point ; with each additional node of the surface this

curve acquires an additional node: when there are seven nodes

the sextic becomes a nodal cubic, meeting the double line in one

point together with three lines through this point. When the

surface has eight nodes, the sextic curve becomes a conic together

with four lines concurring at a point of the double line.

6 2
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In the case of seven nodes there are three torsal lines meeting

the double line, and each containing two nodes; also there are

four tropes meeting in the seventh node, and each containing four

nodes. If there are eight nodes we have Pliicker's surface which

has also eight tropes. The nodes form two tetrahedra, each of

which is inscribed in the other. The nodes lie in pairs on four

torsal lines meeting the double line. Through any two nodes not

on the same torsal line there pass two tropes. The tropes can be

arranged in four pairs so that the line of intersection of a pair

meets the double line in a pinch-point.

Plane sections of Pliicker's surface are represented by quartic

curves having a common node and touching, at fixed points, four

concurrent lines.

Ch. VII. Quartic surfaces containing an infinite number
of conies : Steiner's surface : the quartic monoid.

The nature of the quartic surfaces which contain an infinite

number of conies was investigated by Kummer. He showed the

existence of the following classes : surfaces with a double conic or

a double line ; ruled quartic surfaces ; the surface ^^ = a0yS,

where = is a quadric and a, /S, 7, S coaxal planes ; Steiner's

surface.

To these surfaces discussed by Kummer must be added the

surface whose equation is

{xw +f(y, z, w)\' = {z, lu^a)*.

The surface <t" = a^yB has two tacnodes at the intersection

of the common axis of the planes with O ; it is birationally trans-

formable into a cubic cone. The conies of the surface can be

arranged in sets of four lying on the same quadric ; the quadric

cone whose vertex is on the axis of the planes a ... 8, and

whose base is any conic of the surface, meets the surface in four

conies.

Steiner's surface is of the third class and has four tropes ; the

coordinates of any point of the surface are expressible as homo-
geneoTis quadratic functions of three variables; conversely any
surface, the coordinates of whose points are so expressible, is a

Steiner surface. The surface has a triple point, three double

lines meeting in the triple point, and a node on each double line.

A characteristic property of the surface is that its section by any
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tangent plane breaks up into two conies. Every algebraic curve

on the surface is of even order.

The surface being determined by the equations

/3«i =fi (Vi, V2, %) {i = 1, 2, 3, 4),

we are enabled to map the surface on the plane of the ij,-.

Any conic of the surface is represented on the 7;-plane by

a straight line, the pair of lines representing two conies in the

same tangent plane of the surface are represented by the

equations

7?i + niT], + «773 = 0, T/i + — 172 + - Vs = 0.m n

The surface contains 00 = quartic curves of the second species,

which are represented by the general conic in the plane of 77

;

also (30 * quadri-quartics having a node on one of the double lines

;

they lie on quadrics passing through two double lines, and are

represented by conies 'EaurjiTjic — O, in which two of the quantities

*ii> '^22. O33 are equal.

The conies apolar to the four conies /i = form the pencil

Ua" + Xu^" = ;

the conies of this pencil are inscribed in the same quadrilateral,

and form the images on the plane of rj of the asymptotic lines of

the surface.

A form of the preceding property of the surface, that its

coordinates are expressible as homogeneous qiiadratic functions

of two variables, is the following : in the general quadric trans-

formation

/3.r;=/i(«i, a,, 83, a,),

the locus of a; is a Steiner surface when the locus of a is a plane.

From this we derive the fact that Steiner's surface, and the cubic

polar of a plane with reference to a general cubic surface, are

reciprocal.

Another mode of origin of the surface, given by Sturm, is that

if a pencil of surfaces of the second class is projectively related

to the points of a line in such a way that the line meets one

conic c' of the system in a point corresponding to c-, and another

conic c'' in a point corresponding to c', then the envelope of the

tangent cones drawn from the points of the line to the corresponding

surfaces is a Steiner surface.
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Weierstrass and Schroter have shown that a Steiner surface

arises as a locus connected with a known theorem for the quadric.

The theorem is that if through any given point ^ of a quadric

any three mutually perpendicular lines are drawn, meeting the

quadric again in L, M, N, then the plane L]\1N meets the normal

at ^ in a fixed point.

This theorem may be generalized as follows : if -A be joined to

the vertices of any triangle self-polar for a given conic c^ in a given

plane a, and the joining lines meet the quadric again in L, M, N,

then the plane LMN meets the line AR in a fixed point S, where

R is the pole for (f of the trace on a of the tangent plane to the

quadric at A.

If now c^ is a member of the oo - conies

where {7=0, V=0, W=0 are given conies, we have a point S
determined for each set of values of Vi'-Vi'-Vi- O^i giving these

ratios all values the locus of iS is a Steiner surface ; for it can be

shown that if the coordinates of S are y, ... y^, we have

2/, : 2/= : 2/3 : y, =/i iv) -f^ (v) -A iv) -A (v),

where the fi are quadratic functions of the i;,-.

Properties of Steiner's surface may be deduced by aid of the

transformation

xoji = p (1 = 1,2,3,4),

applied to any plane Sa,a7,- = 0, giving the cubic surface

Vi

which is the reciprocal of Steiner's surface.

Steiner's surface is one example of a type of surfaces known as

monoids, viz. surfaces of the «th order which have an (n — l)-foId

point. The equation of the quartic monoid ma}- be written

WU3 + Mj = 0,

where v.^ = 0, M4 = are cones having their vertices at the triple

point. The surface contains twelve lines, the intersections of

1*3=0 and ^4 = 0. The surface is projectively related to any

plane, e.g. the plane w = 0, in a (1, 1) manner, except that every

point of each of these twelve lines is represented by one point

only, viz. where the line meets the plane w = 0.
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The surface contains conies in planes through two of the

twelve lines, and twisted cubics on quadric cones passing through

five of the twelve lines. The co ' quadric cones passing through

any four of the twelve lines meet the surface in quartic curves

having a node at the triple point ; the co ' cubic cones passing

through any eight of the twelve lines meet the surface in quartic

curves without double points. If the lines corresponding to a

curve of each type together make up the twelve lines, these two

curves lie on one quadric. All these quartic curves are quadri-

quartics.

Quartic curves of the second species arise as the intersection

with the surface of cubic cones having six of the twelve lines as

simple lines and one of them as double line ; there are 5544 such

quartic curves on the surface. The surface will have a line not

passing through the triple point provided that three of the twelve

lines are coplanar.

The cases of the quartic monoid of special interest are those

in which there are .six nodes; here the twelve lines coincide in

pairs six times.

There are two cases of such surfaces ; in the first case the six

nodes may have any positions, this surface is a special case of the

symmetroid ; for the symmetroid being the result of eliminating

the Xi from the equations

where the Oj are regarded as point-coordinates, the surface con-

sidered is the special case in which one of the quadrics Si = is

a plane taken doubly. The tangent cone to the surface whose

vertex is one of the six nodes breaks up into two cubic cones. In

the other case the six nodes lie on a conic whose plane is a trope

of the surface. Each kind of surface has the same number of

constants, viz. twenty-one.

Ch. VIII. Rational quartic surfaces.

The quartic surfaces with a triple point or with a double curve

have been seen to be rational, i e. the coordinates of the points of

such a surface are expressible as rational functions of two para-

meters. Nother has shown that there are only three rational

quartic surfaces apart from them. The first of these surfaces has

a tacnode, i.e. is such that every plane through the node meets the
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surface in a quartic curve having two consecutive double points

at the node. The coordinates of any point x of the surface are

projectively related to the points y of a double plane by the

equations

-;^,(y)± Vn(y)

yi

where p^j (y) = is a conic and fl (y) = is a general quartic

curve.

Clebsch showed that the points y can be expressed as rational

functions of new variables Zi in such a way as to render v'n(y)

a rational function of the Zi, viz. by equations of the form

<T2/<=/;(^). (1 = 1,2.3),

where the curves fi {z) = are cubics having seven points in

common. The plane sections of the surface have then as their

images, in the field of the Zi, sextic curves having the seven points

as nodes and also four other common points ; the eleven points lie

on the same cubic.

If the quartic surface has the equation

we obtam

Xi '. X2 ' x^ : Xt — yi : yj : y^ : - . ,

/2 \y)

where 12 (y) = is a sextic curve. It is shown that Vfi (y) is

capable of rationalization only in the following two cases, viz.

(1) when n(y') = is a sextic with a quadruple point; (2) when
n (y) = is a sextic with two consecutive triple points.

The transformation to the simple plane is effected by the

consideration that to plane sections through the double point

there must correspond, in the simple plane, curves of order n of

the same genus as these sections, viz. two, and intersecting each

other in two variable points. This gives the equations

n" - 2 = «! + 4a2 + . . . + r^a^,

n()i + 3) , .,
r(r+l)-^—' -l = a, + 3a„+...+ ^

^
'
Or ,

where a, is the number of points the curves in the ^-plane have

in common, a^ the number of double points they have in common,

and so on. By aid of Cremona transformations repeatedly applied.
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it is seen that these curves of order n are capable of being replaced

by one of the following types : (1) the curves d (a^bi . . . im), (2) the

curves Ce{ai' ... a^'b^b,); i.e. quartic curves with one common node

and ten common points, or sextic curves with eight common nodes

and two common points. In each case the fixed points lie on one

cubic.

The substitutions py = Ci(z), py = c,{z) will then rationalize

v'n(3/) in the two cases respectively mentioned, and hence lead

to two rational quartic surfaces.

Ch. IX. Determinant surfaces.

The quartic surface whose equation is A = 0, where A is a

determinant of four rows whose elements are linear functions of

the coordinates, depends upon thirty-three constants, one less than

the general quartic surface. Taking as its equation

9x

= 0,

it is seen that the surface contains two sets of sextic curves,

viz. the curves

Px -

p.' ..

If

Px

Px

a b d

= 0,

Px

i'x'

Px"

A
B

C

D

= 0.

Denoting these two kinds of curves by c, and k,, it is found

that any two curves of the same kind meet in four points, any

two curves of different kinds in fourteen points. Any two curves

of diflFerent kinds lie on a cubic surface.

The surface can be birationally transformed into itself by aid

of the three sets of equations

\Px + ^ffl + ^3 ^x + ^4*1 = 0.

\Px' + = 0-

\Px" + =0,

\p."'+ =0;

«ijPy + OtPy + fhPy + «4P»"' = 0,

«!?»+ =0,

«!»•»+ =0,

OiSy + =0;
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KP, + XaQ. + X,-Ri + X,S, = 0,

XiP,+ =0,

\P,+ =0,

\P, + =0;

where P; = a,p,- + a„pi' + a^pi" + ajp/".

If we regard the X,- and the a,- as point-coordinates we pass, by

aid of these equations, from a point a; of A to a point \ of a

surface 2, thence to a point a of a surface -' and finally to a point

y of A.

From the preceding equations we deduce that if x is any

point of a curve Cj, the point x determines a trisecant of Cj whose

fourth intersection with A is the point y, which corresponds to x.

These trisecants, as x describes c,, form a ruled surface of the

eighth order, whose intersection with A is Ce taken triply together

with a curve of the fourteenth order, the locus of the points y on

A corresponding to the points x of Cs.

When the determinant A is symmetrical, i.e. if

p' = q, p" = r, p" = s, etc.,

the surfaces 2 and S' coincide ; and the quantities P,, Qi, etc. are

in this case the partial derivatives of a quantity which is quadratic

in the a,-; if, changing the notation, we represent this quantity by

Si, the last set of equations take the form

=* dS-S^.g = (1),
.=1 oyi

on replacing X and « by a; and y respectively.

Thus the surface 2 is the Jacobian /, of four quadrics. The

surface A = 0, where A is a symmetrical determinant, is known as

the symmetroid ; if in the first set of preceding equations we
replace x, X, y and a by a, x, /3 and y respectively, and express

that q=p', etc., these equations assume the form

i^^^='' S^^^='' ^='''''''^ (2).

The surface A, the locus of the points a, is obtained by

eliminating the «,-, or the !/,-, from these equations. The surface

J is seen to be the locus of vertices of cones of the system

iaiSi = 0.

1
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The equations (1) express that the polar planes of any point x

of J, with regard to each of these quadrics S^ ... St, are concurrent

in the point y of J ; the points x, y are said to be corresponding

points on J.

The surface A has ten nodes ; the tangent cone of A whose

vertex is any of its nodes breaks up into two cubic cones ; a

characteristic property of this surface.

The surface J has ten lines ; every point of a line of J is

associated with the same point a of A, by equations (2), which

is a node of A.

The tangent plane of J at any point P is the polar plane of P'

,

the point corresponding to P, for the cone of the system SajS,-
1

whose vertex is P
When X describes a line of the Jacobian, its con-esponding

point y describes a twisted cubic ; the point /8 on the symmetroid

describes a curve of the ninth order having double points at each

node of the symmetroid except the one which is connected with

the locus of X.

As the point y describes the section of the Jacobian made by

the plane Uy = 0, the corresponding locus of x is the sextic

dxi dxi
'

= 0,

which has the ten lines of the Jacobian as trisecants. The locus

of the associated points a on the symmetroid is a curve of the

fourteenth order, passing three times through each node : that of

the associated points ^ is a sextic curve which passes through the

ten nodes. To a plane section through two nodes of the sym-

metroid there corresponds a quadri-quartic on the Jacobian.

If the quadrics Si ... S^ have a common point, the Jacobian

has a node and an additional node arises on the symmetroid.

Each additional common point of S^... St will give rise to a node

on both the Jacobian and the symmetroid. If there are six such

common points, the Jacobian becomes the surface known as

Weddle's, and the symmetroid becomes Kummer's surface.

Weddle's surface has thus the six points common to Si ... Sf as

nodes, and contains twenty-five lines, viz. the fifteen lines joining

the nodes and the intersections of the ten pairs of planes through

the six points.
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The line joining any two corresponding points P, P' of the

surface meets the twisted cubic through the six nodes in two

points L, M such that the four points P, F, L, M are harmonic.

It follows that this cubic is an asymptotic line of the surface.

If 6*, 0', 6, 1 be the coordinates of any point on this twisted

cubic, then the coordinates of the preceding points P, P' are

obtained as follows : let 6, 4> denote the points L, M ; the

coordinates of P, P' are given by the equations

8' ^' d^ <i>' 0.1 1

6

where /(o) = 11 (a — 9i), and 0^ ... de are the values of 6 relating to
1

the six nodes.

Any two points 6, 4> of the twisted cubic thus determine two

points P, P' on the surface ; any three points 0, (/>, yfr determine

three pairs PP', QQ", RR' of corresponding points which form the

vertices of a complete quadrilateral ; any four points 0,
<f>,

a/t, t^

determine twelve points which form three desmic tetrahedra,

viz.

PP'SS', QQ'TT, RR'UU'.

If in the preceding expression of the points of the surface in

terms of 0,
<f>

we suppose to be constant, i.e. take all chords

through a given point of the twisted cubic, the resulting locus of

points of the surface is a quintic curve ; these curves form a con-

jugate system on the surface. If the tangent to the twisted cubic

at the point meets the surface again in the point T, then the

locus of points of contact of the tangents from T to the surface is

one of these curves.

The surface, being defined as the locus of vertices of cones

which pass through six given points, is seen to have an equation

of the form

PkPm ^ ququ

Pl3Pa 5i3 5'«2

provided that four nodes are taken as vertices of the tetrahedron

of reference, and p,*, 9,* are the coordinates of the lines joining

any point of the surface to the two remaining nodes.

This equation expresses that the lines p, q meet the faces of
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same four nodes and having the other two nodes as respective

vertices, viz. the cones

PiiPu = ^PuP-isi, ?i2?34 = M^aqa ;

the second set is given as the intersection of the quadrics

PmPm = f^quqw PisPa = ^g'ls?^

;

each of these curves passes through four nodes; the equation of

the last set, expressed in terms of double theta functions, is

The coordinates of the fifteen points (N^N,), etc. are obtained

from those of any point for which the argument is u by the addition

of one of the fifteen half-periods. The coordinates of the point

(Ni) in which the join of P to A^ meets the surface again are

found to be

Coi 02 ^03 ^4 : Ca ^2 ^3 ^04 ' Co3 ^03 ^08 ^04 ' C4 6t 0} ^02 •

The fifteen other points (N^), etc. and {NiN^N,), etc. are

obtained by addition of one of the fifteen half-periods t(j the

argument of n in these last expressions.

The equation of a plane section of the surface, referred to the

three points in which the plane of section meets the twisted cubic

through the six nodes, assumes a simple form. The tangents to

the curve at the vertices of the triangle of reference meet in one

point ; an invariant of the curve is seen to vanish ; the curve

contains an infinite number of configurations of points, each

configuration being formed by twenty-five points.

Bauer has investigated the surface whose equation is

Xi - a,/a,
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When the preceding connection mentioned in the beginning

of the chapter, between the points x and y which gives rise to the

surface A, reduces to a collineation, we obtain a surface, discussed

by Schur, whose equation is

0^78 + a'ySVS' = 0,

in which a . . . S' are linear in the variables ; and the collineation is

such as to permute cyclically the planes a ... 8 and the planes

a! ... S'. This surface contains thirty-two lines.

If, in addition, the faces of both tetrahedra are subject to

a collineation which leaves one face of each tetrahedron unaltered

and permutes cyclically the other three, the surface contains fifty-

two lines.





CHAPTER I

QUARTIC SURFACES WITH ISOLATED SINGULAR POINTS

1. The singular points possessed by a quartic surface may
consist either of a certain number of isolated nodes or may form

double curves.

In the present chapter we discuss the quartic surfaces which

have an assigned number of nodes, beginning with those which

have four nodes, and give a definite method of classification for all

the cases in which the number of nodes exceeds seven.

The number of isolated nodes of a quartic surface cannot

exceed sixteen; for the class of a surface of order n which has

S double points is n (n — 1)^ — 2S, since this is the number of points

of intersection of the surface and its first polars for two points A
and B, diminished by the number 28 of these intersections arising

from each double point (a simple point on the polars of both A
and B). Hence if n is four, S cannot exceed sixteen.

2. Quartic surfaces with four to seven nodes.

Since the equation of the general quartic surface contains thirty-

four constants, the surface with four given nodes should contain

34-16 = 18 constants; if then A=0, B = 0,G=Q, D = Q, E=0,
F=0 are six linearly independent quadrics through the four

nodes, the equation

{a-$^A,B,C,D,E,Ff = 0,

containing apparently twenty constants, is a quartic surface having

the given nodes.

The number of constants is really eighteen, since there are two quadratic

relations between the six quadrics, as may be seen by taking the four given

points as vertices of the tetrahedron of reference, in which case the quadrics

may be taken to be

Xi^i, i»l^3) ^X'^4> ^3^4) ^2^i, ^i^zi

between which there exist the identities

XxXi . XiXi= XxXi . XiXi= XiXi . X^X-i-

3. Q. S. 1
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For five nodes, taking A...E as quadrics passing through the

given nodes, the equation

{a\A,B,C,D,Ey = 0,

containing fourteen constants, represents the general quartic

having these given nodes.

The general quartic with six nodes is represented by the

equation

{a'^A,B,C,Df + pJ=Q,

where A, B,C, D are quadrics through the six nodes, and / is the

Jacobian of the four quadrics. For this equation contains ten con-

stants and J has the given points D^...D^ as nodes, moreover J
cannot be expressed as a quadratic function oi A, B, G, D.

The following properties of J may be used to establish these results.

The surface J=0 is the locus of vertices of cones of the system

A+XB+^C+vD= 0;

now each point of the line joining any two double points, e.g. D^D.^, is the

vertex of such a cone, hence J contains the join of any two double points
;

also since DiD^.-.D-^Df, lie on J it follows that Di is a node of J; similarly

for D^.-.-De- Again there are ten pairs of planes passing through the points

D\...Di, and each point of the line of intersection of such a pair of planes

satisfies the condition of being the vertex of a cone of the system. Hence

such a line lies upon J, which thus contains 1.t + 10= 25 lines. Again, since

any quadric of the system is linearly expressible in terms of any four

members of the system, it is so expressible in terms of any four of the

previous pairs of planes ; hence if J were expressible as a quadratic function

of A, B, Cand D, we should necessarily have a relation of the form

in which we may take the planes a, ft y to contain the line DiD^, while fi, S'

do not contain it, e.g.,

a={Di, D2, D3), a'={Di,Di„Di), etc.,

while 8 = {D„Ds,I),), b'={D^,D„Di).

Hence since /contains i^jZlj such a relation is impossible.

The general quartic with seven nodes is represented by the

equation

{a\A,B,CY + p^ = Q,

where A, B, C are quadrics through the given nodes and 2 is any
quartic surface having the seven nodes*.

* This quartic surface may also be expressed in terms of the quartic surfaces

which have one of the given points as a triple point and the other six as double

points; if Tl...T^ are these surfaces, the required general quartic surface is

Za(Ti=0, t= l,...7.
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3. Quartic surfaces with more than seven nodes.

The equation of a quartic surface having a node at the point

x = y = z — Q will be of the form

u^w'^ + 2M3W 4- M4 = 0,

where u^ = 0, u-i = 0, u^ = are cones whose vertex is the node.

The equation of the tangent cone drawn to the surface from

this node is

The section of this cone by any plane, e.g. the plane w = 0, is

a sextic curve with a " contact-conic," i.e. a conic which touches it

wherever it meets it.

If the surface has any other node, the tangent cone will have

a double line passing through this new node and giving rise to a

node on this sextic ; we obtain the different varieties of quartic

surfaces possessing nodes by consideration of all special cases of

sextic curves with a contact-conic*.

It is to be noted that the existence of a contact-conic Wg = of

a sextic implies also a contact-quartic 1*4 = ; if a sextic has another

contact-conic v^ — 0, and hence another contact-quartic v^ = 0, an

identity exists of the form

Now by multiplying the equation of the surface by u.^ we derive

{u^w + u-^y + u^Ui - u^ = 0,

hence in the present case

{u^W-\-U^'^ + V2Vi — V3' = (1).

Denoting by Cg the intersection of the quartic surface with

the cone V2 = 0, it is clear that ?;2 = meets the surface (1) in the

curve Cg and in the four lines 1*2=^2 = 0; but v, meets (1) where

it meets the two nodal cubic surfaces

M2W + Us — V3 = 0,

u^w -I- M3 -I- 1)3 = 0,

hence in general Cg must break up into two quartic curves, either

of which is the partial intersection of v^ with a cubic surface which

contains also two generators of v^. These curves are therefore

quadri-quarticsf. Hence the surface contains an infinite number

* This method is due to Bohn, see Die Flachen vierter Ordnung hinsichtlich

Hirer Knotenpunkte und ihrer Gestaltung, Leipzig, 1886.

t We denote by quadri-quartic the type of twisted quartic through which an

infinite number of quadrics pass.

1—2
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of quadri-quartic curves which are projected from the node into

quartic curves which touch the sextic u^Ui — M3- = at each point

of intersection*.

Hence if the curve WoMj - u^' = has more than one contact-

conic it has an infinite number of contact-conies.

4. Nodal sexticsf.

For the purpose of classification of nodal quartic surfaces

we discuss various properties of sextic curves with a contact-conic.

In the first place it may be seen that sextic curves with six nodes

lying on a conic Cr, can have their equation expressed as above.

For if C3 = is any cubic through the six points, any other cubic

through them is of the form C3 -H Cai = ; and any sextic through

the complete intersection of Co and c^ being

C2C4 -r C3C3 ^ U,

if the six points are nodes on this sextic c^ and c^' must be of the

form c,M + c^N, C3 + C2R respectively.

Hence the required sextic takes the form

i.e. the form E,^ - c,^F= 0,

and hence has a contact-conic.

The corresponding quartic surface is vfiV+ ^wK^ + 0^=0; this

has the plane w = as a singular tangent plane or trope, which

touches the surface along a conic.

Sextics with seven nodes.

There are two different kinds of seven-nodal sextics, viz. that

for which it is possible to find a pair of points P, P' on the curve,

such that through the seven nodes D^... D, and P, P' there pass

an infinite number of cubics, and the one for which it is not

possible ; considering the former kind, then if one such pair of

points exists there is an infinite number of such pairs ; for taking

C3 and C3' as two such cubics, then Ce, the given sextic, since it

passes through the complete intersection of Cg and Cj', has an

equation of the form

C3r3 + C3T3'=0.

* For such a point of intersection P is the projection of an actual intersection

Q of the quadri-quartic and the curve of contact of the tangent cone, and the

tangents to these curves at Q lie in the tangent plane of the surface.

+ See Bohn, I.e.
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Now Cs meets c^ only in D^ ... D-,, P, P' and two further points

Q, Q', hence F/ passes through Di...D, and also through Q and Q';

so that two and therefore an infinite number of cubics pass through

Di... Dj, Q and Q'. By varying the cubic through the nine points

Di ... D,, P, P' we form an involution of points Q, Q on c^. If Q
coincides with P, Q' will coincide %vith P'; therefore every cubic

through the seven nodes which touches c^ once will touch it

twice.

Since Fj is seen to pass through D^... D, and since only three

linearly independent cubics pass through seven points, there is a

linear connection between c^, c^, T^ and T^, hence the sextic which

has the property considered is represented by an equation of the

form

where 0, ^j x are any three cubics through the given nodes.

This class of sextic always has a contact-conic ; for if the sextic

is Ce = C3 — c^c^', let the chord joining the intersections Pj, P^ of

C3 and C3", apart from the nodes, be /= 0, and /' = 0, /"=0
similar chords for C3", C3 and C3, C3'; then fc-i, f'cs, fc^' all pass

through the thirteen points Di ... Dj, Pi, Paj-.-Pa", and hence

through three other fixed points*. Hence we have a linear

relation of the form

^/C3 + P/'C3'+C/"C3"=0,

where A, B, G are definite constants.

Now if c,= - \Afc3 - Bfc; = Wo^ + Q/"V,
we have c,' - lA'/'c,' + BCf'f"c,'c," = ;

that is 4c,= - AY'c, + cX" {4>BCf'/" - A'p) = 0.

Hence the conic \BGf'f" — A'^p = ^ touches Cs, viz. at six of

its intersections with C4, the other two being the points

This conic is touched by /' and /", hence the tangents of the

contact-conic are the chords of contact of Ce and its hitangent

cubics.

We observe that in this case there is a doubly infinite number

of quartic curves C4 which pass through the seven nodes and the

six points of contact of c^ and its contact-conic.

* Since all quartics through thirteen points which do not all lie on a curve of

lower degree pass through three other fixed points and hence belong to a pencil.
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Sextics with eight or with nine nodes.

If y= is any sextic with eight nodes Di-.-D^ and </) = 0,

•\/r = any two cubics through them, the general sextic with the

eight given nodes is

/+ -Kjy" + /i<^i|r + j/i|r= = 0.

If this curve has a ninth node it either degenerates into two

cubics through the nine points (which are then the complete

intersection of two cubics) or the ninth node lies on the curve

J{f, <f>, ylr) = 0. This is of the ninth degree and will be denoted

by c^; it has each of the eight nodes as a triple point*.

The curve /=0 and the eight nodes completely determine cg; if we take

any point P of intersection of / and Cg, and suppose to pass through P,

then any sextic with the eight given nodes is of the form f+p(ji<l>' = Q where

<^' does not pass through P.

Since P lies on cg it follows from the equation of that curve that the

linear polars of P for /, and
(f>'

concur ; but the first two are the tangents

at P to / and (j), and the third cannot pass through P, hence / and touch

at P, and touches every sextic with the eight given nodes which pass

through P. Now /and cg meet in 9x6-8x6= 6 points apart from the

nodes, hence every sextic tint/i eight nodes is touched by six cubics through

these nodes.

If y"= is any sextic with nine nodes and = the cubic

through them, /+ p(\}^ = is the equation of the general sextic

with the given nine nodes. If there is a tenth node it will be

included among the points determined by the equations

/l J2 /S
I _ f^

</>l <^2 03 ll

The number of solutions given by these equations is thirty-

nine, but each of the given nine nodes occurs as a triple solution.

Hence the pencil of sextics f+p<j)''=0 contains twelve curves

which have a tenth node (see Art. 9).

The foregoing result as to contact-cubics is modified as follows : through

any eight nodes of a sextic with nine nodes there pass four tangent cubics

;

through any eight nodes of a sextic with ten nodes there pass two tangent

cubics.

5. Sextics with ten nodes.

The following result for ten-nodal sextics is important for our

purpose: every plane sextic with ten nodes and a contact-conic is the

projection of a twisted sextic on a quadric: for choosing any centre

* As may be seen by taking any one of them as x= 0, y = 0, 2=0.
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of projection and any quadric whose section by the polar plane

of for the quadric projects into the given contact-conic, the

sextic cone whose base is the given sextic meets the quadric in

a curve 0,2 which has twenty-six actual double points, since each

node of the plane sextic gives rise to two nodes on C12, and each

point of contact of the contact-conic and the sextic is the projection

of a point at which two branches of c^ touch each other. Moreover

C12 has thirty apparent double points*, hence the projection of c^

from any point has 30 -I- 26 = 56 nodes, and this is one more than

can be possessed by a curve of order 12 which does not break up

into simpler curves. Hence C12 must break up into two sextic

curves.

There are three varieties of twisted sextics on a quadric

:

(1) its intersection with a cubic surface, (2) its partial intersection

with a quartic surface which also contains two generators of the

quadric of the same species, (3) its partial intersection with a

quintic surface which also contains four generators of the quadric

of the same species.

The following result, which may be easily proved f, is of frequent

application: through every point P of space there pass n(n— 1)

double secants of the complete curve of intersection of a quadric

with any surface of order n ; these double secants form the inter-

section of a cone of order n with a cone of order n — 1, the former

cone passes through the 2n intersections of the polar plane of P
and this curve.

Let us now consider the plane ten-nodal sextic which is the

projection of the first of these three varieties. This has six

apparent double points and, since its plane projection has ten

* Salmon, Geom. of three dimensions (fifth ed. 1912), vol. i. p. 356.

t If V=0 is tlie surface and U=0 the quadric, it is easy to see that the section

of the curve of intersection by the polar plane of P for U is given by the

equations

where AUz^ix/^U,

and Xf are the coordinates of P. Relatively to its plane the equation of this curve

is of the form

this curve contains n(n-l) nodes which arise solely from apparent double points

of the curve 17=0, V=0; also v„=0 is seen to pass through the common inter-

sections of 7=0, U=0, AU=0.
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nodes, it must have four actual double points ; by the last result

six of the nodes of the plane sextic lie on a conic ; it is therefore

represented by an equation of the form

IQ-C'V^O. (Art. 4.)

The second species of twisted sextic lies on a quadric and a

quartic surface, their intersection being completed by two gene-

rators of the quadric. This curve has seven apparent double

points*; and therefore, to complete the number of nodes of the

plane quartic, must have three actual double points. Each

generator of the given species meets the curve four times. There

is an infinite number of quartic surfaces passing through the

sextic and any two generators of the quadric. For any quartic

surface through five points of each generator and any seventeen

points of the sextic will meet the sextic in 8 + 17 = 25 points,

and therefore contain it altogether : it will also contain the two

generators. Let us denote the twisted sextic by Ce, its plane

projection by c/, and take any generator p and its consecutive

generator as the pair of generators just mentioned ; then the cubic

cone which contains the seven double secants of Cg will touch Cg

twice f; hence, varying p, we obtain an infinite number' of cubics

through seven nodes of c^ and hitangent to it.

In the third type of twisted sextic Cg is the partial intersection

of a quadric and a quintic, the residual intersection being formed

b)" four generators of the quadric of the same species. Each

generator of this species meets the sextic five times. It may be

shown as before that there is an infinite number of quintic surfaces

passing through the given sextic and any four generators of the

given species. The curve Cj has ten apparent double points.

We may select the four generators as follows ; let p and p' be those

generators which are projected from the centre of projection into the

tangents of the contact-conic of % drawn from some node D of Cg' ; we then

take as our four generators p, p' and the generators consecutive to them.

The line OD thus meets Ce twice, and serves as join of apparent intersections

for Cg, p and for ce, p'. The compound curve of intersection of order 10 has

twenty apparent double points, of which nine are projected into D, viz. one

point arising from ce, two from (cj, ^) {ce, p + dp), two from (co, p') (ce, p' + dp')

and four from p and p'.

Hence the two cones of orders 4 and 5 through the double secants must

* After deduction of five apparent double points arising from the two lines.

t Since p gives rise to two apparent double points of the compound curve.
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each have a common triple edge ; we therefore obtain the following results

:

if D is any one of the ten nodes there exists a quartic curve which has

a triple point in D and passes through the nine other nodes and the jjoints of

contact of the tangents drawn from D to the contact-conic ; also there exists

a quintic curve which has a triple point in D, passes through the nine other

nodes and touches the contact-conic where it is touched by its tangents

drawn from D. This holds for each node.

6. Quartic surfaces with eight nodes.

Returning to the sextic curve luu^ — u^ = 0, derived from the

surface UaW" + 2u,^iu -I- M4 = 0, any quadric through the node is

if the quartic surface has any other node which also lies upon

this quadric, since this node also lies on the surface

u^w + «3 = 0,

it is clear that the curve Wjij — 2^«3 = will pass through the

resulting node on MjMj — u^ = Q or c^.

This quartic curve passes through the points of contact of c^

with its contact-conic Ua, and also through the nodes of c^ which

result from nodes on the quartic surface. If therefore the surface

has eight nodes we have seven nodes on c^: to each quartic

through these seven nodes and the points of contact Bi... Bg of

Cj and Mj, there corresponds one quadric through the eight nodes,

and vice-versa.

Now it was stated (Art. 4) that plane sextics with seven nodes

form two classes ; in the more general case there is a singly

infinite number of quartic curves through the nodes and Bi...Be,

and we obtain corresponding to this case a singly infinite number

of quadrics through the eight nodes. For the more special case

where there is a doubly infinite number of quartic curves through

the thirteen points we have a doubly infinite number of quadrics

through the eight nodes, which therefore form eight associated

points. Such a surface is represented by an equation of the form

(a'$_A,B,Cy=0.

It follows that any quadric through the eight nodes meets the

quartic surface in two quadri-quartic curves which are projected

from any node into two of the 00 '' cubics which pass through the

seven nodes of c^.
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These two classes of quartic surfaces will be termed asyzygetic

and syzygetic respectively*.

The equation of the general seven-nodal surface being

F^{a^A,B, C)- + p^ = (Art. 2), where A, B, C are quadrics

through the seven nodes, if there is an eighth node we obtain,

to determine it, the equations

. dF _ dF „ dF _,

0, (i = l, ...4);

hence the eighth node lies on the surface

A, B, C,

J{A,BC,1) =

^
A.^ IJ2 C/2
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the dianodal surface. This surface thus contains the twenty-one

lines which join any two of the nodes D1...D7.

Again taking S, A and B to pass through any given seventh

point of the twisted cubic determined by 1)^... Dg, this cubic lies

entirely in S as meeting it in thirteen points, and also on A and B as

meeting them in seven points, hence the tangent planes at P to —,

A and B will meet in the tangent line at P to the twisted cubic

:

hence, as before, the point P lies on the dianodal surface. This

surface thus contains the seven twisted cubics which pass through

any six of the points D^ ... Dj.

The dianodal surface contains thirty-five plane cubics lying on

the planes which contain three of the given nodes ; for let L be

the plane of three nodes and S the cubic surface which passes

through these three nodes and has the four other nodes as double

points ; if we then write X . /S for S in the equation of the dianodal

surface it becomes

J {A, B,C,L.S) = LJ{A, B, C, S) + SJ{A, B, C, L) = 0,

which clearly contains the cubic i = 0, iS = 0. This shows that

the lines B^D^, etc. are simple lines of the dianodal surface.

The twisted sextic which is the locus of the vertices of the

cones which pass through the seven given nodes, lies on the

surface ; for this sextic is obtained by elimination of X, /x. from

the equations

Ai + \Bi + fiGi = Q, (i = l,...4),

which clearly lies upon J{A,B, C, 1) = 0.

Each of the seven nodes is a triple point of /, for the lines

D1D2, ... DiDj do not lie on the same quadric cone.

7. Quartic surfaces with nine nodes.

From the two varieties of surfaces with eight nodes we derive

two with nine nodes. Considering first syzygetic surfaces, viz.

aA''+... + 2fj.AB = 0,

if this surface has a ninth node it must lie upon the twisted sextic

A,... A,

B,...B, =0.

This curve is the locus of the vertices of the cones of the system
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A +\B + /J.G; hence, if a ninth node exist, there is a quadric cone

K whose vertex is D9 which passes through the points i), ... Dg.

Taking A as the point from which the surface is projected by

a tangent cone (giving rise to the curve u,i(j — V3- = 0), this latter

curve must have eight nodes lying on a conic, and must therefore

break up into this conic and a quartic curve. Therefore K, the

quadric cone whose vertex is D9, forms part of the tangent cone

from Ds, and touches the quartic surface along a twisted quartic.

The equation of the surface is therefore of the form

A' + pKB = 0,

where .4 = is a quadric through the nine nodes and £ = a

quadric through the eight associated points Di-.-Da. There is

a triply infinite number of nine-nodal syzygetic quartic surfaces.

Considering next asyzygetic nine-nodal surfaces, from the

equation of the general eight-nodal surface it is seen that a

ninth node must lie on the curve

A,... A,

B,...B, =0,

which is of the eighteenth order, the dianodal curve ; the ninth

node being taken arbitrarily on this curve, there is a singly infinite

number of surfaces with the nine given nodes represented by the

equation
A' + pP = 0,

where A is the quadric through the nine nodes and P any quartic

surface with these nodes.

The dianodal curve.

The dianodal curve lies on each of the eight dianodal surfaces

obtained from the eight given nodes; moreover the dianodal

surfaces corresponding to Di...D^D, and D^.-.D^Ds intersect in

the fifteen lines joining any two of the points A--- A. in the

dianodal curve, and in the twisted cubic through D-^.-.D^.

Through D^, as being a triple point on each, there pass nine

branches of the curve of intersection of the two dianodal surfaces,

but of these, six branches arise from the lines DjDj... D^D^ and

the tangent at A to the cubic D^ ... Dg] the remaining three

branches arise from the dianodal curve which has therefore a

triple point in each of the eight nodes Di...Dg.
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Moreover since six of the intersections of the tangent cubic

cones at i), to the two dianodal surfaces lie on the quadric cone

of vertex D^ and passing through Bo-.-D^, it follows that the

remaining three intersections must lie in a plane, hence the

tangents to the three branches of the dianodal curve at /), are

coplanar.

The dianodal curve is seen from its equation to be the locus

of a point whose polar planes for A, B and T are coaxal. In its

equation we may take A to be the quadric through the eight

nodes and any assigned point P, then B will not pass through P,

and if r is a quartic of the system which passes through P, then

if P is on the dianodal curve, since the polar plane of B for P
cannot pass through P, it follows that A and T have the same

tangent plane at P.

We may also note the following results: (1) the dianodal

curve meets each of the lines -DiA twice, apart from D^ and

Da, (2) it meets each of the seven twisted cubics D^.-.D^, etc.

twice, apart from the nodes. For we may take the quadric

A and the quartic T as passing through any point P of the line

D^Di which will then lie on each of them, hence we have at each

point of A-Da a (1, 1) correspondence of tangent planes which

involves two coincidences, say at the points Q and Q', thus both

Q and Q' satisfy the equation of the dianodal curve. Next take

A and T as passing through some assigned point P of the cubic

through Di • • Aj this cubic will then lie on each of these surfaces,

so that they will also meet in a residual quintic curve which passes

through the pointsA • • A- Now the number of points of apparent

intersection of these curves is seen to be seven* and hence their

actual intersections are eight in number, and deducting the six

points A • • • A we obtain two as the number of their intersections

apart from the nodes ; at each of these points A and T touch, and

hence each point lies on the dianodal curve.

8. Quartic surfaces with ten nodes.

We have, as before, two classes of irreducible sextics with nine

nodes, viz. according as the points of the curve are or are not

conjugate in pairs with regard to any seven of the nine nodes. We
have also the sextic arising from two cubics or two lines and a

quartic. We consider in the first place these last two cases.

* Salmon, Geom. of three dimensions (fifth cd.), vol. i. p. 358.
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It may be shown that, if the tangent cone from one node of a

ten-nodal quartic surface breaks up into two cubic cones, this

will also occur for each node. For let the tangent cone from Di

break up into the cubic cones V and V, touching the surface along

the curves Cg and c/ respectively, then Z), is a triple point on both

Ce and Cg'*, and D^.-.D^^ are ordinary points on Cg and c/. Now
the cubic surface which has Z), and A for nodes and which passes

through D3...D1Q and also through any other three points on Ce,

will meet Cs in 6 + 2 + 8 + 3 = 19 points and therefore contain Cg

;

it therefore meets the quartic surface in another curve kg which

has D^ as triple point and D^D^... Big as ordinary points. Hence

^6 is projected from Dj by a cubic cone which passes through

A, n,, A •• Ao.
In the same manner, by aid of Cg, we obtain another sextic

curve kf' which projects from A by a cubic cone. Hence the lines

AAi D2D3... D-.D^a form the complete intersection of two cubic

cones, so that the sextic tangent cone to the quartic surface from

A has as double edges the complete intersection of two cubic

cones: it must therefore break up into two cubic cones. Applying

the same reasoning to each node it is seen that the tangent cone

from each of them must break up into two cubic cones. This

surface is called the symmetroid'\.

In the next place, when the sextic splits up into two lines and

a quartic curve, we see that through the node x = y = z = there

pass two planes, each touching the surface along a conic ; each is

a trope. The equation of the surface is of the form

A" + pxyB = 0,

where A and B are any two quadrics.

* Since any plane through Dj meets cg in three points apart from Di and

so for cj'.

t See chap. ix. It is seen from the foregoing that any cubic cone whose

vertex is a node and which passes through the nine other nodes, meets the surface

in two sextic curves having the vertex as triple point and passing through the nine

nodes.

We thus obtain ten sets of sextic curves on the surface.

Since the equation of the surface may be written

= iI-+rV'=U2.F,

where F=w-ii2+ 2wu3 + Ut, M=wu„ + U3, Fr' = «2M4-«3',

it follows that the cubic surfaces

p-V+2pM-V' =

touch F along the sextics F=0, pW+ V'=0.
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The nodes lie on two conies : the tangent cone from each of

the eight associated nodes breaks up into a plane and a quintic

curve with four double points.

We now pass to irreducible sextics, first those whose points

are conjugate in pairs giving syzygetic surfaces with ten nodes.

Such surfaces are represented by an equation of the form

A' + pK.K^ = 0,

where K^ and K.2 are cones whose vertices lie on the quadric A.

Next if P = is any asyzygetic surface with nine nodes, then

among the surfaces

A' + pP = 0,

there are thirteen which have a tenth node ; for such a node is an

intersection of the dianodal surface of Dj ... BgD^ and the dianodal

curve of D^... D^; there are 6 x 18 = 108 such intersections, but

of these D^.-.D^ being triple points on both the surface and the

curve count as 9 x 6 = 54 intersections, and the points D^, Dj, Dg

each count as three, also the two intersections of the fifteen lines

DjDa, etc. with the dianodal curve give thirty points, and its two

intersections with the twisted cubic D^ ... 1)^ give two more points

which are not solutions; this leaves

108 - 54 - 9 - 30 - 2 = 13* solutions.

* Of these thirteen solutions one gives a symmetroid ; for if P and A have the

equations
«)^t(2 + 2H)U3+ «4= 0, Wti + t2= 0,

where D^ is the point i=j/=0 = O, we may write the equation A' + pP= in the form

w^ Hi'+ 2pu2) + 2w (ti ta + 2/)U3) + 12^ + 2pUi= ;

the sextio curve is therefore

2/5(«2«4-«3')+C6= 0,

where C6=ti'M4+ t2^«2-2(j(2«3

is the projection of the curve of intersection of A and P. All these curves have

as double points the projections D^...D^' of D2...1'9, and ce has also as double

points those in which the generators of A through D meet the plane of projection.

All these curves touch cj twice.

Now all sextics having as nodes D^' ...Dg' and which touch ce twice must have

an equation either of the form

where ^3 is a cubic through D2...D^, or of the form

«6 + <r03X3=0,

where 03, xs are two eubics through the nodes D2'•D9' of Ce which touch it.

But the first form is excluded, since no doubled cubic can occur in the pencil of

sextics; and the second form shows that as one curve of the pencil we have two

cubios, i.e. for one of the surfaces A'' + pP=0 the tangent cone from Dy breaks

up into two cubic cones, and we have a symmetroid.
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9. Quartic surfaces with eleven nodes.

The three varieties of plane sextics with ten nodes (Art. 5)

lead to three types of quartic surface with eleven nodes. The

equation of the first variety was seen to be of the form

U.J' - iL?K = ;

this sextic arises from the quartic surface

Kw' + 2U3W + ui = 0.

The six nodes which lie on a conic are given by the equations

w = 0, i(2 = 0, M3 = ; the plane w = is a trope.

The tangent cone drawn to the surface from any one of these

nodes breaks up into the plane w = and a quintic cone, the

tangent cones from the remaining five nodes are irreducible.

If P = be a quartic surface having the six coplanar points as

nodes and also five other nodes, and A a quadric passing through

four of these last five nodes and also the conic containing the six

nodes, then
P + p.A» =

is a pencil of quartic surfaces having ten nodes : the equations

Pi

Ai
=

give forty solutions, but the given ten nodes count triply among
them, leaving ten surfaces of the pencil having eleven nodes and of

the type just mentioned. This surface may be called XI^.

The second kind of plane sextic with ten nodes has an infinite

number of bitangent cubics through seven of its nodes (Art. 5)

;

the quartic surface to which it corresponds must therefore be

syzygetic; the equation of the ten-nodal syzygetic surface being

A^ + pKiKr, = (Art. 8) it may be shown that in this pencil there

are twelve surfaces which have an eleventh node. It is easy to

see that the equation of such a surface has the form

where K, = 0, iTa = 0, .^3 = are cones, and such that the vertex

of Ki lies upon K^ — Ki = 0, etc. This surface is called XIj.

There remain two cases in which the sextic curve breaks up
into simpler curves : either into two lines and a nodal quartic or

into two cubic curves.
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In the first case the equation of the surface is

A^ + pKmn] = 0,

where ^ is a quadric and K a cone whose vertex lies on A. This

is Xld.

In the second case we have a symmetroid, hence

Here either v^ or v^ has a nodal line, arising from an eleventh

node on the surface. The tangent cone from this eleventh node

to the surface gives a plane sextic of the third variety. This case

is XIa.

10. Quartic surfaces with twelve nodes.

A surface with twelve nodes gives rise to a sextic curve with

eleven nodes : this sextic must therefore break up into simpler

curves. The cases which provide eleven nodes are the following

:

(1) a quintic with six nodes, and a straight line,

(2) a quartic with two nodes, and two straight lines,

(3) two nodal cubics,

(4) a cubic, a conic and a straight line,

(5) a quartic with three nodes, and a conic.

It may be shown that a plane quintic with six nodes and

a contact-conic may be regarded as the projection of a twisted

quintic on a quadric. The proof is exactly similar to that for the

plane sextic with ten nodes. By addition of a generator it is

easy to see that we obtain a special case of the second class of

twisted sextics on a quadric* ; hence the quartic surface corre-

sponding to case (1) must be syzygetic. Moreover it will contain

six nodes on a conic. If D^ ... D^ are the intersections of the

plane quintic and the line, then Dj... D^ lie on a conic.

Two cases occur according as four or two of the associated

nodes lie on this plane; in the first case since four of the

associated nodes are coplanar, so also are the other four, and

the equation of the surface is of the form

A"'-\- pxyK=0;

it is a case of XI^. This surface is XII^.

* A quartic surface thi'ough three generators of a quadric meets it also in

a quintic ; each generator of tliis set meets the quintic four times, hence (Salmon,

p. 358) H=3 and therefore ;i' = 6.

J. Q. S. 2
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The surface has two tropes each containing six nodes : taking

them as A •••A and DjA-O? ... Ao it is clear that the tangent

cones from the points AA--- Ao break up into a plane and a

quintic cone ; the tangent cones from A and A into two planes

and a quartic cone ; the tangent cone from ZJn includes K, and

therefore breaks up into a quadric cone and a quartic cone with

three double edges.

When only two * of the points A • • A are among the eight

associated nodes, if e.g. they are A and A. then the tangent cones

from A • • • A break up into a quadric cone and a quartic cone,

but this quartic cone must consist in part of the plane A • • • At'
thus the tangent cone splits up into two cubic cones and we have

a symmetroid with twelve nodes. This is Xlla.

The second case, a binodal quartic curve and two straight lines,

leads in general to Xlld, i.e. A^ + pxyK — O, but if K breaks up

into two planes we obtain the surface

A^ + pxyzw = ;

this is a twelve-nodal surface in which the tangent cone from

each node breaks up into two planes and a quartic cone with two

double edges. This surface is XIIc.

The cases (3) and (4) lead to the surface XII^. Case (5) may
lead to Xlld, but if in more than two cases the tangent cone from

a node breaks up into a quadric cone and a trinodal quartic cone,

we have a special case of XI^. In this case every tangent cone

must split up into such a quadric and quartic cone, otherwise

we should obtain one of the preceding cases, which are excluded.

The twelve nodes form three sets of eight associated points.

11. Quartic surfaces with thirteen nodes.

The plane sextics with twelve nodes divide themselves into

the following classes

:

(1) three conies,

(2) a nodal cubic, a conic and a straight line,

(3) a trinodal quartic and two straight lines,

(4) a cubic and three straight lines.

* The case in which three of the six points belong to the associated nodes

oannot occur.

t The quadric cone cannot split up, as giving two tropes.
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Three conies u, v, w with a common contact-conic form a

degenerate sextic of the first kind arising as the projection of

three conies Mj, Vi, w^ upon the same quadric. The cone whose

vertex is A which stands on u meets this quadric in the pair

of eonics «t,, m/. Similarly we have the pair Wj, «/ and Wi, w/;
since Mj and Vi have two apparent points of intersection, the three

conies u^, Vi and Wi have six which lie on a quadric cone.

This applies also to the conies

UiVi'wi'; u/viw/; Uj^'v/wii

hence we have from the conies u, v, w four new conies upon which

their twelve intersections lie by sixes. Hence there are four

tropes*, and the surface is a case of XIIj, viz.

A" + pxyzw = 0.

The thirteenth node is one of the eight solutions of the

equations

Ai.x = A^.y = A^.z = A^.w.

The tangent cones at each of the first twelve nodes break up

in each case into two planes and a quartic cone with three double

edges. This surface is Xllla.

The plane sextie (2) consisting of a line, a conic and a nodal

cubic (all having a common contact-conic), is the projection of

the complete intersection of a quadric and a cubic surface which

have a line and a conic in common. Let D^ be the node;

D^'Bii'Dii the intersections of the line and cubic; B^'Bt the

intersections of the line and conic ; B^'. Dio those of the conic

and cubic.

Considering the three loci on the quadric it is clear, since the

generator meets the conic once and the cubic twice, while the

conic and cubic meet three times, that there are five apparent

intersections of these curves. Let their projections from Aa be

Di'D,'DsBe'B/; then these five points lie on a conic with B2',

hence BiB^BsBsB^B, lie on a conic.

The cone joining any point to the conic on the quadric meets

the quadric in another conic ; by associating this new conic with

the generator and twisted cubic it is easily seen that the points

lie on a conic.

* See the first variety of surfaces with eleven nodes.

2—2
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Hence we have that

DiDiDsD^D^D, lie on a conic, let a; = be its plane.

D,D,D,D,D,D,o y =

AAAAiAA z =

It follows that three tropes pass through A-
Since A • • • Ao lie on two conies intersecting in A and Ai

a quadric S through D^... Di„ has an equation of the form

xu + yv — zw = 0;

hence since x = 0, y=0 are tropes meeting the surface in two

conies lying on S, the equation of the surface has the form

(sou + yv — zwf + ^ayyV= 0.

But since a = is also a trope it follows that V = zw' — uv ;

hence the equation of the surface is

ai?u^ + y^v'' + z^w'^ — 2yzvw — Izomm — 2xyuv + ^yzw' = 0.

This may be written in the form

^ z y u

z X V

y X w

u V w w'

This surface is XIIIj.

The tangent cone from B^ consists of three planes and a cubic

cone ; the cones from A-DsA of two planes and a quartic cone

with three double edges ; the cones from A • As of a plane, a

quadric cone and a cubic cone with a double edge.

Hence if the plane sextic consists of three lines and a cubic

we have XIII^ ; if it consists of two lines and a trinodal quartic

we have XIIIo or XIIIj.

12. Quartic surfaces with fourteen nodes.

The plane sextic with thirteen nodes is formed either by two

lines and two conies or by three lines and a nodal cubic ; it will

be seen that either leads to the same fourteen-nodal quartic

surface. For in Xllla the tangent cone from one node splits up
into three quadric cones; if there be another node one of these

cones must consist of two planes a/3 which pass through the

additional node Du. Since a/8 is a tangent cone it will pass

= 0.
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= 0,

through eight associated points of the nodes i), . . . i)^ ; if the

equation of the surface is A"^ + pocyzw = 0, let these eight points

be taken as the intersections of

A=0, xy = 0, zw = 0;

then J. = ft/S +pxy + qzw,

and the equation of the surface is

(tt/S + posy + qzw)" + pxyzw = 0.

But since a/9 is a pair of tropes it follows that p = — 4pq, hence

the surface is, with a slight change of notation,

a;V= + 2/'y'' + z^z'' - ^zy'z - Izxz'x' - Ixyx'y = 0,

or z y x

z X y'

y X z'

x y' z'

or again 'Jxx' + Vyy' + ^zz = 0.

Also the pencil of surfaces included in XIIIj, viz.

ob'x''' + y'^y'^ + z^z'"^ — lyzy'z — Izxz'x' — Ixyxy + pxyzw' = 0,

includes the preceding surface. Thus the addition of one node to

Xlllg or to Xlllft leads to the same fourteen-nodal surface. It is

to be observed that the surface has as tropes the planes

a; = 0, a;' = 0, y = 0, 2/'=0, = 0, /=:0,

and has as nodes the points

{xyz), {xy'z), {xyz), {x'yz), {xy'z), {x'y'z), {x'yz), {x'y'z')

(1).

together with the six points

x = x' = yy' — 00' = 0, y = y'= zz' — xx' = 0, z = z" = xx' — yy' =
(2).

The tangent cone from any one of the first eight nodes consists

of three planes and a cubic cone with a double edge ; the tangent

cone from either of the last six nodes consists of two planes and

two quadric cones.
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Snrfaces with fifteen or with sixteen nodes.

Between the six planes x...z' there exists a singly infinite

number of linear identities ; if one of them is of the form

Ax + ByJrCz ^- A'x' + B'y' + C'z' =0 (3),

with the condition

AA'=BB'=GC',

then one condition is imposed upon the system of six planes ; and

if this condition is satisfied the point given by the equations

Ax = A'x', By = B'y', Gz = C'z'

is a node of the surface. For this point is seen to lie on the

surface, and at this point the differential equation

Xdx' + x'dx ydy' + y'dy zdz! \- z'dz _
'Jxx' '^yy' ^2-3'

giving consecutive points on the tangent plane thereat, becomes

dx' dx d\f dy dz' dz „

A^ A'^ B ^B'^ C C '

which vanishes identically, as is seen by differentiating the

equation (3) and using the condition AA' = BB'= CC. Hence

this point is a node of the surface. The surface is therefore

fifteen-nodal if this condition is satisfied.

The sextic cone from any node now splits up into four planes

and a quadric cone. There are ten tropes, viz. the planes x ... z'

and the four planes

Cz + Ax + B'y' = 0, Cz + A'x' + By =0,

C'z +Ax + By =0, C'z' + A'x' + B'y' = 0.

These planes are seen to be tropes since, for instance, the plane

A'x' + B'y'+G'z'=0

passes through the fifteenth node, the points {xyz), {x'y'if), and
through one of each of the three pairs of nodes (2); it thus

contains six nodes and is therefore a trope.

If a second linear identity between the planes x ...z' exists,

the constants of which are connected by a similar equation, there

will be a sixteenth node*, and we have the sixteen-nodal surface

of Kummer.

• See also a paper by the author, Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, 1900.
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The surfaces which have been discussed in this chapter are the

following

:

Surface



CHAPTER II

DESMIC SURFACES

13. An interesting type of quartic surface which possesses

nodes but not singular curves is afforded by desmic surfaces.

Desmic* surfaces are such that a pencil of such surfaces contains

the special quartics formed by three tetrahedra. The equation

of a desmic surface is

\Ai + /^Aa + 1/A3 = 0, where Ai = 11 {aiXi + a^x^ + aCx, + aC'x^, etc.,
1

and where an identity exists of the form

oA, + ^As + 7A, = 0.

Such tetrahedra are called desmic. They are shown to exist

by consideration of such an identity as

{a?

-

y=) {z-^ - r-) + (a5= - <») {f - z-) + (a;^

-

z'^) {f -f) = 0...(l).

Writing the preceding identity in the form

TIA(+UBi + UCi = 0,
1 1 1

it is clear that any face of Aj and any face of Ag are coaxal with

some face of A3. Hence A^ may be written in any one of the forms

U(C, + KiAi), Il{G, + K/Ai), U(C, + ^i"Ai). U(C, + Ki"'Ai).

It follows that the edge (^i, A2) of Ai meets Aj in edges of the

latter, viz. at the points Ai = A2 = 0i = 0, (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), and two

of these points are necessarily distinct since the faces of A3 are not

concurrent. These two edges of A2 do not intersect, for otherwise

(Ai, A2) would lie in a face of Aj. Also since Ag = 11 {G^ + KiAi)

it is clear that (A^, A^) and (A3, At) meet opposite edges of As,

i.e. (Ai, A2) and (A,, A^) meet the same pair of opposite edges of

Aa. Hence any pair of non-intersecting edges of one tetrahedron

meet a pair of non-intersecting edges of either of the other two

* Je(r^65= pencil. See Humbert, Sur let surfaces desmiques, Liouville (1891).
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tetrahedra ; also we obtain sixteen lines through each of which a

face of each tetrahedron passes.

Taking Ai as tetrahedron of reference and one face of Aj as

x + y + z+t = 0, the identity becomes

xyzt + (x + y + z + t) B^B^B^ + C^dG^Gi = ;

and the fact that any two opposite edges of Aj meet two opposite

edges of Ag leads at once to the form of B^, B^ and Bi. Finally

the identity

IQxyzt — {x+y + z + t){x + y — z—t)(x — y + z — t)(x — y — z + t)

-(x + y + z-t)(x + y-z + t)(x-y + z + t){-x + y + z + t) =

(2)

shows the form ol C1...G4.

The form obtained for Aj shows that any edge, e.g. (xy), of Aj

meets opposite edges of Aj in two points harmonic with the points

(xyz), (xyt), hence any two vertices of Aj are harmonic with the

points in which their join meets opposite edges of A2. Hence if Aj

is given, a tetrahedron Ag desmic with it is obtained as follows

:

if P he any point, draw through P a line to intersect a pair of

opposite edges of Aj and let P' he the fourth harmonic to P and the

points of intersection, also let P", P"' he the two other points similarly

determined, then the tetrahedron pp'P"P"' {g desmic to Aj.

The identity

4 (a?' + y'' + z^ + t")

= (x + y + z + ty + {x+y-z-ty + (x-y + z-ty + (x-y-z + ty

= {x + y + z-ty + {x + y-z + ty + {x-y + z + ty + {-x+y+z+ty

shows that Aj, A.^, A3 are self-polar for the quadrie

x^ + y^ + z^ + t^ = 0.

Hence since the intersection of any two faces of Aj and A3 lies

in a face of Aj, it follows by reciprocation that the join of any

two vertices of A2 and A3 passes through a vertex of Aj ; we thus

obtain sixteen lines each of which contains a vertex of each tetra-

hedron. Therefore three desmic tetrahedra are such that any pair

of them have four centres of perspective, viz. the vertices of the

third tetrahedron. Conversely if two tetrahedra have four centres

of perspective they are in desmic position. For it is easy to see

that two such tetrahedra have the property that each pair of

opposite edges of one tetrahedron meets a pair of opposite edges

of the other tetrahedron, and this necessarily involves that the
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tetrahedra are in desmic position, as may be seen by expressing

the latter conditions.

The identity (1) affords another system of desmic tetrahedra

Di, D2, Ds closely related to that given by (2) : the faces of

D,, i>2, Di are respectively

x-y = 0, x + y = 0, z-t = 0, z+t = 0;

X- 2 = 0, x+ 2 = 0, y- t = 0, y + t = 0;

X- t = 0, x+ t=0, y-2=0, y + 2 = 0.

The vertices of the three tetrahedra Aj which arise from (2)

being respectively

I (0001) (0010) (0100) (1000)

II (1111) (llTl) (iTlT) (1111)

III (1111) (1111) (1111) (Till)

it may be observed that the preceding sixteen lines joining the

vertices of Ai are the intersections of the faces of two tetrahedra

Di (e.g. the planes x — y = 0, x — z = contain the three points in

the first column) ; and that the join of two vertices of a A meets

two opposite edges of another A in two vertices of a D.

14. Desmic surfaces.

We may therefore take as the equation of the general desmic

surface the equation

where Z), +A +A - 0.

This may be written in the form

(x" - y') (2^ - f) + k {x'' - 2^} (y' - <=) = ;

it has the twelve points I, II, III, the vertices of the A,-, as nodes

;

and contains each of the sixteen lines joining the vertices of A; by

threes.

The equation of the surface may be written in the form

-+^ + - = 0, X + /x + v = 0,

where a = x'-y', /3 = ar'-2^ y = x'-t'.

Now any quadric through the eight points II, III is clearly

Aa + B0+Cy = 0,

whence it follows that this quadric meets the desmic surface in two

quadri-quartics; and that these curves form a simply infinite system.
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Again the desmic surface may be written

A. {a?y^ + z'-f) + /i C^'.^' + y'*') + V (x't' + y-z") = 0, X + /i + j/ = 0;

or \ {xy - zty + fi(xz- y(f+ v {xt - yzf = 0.

This surface is intersected by the quadrics

A {xy -zt) + B (xz -yt) + C {xt — yz) =

in pairs of quadri-quartics. These quadrics pass through the

points I, II. Similar considerations apply to the quadrics

A{xy + zt) + B {xz + yt)+C {xt + yz) = 0,

which are those passing through the points I, III. Hence there

exist three systems of quadri-quartics on the surface. Through

each point of the surface there passes one curve of each system.

It is known that the generators of the system

Aa+B^ + Cy = 0,

as belonging to the quadrics through eight associated points, form

a cubic complex. The quadrics contain four systems of cones

having their vertices at the points I, and any line through any

one of these four points belongs to one cone of its system. Hence

every line through the points I belongs to the cubic complex, and

it is clear that every line through the points II and III belongs

to this complex, which is thus determined by the twelve points I,

II, III (for the join of any point P to these points gives twelve

lines of the complex through F). The complex is therefore the

same whichever system of quadrics be used.

Considering any line p of this complex, p is thus a generator

of a quadric of each of the three systems, hence it is a chord of

each of three pairs of quadri-quartics : thus if p meets the desmic

surface in the points a^, a^, a,, at, then

a^a^ and aaO^ belong to a quadri-quartic of the system I, II,

Oidj and a^ttt I, III,

Uyttt and astta II, III.

15. Expression of the surface in terms of o- functions.

Consider the surface defined by the equations

<j-i(«) o"2(m) o'Au) .
o'(m)

''•"=M^' p-y=^^- P-'^7;i^y f'-'"^)'
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SO that - = -^r , -7- '
, , with similar expressions for ? , 7 , where

t (T{it) a{v) '^ it
the functions o- are defined as follows

:

/0-, {u)\

It follows that

a?

':^J=p(u)\e„etc.

a?-t^

y' p(M) + g»

whence eliminating g>(tt), ^(v) we obtain

1 X' e, (ar^ - <2)

1 f e,(f-f) =0.

1 2' eiiz'-t')

This gives on expansion

(e, - gj) (a^y^ + z-tr) + {e, - e,) (afz' + yH') + (e,- 63) (aj't' + 2/"^") = ;

which is the form of the equation of the desmic surface previously

obtained.

Nodes, lines and quadri-quartics of the surface.

If 2a)i, 2(Bo are the periods of ^ (6) and if coi + w^ + 6)3 = 0, then

smce
a,{e + 2a,,}_a^{d) a, {0 + 26),) _ or, (g)

<r ('6^ + 2a>,)
~

o- (^) ' o- (g + 2a)j)
~

o- (g)
'
etc.,

it follows by considering the ratios -
, f , 7 , that to any point of

the surface there corresponds an infinite number of arguments of

the form

eu + 2k(>)i + 2k'w^ + 4/t(»i + ^h'a^,

ev + 2^•(B] + 2^•'(B2 + 4Aia), + 4Ai'a)2 ; 6 = + 1.

We obtain the nodes I when v has the values 0, Wi, w,, wj,

II M — t) 0, 2a>i, 2a)2, 2q)3,

Ill u-\-v 0, 2a)„ 2wj, 20),.

The sixteen lines of the surface correspond to the equations

u = 0, v = 2kati-\-2k'<o^; w = a),, v = (Oi + 2ka)i + 2k'(Oi,

u = Wi, v = (Oi-\-2k(Di + 2k'<Oi, u = (o„ v'=\u>j + 2ka)i + 2k'<Ot,

where k, k' are zero or unity.
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The well-known relations*

a(u + v)a(u-v)=a' (m) tr^^ (u) - tr" (v) a^^ (u),

<rx (u-v)cr{u + v) = a;^{u) a, (u) tr^ (v) a (v) + tr^ (v) a^ (v) ax(u)a-{v),

o-x {u+v)tT{u-v) = o-A (w) a (u) o-^ (v) (Ty (v) - G^ (u) ffy (u) cTx (v)a{v),

lead to the following identities when the values of x, y, z, t are

inserted, viz.

A{x'-f) + B{f-P) + C{z''-f)

_ <T{u + v)a-(u — v)
1^
A ^ B C

pV= {v) \ai' {v) " ai {v) ^ a,' {v)]
'

A (xy + 2t) + B{xz + yt) + C{yz + xt)

_ 0- (m + v) {Aa, (u — v) + Ba-^ (u— v)+ C(r^ {u — v)}

P' o- (v) <r, {v) 0-2 (v) 0-3 (v)

A (xy — zt) + B (xz — yt)+C (yz — xt)

__ a- (u - V) {Aa-jju + v) + B(72 iu + v)+ Ccti (u + ;;))~
p^(T(v)a;{v)<T2{v)a3{v)

Hence it follows that for the quadri-quartics II, III

V = constant

;

for the quadri-quartics I, III

u — v = constant

;

and for the quadri-quartics I, II

u + v = constant.

It is to be observed that the curve y = a is identical with the

curve
t; = + a -I- 2Awi + 2h'w2

;

and that m — ?; = a is identical with

u — v=±a + 4/iWi + ih'wa.

16. Intersection of a line of the cubic complex with the

surface.

Any line p of the preceding cubic complex is a chord of three

pairs of quadri-quartics : if {u^Vi) ... (wit'j) are the arguments of its

four points of intersection with the surface, let a pair of curves of

the system II, III he v = a, v = ^, then we may take

v^ = Vt = a, y2 = i)3 = /3;

* See HarknesB and Morley, Theory of Functions, p. 315.
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the Ui are then connected by the equations

M, + a = 61 (ttj + yS), Wj + a = 62 (M3 + /3),

M, - a = 6, (»s - ^), W4 - a = €i (m2 - /3),

where ei= + 1.

Since p is any generator of the quadric containing the curves

V = a,v = ^, the tii each involve one indeterminate, hence on sub-

tracting the third equation from the first and the fourth from the

second and identifying the results we obtain

f1
~ f2 >

f3 = f4 ) ^1 = ~ f4

)

hence taking Cj = 1 * and ^vriting Mj = /S + /x, the arguments of the

points of intersection are given as

Vi = a, Vi = a, v. = ^, 1^3 = /3.

17. Bitangents of the surface.

The tangents to the quadri-quartics of the three systems which

pass through the point (u, v) are bitangents of the surface ; for

(mi, «;,)= («j, Vf) ii
fj,
= and then {u^, V2) = (u3, v,);

(mj, V,) = (ua, yj) if a = ^ (w,, v^) = {u^, Vt) ;

(w,, Ui) = (w3, Ws) if a = -/3 {Ui,V2)={u.i,Vt).

It also follows that the three bitangents of the surface deter-

mined by the point {u, v) touch it at the points (v, u), {Iv — u, v),

(—2v-u, v). These three points are collinear, since the join of

the points (2d - u, v), (- 2v — u, v) by the preceding Article meets

the surface in the points (v, u), (— 3i), u).

If p touches curves of the system II, III at P and Q so

that P is the point (a, /3) and Q the point (/S, a), then, as Q moves

to a consecutive position on the curve v = a, P takes a consecutive

position on the curve u = a; thus the tangent plane to the surface

at P' passes through PQ, so that the tangents at P to the curves

u = a, V = ^ are conjugate, and the curves u = constant, v = constant

form a conjugate network on the surface.

Similarly it is seen that the system conjugate to u + v = const,

is 3d — It = const., and that the system conjugate tou — v = const, is

3d + M = const.

We can now determine the relation connecting any pair of

conjugate tangents at any given point of the surface ; for if du, dv

;

* Taking ej = - 1 gives the same form of result.
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dwi, dvj correspond to this pair of conjugate tangents we have an

involutive equation of the form

dudui +p{dudvi + duidv) + qdvdv^ = 0,

where p and q are functions of u, and v.

Expressing that this equation is satisfied by du = dvi = and

by du — dv = 3dvi + du^ = 0, we obtain that

p = 0, q = 3;

and the equation assumes the form

dudui + Zdvdvi = 0.

The asymptotic lines correspond to the assumption du = dui,

dv = dvi and their differential equation is therefore

du^ + 3dv^=0,

whose integrated form is

u + »JSiv = constant, u — 'JSiv = constant.

18. Plane sections of the surface.

The plane

(62-63) 0-1 (a) 0-1 (/3) 0-1(7) 0-1 (S) a; + ... + ...

- (ei - 62) (62 - 63) (ez - ei) a (a) o- O) o- (7) o- (S) < =

passes through the sixteen points whose arguments are

y3 + 7 + S,a; /3_7-S,a; a + 7 + S,/3; a-7-S,/3;

7-8-/8,a; S-7-/S,a; S-a-7,/3; 7-a-a,/3;

a+jS + S, 7; S-a-/3,7; a+y8 + 7, S; y-a-^,S]

a-l3-B,y; ^-S-a,y; /3-7-a, S; a-^-y,B.

For two forms of the "equation of three terms" of the

cr-functions are*

(e^ - e,) o-A (a) o-a (6) o-^ (c) o-a (d) + (e, - ex) o"/. («') <^/' (^') <^*' ("') o^m i^')

+ (e, - e^) C7, (a") <7, (6") a, (c") cr, (rf") = ;

o-x (a) o-A (&) o-x (c) o-A (cZ) - o-x (a') o-x (&') o^x (c') o-a (d')

+ (gA - e^) (eA - e.) a {a") cr (6") cr (c") <7 (d") = ;

where 2a' = a + 6 + c + d, 2a" =a + b + c-d,

2b' = a + b-c-d, 2b" = a + b-c + d,

2c' = a-b + c-d, 2c" =a-b+c + d,

2d' = -a+b + c-d, 2d" = a-b-c-d.
* See Harkness and Morley, Theory of Functions, p. 313.
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In the first formula taking

a =0, 6= a + ^, c= a + y, d = 0+y,

a' =a+ /3 + 7, b' =-% c' =-

A

<^' = «'

a" = a, 6"= /S, c"= y, d" = -(a + ^ + y),

we obtain

(e^ - e„) <7x (a + /3) o-;, (a + 7) o-^ (y3 + 7)

+ (e, -O o-^ (a + /S + 7) o-M (a)
<^i^ (/S) <r^ (7)

+ (ex - 6;^) 0-, (a + /3 + 7) o-K (a) <r, (^) o-, (7) = 0.

In the second formula let

a=a + /9 + 7, b =-a, c =-^, d =-y,

a' =0, 6'= /3 + 7, c' = 7+0, d'=-(a + /3),

a" = 7,
6"= /S, c"= o, d"= o+;8 + 7,

we then obtain

o-x(a + yS +7)<rx (a) ^a (/3) o-x (7) - ""xO + 7) <rx(7 + a) a^{a + ^)

+ (ex - e^) (ex - e.) o- (a) <7 (^) o- (7) ff (a + /3 + 7) = 0.

On substitution from the previous result it follows that

(e^ - e,) o-x (a + ^ + 7) <^k (a) ffx (^) ffx (7)

+ (e, - ex) o-^ (a + /3 + 7) <r^ (a) <r^ (/3) a^ (7)

+ (ex- e^) 0-, (a + /S + 7) o-„ (o) o-, (^) <r, (7)

- (ex - c^) (e^ - e.) (e, - ex) o- (a + /3 + 7) o- (a) o- (/3) ff (7) = 0.

This shows that the preceding plane passes through the point

_ o-i(g + y3 + 7) _ o-2(a + /g + 7) ._ (r3(« + y3 + 7)^-
o-,(S) • 2/- ^3(8) • ^3(8) '

ff(a+^_+7)
*~

<^(S) •

Since the function o-j (m) is an even function, it follows that the

plane passes through the four points in the above table for which

V = B; similarly it must pass through the other twelve points.

The fact that these sixteen points are coplanar may also be

seen as follows* : denote the points by the notation ajt, where the

first suffix relates to the row and the second to the column: on

comparing with the arguments of the four points on a line of

the cubic complex, it follows that the four points aa, ai^, a^, a^

* See Humbert, loc. cit.
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are on such a line and also the points a,i, a^i, a^, an; and four

lines are given by the following groups of four points, viz.

'^14) *23> '*32> ^^41)

^^13) '^241 Q'31) 6^42)

(^Ut ^il> OS34) ''43>

Ctn, <hz> <^33> *44-

Also the four points a,i, ajg. a^, »22 are coplanar, since they

have the same argument for v and the sum of the arguments for u
is zero*.

It follows that the sixteen points are coplanar. They lie upon
three sets of four lines of the cubic complex. Varying a we obtain

an infinite number of such sets of sixteen points on any givea

plane.

The three systems of four lines touch a curve of the third class,,

to each of its tangents there corresponds an elliptic argument of

periods O, O' say. Let the three sets of four lines have arguments

Ui, hi and d respectively, then expressing that through each point

Oflfc there pass three lines, one of each set, we have

Oi + 61 + C4 s 0,

01 + 62+03 = 0,

tti + 63 + Ca = 0,

Oi + 64 + Ci = 0,

* Gonsidei the determinant

ffl (Ui) "^a ("1) 0-3 («i)

0- (ui) ' <r (ill) ' <r («i)
'

<ri (ih)

-rK)

"i ("4) ,

"(y'i)

regarded as a function of Ui it is doubly periodic with periods 4ii;i , 4u2 , and has

four poles in a parallelogram of periods which are congruent to

0, 2ii)i, 2b)3, 2ci;i + 2u2;

hence it has four zeros congruent to

«2. «3. «4. -(U2+ M3+ U4).

Hence, expressed in terms of ir-functions, the determinant has a factor
4

a (U1 + U2+ U3 + U4). Therefore, if Saj=0, four points for which the v is the same

are coplanar.

J. Q. S. 3
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Oj + 61 + Cs = 0, as + ii + C2 = 0, a, + 61 + Cj = 0,

Os + 62 + c* s 0, 03 + 62 + Ci = 0, a^ + 62 + Cj = 0,

Oj + 63 + Ci H 0, a, + 63 + C4 = 0, ffli + &3 + Cs s 0,

Oj + 64 + Cj = 0, tts + 64 + C3 = 0, 04 + &4 + C4 = 0,

whence we deduce that

2ai=2a2=2a3=2ai, a, + 04=02 + 03,

26,^262=263=264, 61 + 64 = 62 + 63,

<uCi ^ ZC2 = ^Cs = ^^4, Cj + C4 = C2 + C3.

The solution of these equations is seen to be

fi 12' n n'
ai=-a, 02 = — 0+^-, 03 = — o + Y" 0^4 = — « + -2+T'

61 = -6, 62 = -6+2", 63=-6 + Y,
64=-6 + 2- + y;

n fi' o' fi
Ci = -c + -^ + Y' C2 = -c+-^ , C3 = -c + -^, C4 = -c;

•with the condition a + 6 + c = 0.

Now the arguments of the lines oe are seen to be those of the

four tangents at the points in which the tangent of argument 2a

meets the curve* ; similarly for the lines hi, c,-, hence we have the

result that if C is the curve of the third class which is touched by

the twelve lines Of, 6,, Cj, the three sets of four points of contact

with G of the lines a<, bi and d lie on three tangents to C which are

concurrent.

Hence we derive a desmic configuration as follows. From any

point P of the plane draw three tangents to a given curve C of the

third class ; each tangent meets C in four points in addition to its

points of contact ; the tangents at these points give rise to a desmic

configuration of sixteen points Q ; conversely if G and one of the

points Q are given, the point P is uniquely determined.

If P describes a straight line the points Q describe a curve K
of order /tt; and since two different points P cannot give rise

to the same point Q, two curves K can only have in common the

sixteen points Q arising from the poiut of intersection of the two

lines which give rise to these curves; hence /i,'' = 16, i.e. K is of

the fourth order.

* Clebsch, Vorlesungen iiber Geometrie, p. 607.
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Conversely, every quartic curve through the sixteen points of

a configuration can be generated in this manner. For if P be the

point of the plane which corresponds to the given sixteen points,

then one line through P can be chosen such that the quartic curve

deduced from the line by this method meets the given quartic

curve in any assigned point of the latter ; the two quartics hence

intersect in seventeen points and are therefore identical.

19. Sections by tangent planes.

We now consider the form of the section of the surface by

a plane which touches the surface at any point P.

From P six tangents can be drawn to touch the curve of

section ; it has been seen that the points of contact of three of

these tangents are coUinear, viz. the tangents to the three quadri-

quartics through P.

Hence the curve must have an equation of the form

z^xy + a/37 (of* + &y + cz) = 0,

where the inflexional tangents at P and the line joining the

points of contact of the above three tangents form the triangle

of reference. If {xyz) is a point near P, we may (Art. 17) take

x = hu — i'Jz Bv, y = Bu + i ^3 Bv,

and, since the directions of a, j8, y are respectively given by

Bv = 0, Bu — Bv = 0, Bu + Bv = 0,

it follows that

0/37 =(x-y)(x- ay) {x - co'y), w' = 1.

Hence the equation of the curve of section by a tangent

plane is

z^xy + (a^ — y') (ax + by + cz) = 0*.

20. If p, q, r are three lines of a cubic surface, forming a

triangle, any three planes through p, q, r respectively meet the

surface also in conies which lie on a quadric. Cremona has shown

that the locus of the vertices of such of these quadrics as degenerate

into cones is a desmic surface. This will now be proved.

* The points of contact of the other three tangents from P to the carve are

Been to lie on the line ax + by + ^z=0.

3—2
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For let the cubic surface be

then, if x' = x — at, y' = y — ^t, z = z — 7*,

the equation of the surface may be written

1 1/+ ayz + ^zx + 7«i/ - a^zt - Oi^yt - ^'^xt + Oj87<"} + x'}/z' = 0.

Denoting by F the coefficient of i, 1*= is the quadric which

contains the three conies; if ^ is a cone the coordinates of its

vertex are given by the equations

fx + ^z + 'yy- ffyt =

fy+ az +yx— ayt = 0,

f^+^x+ ay- a/3< = 0,

/( — a^z — ajy — /87a; + 2a0yt = 0.

Eliminating a, yS, 7, we obtain as the required locus

t^p- yzfyf^ - zxfj^ - xyfxfy - tf^fyfz + i^yzft = 0.

If S =ft + xyz, we have the identity S' - S^SyS^ =t.t\
This shows that S has as nodes the points of contact of tangent

planes to S drawn through the lines x = t = 0, y = t = 0, z = t = 0;

provided that such points of contact do not lie on t = 0. Now
there are twelve such points of contact, since through any line

of S five such tangent planes can be drawn. We have to show

that these twelve points of contact form a desmic system. This is

seen as follows : it is known that the equation of any cubic surface

may be written in the form

abt + ocyz —

in 120 ways ; if re be the number of cases in which any particular

tritangent plane t appears, we have, since the number of tritangent

planes is forty-five,

n X 45 = 120 X 6, hence n = 16.

Hence we may write the equation of the cubic surface in the

form
aht + (x- at) (y - ^t) (z -yt) =

in sixteen ways ; the point of contact of the tangent plane x — at

lies on the line (a, b) ; and so for the planes y — 0t, z— 7*. We
therefore have twelve points arranged in three groups of four

points such that there are sixteen lines each containing one point

of each group.
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Hence the tetrahedra formed by the points of any two groups

have four centres of perspective, viz. the points of the third group

;

the twelve points therefore form a desmic system (Art. 13).

21. The sixteen conies of the surface*.

Along any one of the sixteen lines of the surface three of the

coordinates have the same absolute value. Take e.g. the line

y = z = t; it is easy to see that along this line the tangent plane

to the surface is \y + fi,z+vt = 0\ the line is therefore torsal-f- and

the tangent plane meets the surface also in a conic. The surface

therefore contains sixteen conies. If the sixteen lines are given,

and also the tangent plane along one of them, the surface is

determined.

If p is any one of the sixteen lines and tt a plane through it,

three nodes of the surface lie on p and through each node there

pass three of the sixteen lines other than p ; thus six of the six-

teen lines do not meet p; ii y = z = t is the line p, these six lines

lie on the quadric

x^ + yz + yt + zt = 0;

this quadric is the locus of the conic corresponding to p for

different surfaces of the pencil.

The two conies corresponding to two of the sixteen lines which

pass through the same node meet in two points, for the line of

intersection of their planes passes through the node and meets

the surface in two other points lying on these conies. It follows

that the four conies which correspond to four lines which intersect

each other lie on a quadric ; since these lines may intersect in the

same node or lie in the same plane, there are twenty-four quadrics

each of which meets the surface in four conies.

* Bioche, Sur les surfaces desmiques du quatriime ordre. Ball. Soo. math, de

France (1909).

t A line at each point of which the tangent plane is the same is said to be

tarsal.



CHAPTER III

QUARTIC SURFACES WITH A DOUBLE CONIC

22. In Chapter i we investigated the quartic surfaces which

possess a certain number of isolated singular points; we now
consider quartic surfaces which have a double conic.

Any quartic surface with a nodal conic is represented by an

equation of the form *

where
<f>
= 0, -tfr = are quadrics and w = is the plane of the

double conic. This surface is a variety of syzygetic surface, but

the four points given by (^ = i|r = w = are here close-points on

the double conic. At each of them the two tangent planes of

the surface coincide with the tangent plane of ^ = 0.

This equation may be written

(<f>
+ \v^f -v/'{ylr + 2\(f> + Vm)=) = 0,

where \ is arbitrary.

The system of quadrics i/r + 2X(f> + Xhv' includes five cones

;

every tangent plane of each cone meets the quartic surface in a pair

of conies : for each generator of such a cone is bitangent to the

quartic surface, and hence any one of its tangent planes meets

the surface in a quartic curve having four nodes, viz. two on the

generator of the quadric cone and two where this tangent plane

meets the double conic ; this quartic curve, therefore, breaks up
into two conies, two of whose intersections are collinear with the

vertex of the cone.

This may also be seen analytically: for it B" —AC=0 is the

equation of one of these cones Vi, the equation of the surface is

Ui' + ^u'(AG-B') = 0,

where Ui = (f)
+ \w''.

* Eummer, Ber. Akad., 1863.
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It is seen that the equation of the surface involves twenty-one

independent constants.

The surface arises as the intersection of two corresponding

members of the pencils of quadrics

Ui — wB = pwA, Ui + wB =— wG.
P

Each of these quadrics passes through the double conic ; the

quadrics therefore intersect in another conic, whose plane a is

given by
p'^A + 2pB + G = 0,

and this plane is tangent to V^. The surface is also generated as

the intersection of the quadrics

Ui — wB = - wG, Ui + wB = — pwA,
P

giving the other conic in the plane a.

Hence the tangent planes of F, meet the surface in pairs

of conies. A similar result arises in connection with each of the

cones Fj . .. Fj. Thus the surface contains five sets of oo ' pairs of

conies. The conies which lie in the tangent planes a of Fj belong

to two classes, viz. those given by

= 0, Ui = w{B + pA),

and those given by the equations

a = 0, U, = -w(B + pA).

It is clear that two points of intersection of the conies in the

plane a lie on the double curve ; the other two points lie on the

line a =B + pA=0, hence they lie on the generator along which

a touches Fj.

By considering the conies in two different tangent planes

a, /S of Fi it is seen that the conies of the same class do not

intersect, and that therefore two conies of different classes inter-

sect twice in points lying on the line (a, 0). Among each class

of conies which lie in the planes a there are four pairs of lines,

arising from those planes a which touch

Ui-w(B + pA) = and U^ + tv(B + pA) =

respectively. For the condition of tangency gives a quartic for p

in each case. Hence the surface contains sixteen lines.

Each cone V^... V^ gives rise to eight pairs of lines, but as will be seen,

these sets of sixteen lines are the .same as the foregoing but differently

arranged.
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23. Expression of the coordinates in terms of two
parameters.

If the cone Fj has as its equation B'^ — A'C'=0, we obtain as

before two classes of conies on the surface, viz. the intersection of

the plane a' or a^A' + ^vB' + C" = with the quadrics

U^ = w (B' + <rA'), U^ = -w(B' + aA'),

where Ui = (f)
+ \w^.

There cannot be more than one point common to a conic in

the plane a and a conic in the plane a', and therefore each conic in

a meets each conic in a' in one point. For instance, a point

common to the conic

a = p'A + 2pB + C = 0, U^ = w(B + pA),

and to the conic

a' = <T^A' + 2(7B' + C' = 0, U, = w (B' + <rA'),

must also lie in the plane

{\,-X2)w = B-B' + pA- aA',

and since this plane is not in general coaxal with a and a' there is

only one common point.

The coordinates of this point can thus be expressed in terms

of two parameters p and cr by aid of the last equation and the

equations a = 0, a' = 0. Also the ratios of p, <7, and unity are those

of three rational functions of the coordinates Xi*.

We thus obtain equations of the form

KXi = Fi {p"-a"; p'a-, pa\ ...) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4)

;

the Fi being thus polynomials of the fourth degree in p and a.

These equations in general assign to any given pair of values

for p and a one point Xi on the quartic surface, but for such

a pair of values of p and a as make the three planes

a=0, o' = 0, (\j-X,}w = B-B' + pA-aA',

coaxal we have a line on the quartic surface, which is the

intersection of o and a. The condition that these planes should

be coaxal gives eight sets of values for (p, a) ; so that if A and A'

be a pair of planes which meet in a line of the quartic surface,

then /3 = 00 , a =00 gives a line on the surface, and hence in each

* For another proof that a quartic surface with a double conic is rational, eee

Baker, Proc. Land. Math. Soc. 1912, p. 36.
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of the equations kxi — Fu the coeflScient of pV'' must be zero*,

thus giving four equations

KXi = Fi (p, a)

in which the Fi are cubic functions of p and a.

Making these expressions homogeneous, we obtain

«*i=y;-(?i,f2, fa), (i= 1,2,3,4),

wherein the fi are of the third degree in the fi, which we may
regard as the coordinates of the points of a plane. Since any line

meets the quartic surface in four points it follows that the curves

of the set Sa^^ = can have only four variable points of inter-

section, and hence must have five points in common.

We therefore obtain a (1, 1) correspondence hetiueen the points x

of the surface and the points f of the plane, in which plane sections

of the surface correspond to, or have as their images, plane cubic

curves with five common points^.

The surface belongs, therefore, to the class of rational surfaces.

24. Mapping of the surface on a plane.

Conversely, starting with the quartic surface which is deter-

mined by the equations

P«i=/i(?i, ^2, 1^3),

where the curves fi have five points in common, we can show

that it possesses a double conic; for these equations establish a

correspondence of such a character that to a plane section there

corresponds a plane cubic curve, and since the deficiency of the

plane cubic is unity, so also is that of the plane section; the

surface, therefore, possesses a double curve of the second order,

which must be a conic, since, if it were a pair of non-intersecting

straight lines, the surface would be ruledj.

To each of the five common points of the cubic curves, the

base-points of the representation, there corresponds a line on the

surface ; to the points of such a line correspond the points

indefinitely near to its corresponding base-point; hence these

five lines cannot intersect.

* otherwise p=oo ,
«-= oo would give a point of the surface.

t This correspondence is taken by Clebsch as the starting point of his investi-

gation of the surface, see Crelle's Journal, 1868.

X For in this case the line drawn through any point P of the surface to meet

these two lines would meet the surface in five points and therefore lie wholly on

the surface.
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If a curve in the plane passes through the five base-points

respectively Oj . . . 05 times, its image on the surface meets the five

lines a, . . . Oj times respectively. Let n be the order of any plane

curve and N the order of its image on the surface, then since the

image of any plane section of the surface is a cubic through the

base-points, and since to each point of intersection of the plane

curves (not a base-point) there corresponds a point of intersection

of their images, we obtain the equation

iV = 3n - Sa.

This equation enables us to determine the curves of different

orders which can exist on the surface.

If the curve considered on the surface is a line, N= 1, hence

l = 3n- la,

but each a is either unity or zero, so that the following cases are

possible

:

« = 1, Sa = 2; n = 2, 2a=5.

In the first case the image of a line on the surface is a line

joining two base-points ; this gives ten lines on the surface. In

the second case the image is the conic through the base-points.

There are, therefore, sixteen and only sixteen lines on the

surface.

Each of the sixteen lines is seen to intersect five others,

viz. those with which it is paired in the five cones respectively.

These five lines do not intersect, as is seen by taking as the image

of the first line the conic through the five base-points. It is easy

to see, from consideration of the images of the sixteen lines, that

they form forty pairs of intersecting lines and forty pairs of

twisted quadrilaterals.

25. Conies on the surface.

If in the previous equation we have iV = 2, we obtain a conic

on the surface. Now since none of the «< can be greater than 2,

71 = 4 would give a plane quartic with five nodes, so that this case

must be rejected. Similarly n = 3, giving 2a = 7, requires that

at least two of the Ui should be greater than unity, giving a

plane cubic with two nodes ; hence the only cases which can

arise are :

(i) n = 2, one o; equal to zero, the remainder equal to unity
;

(ii) n = 1, one O; equal to unity, the remainder equal to zero.
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Hence the image of a conic on the surface is either a conic

through four base-points or a line through one base-point.

This gives the ten varieties of conies on the surface previously

considered. The two conies in a tangent plane of a cone V cor-

respond to a conic through four base-points and a line through the

remaining base-point.

The circumstances of intersection of these various conies are

easily deducible from this mode of representation.

The double curve.

The double conic is the only plane section of the surface whose

points are not uniquely represented on the plane ; its image is

a cubic of the family Sttj/f = 0. The line p whose image is the

conic c^ through the base-points meets the double curve in a point

Q which has two images, one P' on c' and the other P not on c'.

Every plane section through p meets the surface in a residual

cubic through Q: the image of this cubic is a line through P,

which forms with d' the image oip and the residual cubic. Hence
to the cubic in plane sections through p there corresponds the

pencil of lines through P.

26. Cubic curves on the surface.

Any plane through one of the sixteen lines meets the surface

also in a plane cubic whose image is seen to be either a line

through P, or a conic through three base-points, or a cubic

through four base-points.

To find the twisted cubics on the surface we again use the

equation

iV=3>i-2«;

since none of the sixteen lines can meet such a cubic in more

than two points none of the Oj can be greater than two ; hence, if

iV"=3, w is at most equal to four, which would require that four

of the Oi should be equal to two, thus giving a plane quartic with

four nodes. Hence the only cases are

:

(i) n = 3, one a^ equal to two, the remaining Oj equal to unity

;

(ii) n = 2, three a^ equal to unity, the remaining a, equal to zero;

(iii) 71 = 1, each «< zero.

This gives sixteen sets of oo " twisted cubics on the surface

;
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viz. five in the first system, ten in the second and one in the

third, each set consisting of qo= cubics.

Two cubics of the same system meet once, cubics of the first

and third systems meet three times, cubics of the second and third

systems meet twice.

27. Quintic and sextic curves on the surface.

By consideration of the equation N'=3n — 'S,a. we obtain the

curves of various orders on the surface. A quadric through

a twisted cubic of the first system meets the surface also in a

quintic curve whose image (a curve n = 3, 2a = 1 + 1 + 1 + 1) has

deficiency unity ; there are oo " such systems of quintics ; we
denote them by A. The cubics of the second and third systems

similarly give rise to systems of quintics, B and C respectively

;

their images

(n = 4, 2a = 2 + 2 + 1 + 1 + 1) and (n = 5, 2a = 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2)

are of deficiency unity.

There are also three types of oo ' quintics, A', B' and C'*,

such that there is one cubic surface which contains a member
oi A', a conic of the surface and also a member of J. ; so also

for the systems B' and C A system Z) of oo * quintics exists

such that one cubic surface can be determined to contain a

quintic of this system and also two non-intersecting lines of the

surface.

One cubic surface exists which contains any sextic curve on the

quartic surface ; it will meet the surface in another sextic. We
obtain three varieties of sexticsf, viz.

:

00 ° sextics lying in pairs on the cubic surface whose images

have deficiency zero,

X ^ sextics lying in pairs on the cubic surface whose images

have deficiency unity,

« ' sextics lying in pairs on the cubic surface whose images

have deficiency two.

' Their images are respectively given by

7!=4, 2a= 3 + l + l + l + l ; n=3, 2o= 2 + l + l ; n=2, So= l.

t Their images are

n = 2, Sa= 0; n= 3, 2a=l + l + l ; n=4, So=2 + l + l + l + l.
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28. Quartic curves on the surface.

Assuming the existence of a twisted quartic curve on the

surface, an infinite number of quadrics will pass through it if it

is of the first species and one quadric if it is of the second species
;

thus at least one other twisted quartic exists on the surface.

Each quartic on the surface gives rise to an image and since the

order of the image of the complete curve of intersection of the

surface and any quadric is six*, the sum of the orders of the images

of the two quartics is also six ; therefore the image of a twisted

quartic is of the order 2, 3 or 4.

Since no ai can be greater than two, the equation 4 = 3n — -a

allows of the following solutions :

(1) 11 = 2, two ai equal to unity, the rest equal to zero

;

(2) n = 4, three o, equal to two, two o^ equal to unity

;

(3) m = 3, three a; equal to unity, one O; equal to two, one a,-

equal to zero

;

(4) n = 3, each on equal to unity.

This gives rise to forty-one sets of twisted quartics ; viz. from

(1) and (2) arise ten sets, (3) gives twenty, (4) gives 1. The

quartics in (1) and (2) lie in pairs on a quadric, those in (3) lie

in pairs on a quadric. The quartics (4) arise as the intersections

with the surface of the quadrics through the double conic.

Each class consists of oo' members except class (4) which

contains oo^

In each of the first three classes the corresponding quartics

are of the second species ; for through three points of intersection

4

(not base-points) of any two curves of the system 'S.kif = one
1

curve of each of the first three systems can be drawn ; hence the

corresponding quartic curves possess a trisecant and therefore

belong to the second species. But any cubic of the fourth class

which passes through three points of intersection of two curves
4

of the system ^kif = must itself belong to this system and
1

therefore correspond to a plane curve ; hence the fourth class does

not possess trisecants.

From consideration of the curves whose images belong to either of the

cases (1), (2), or (3) it is clear that two curves belonging to the same set

* Since if n and n' are the orders of the two images, 8=S{n + n')~ 10.
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intersect in two points, two curves on the same quadrio in six points. Two
quadri-quartics on the same quadric intersect in eight points, but since their

images intersect in only four points, it is clear that they meet on the double

curve, but on different sheets of the surface, four times.

29. Class of the surface.

The class of the surface is twelve: for if a plane through a

given line touches the surface its curve of intersection with the

surface has a node at the point of contact ; hence the corresponding

cubic curve has a node, therefore the number of tangent planes of

the surface through a given line is equal to the number of nodal

cubics of the family

subject to the two conditions SXitt; = 0, "ZXibi = ; that is to the

number of nodal cubics of the pencil S + pS' = 0, where S = 0,S' =
are two members of the family. Now ii S + pS' = has a node its

discriminant vanishes, and this discriminant is of degree twelve in

p ; hence the required class of the surface is twelve.

30. The sixteen lines of the surface.

It will now be shown that the relationship between the sixteen

lines of the surface, as regards mutual intersection, is identical with

that which exists between sixteen lines selected in a certain manner*

of the general cubic surface.

For the equation of the general cubic being

a b c

! a' b' c' =0,

i
a" b" c"

where a, b, ... are linear in the variables, is equivalent to the

following

:

fia +^^6 +^,c =0,

?!«' + ^.h' + ^,c' = 0,

The last equations lead, on solving fori»i ... Xt, to the equations

pa?! =/l (^1 , ^2, fs), P«2 =/2 (f1 , I2, ^3).

* See Geiser, Ueber die Fldchen vierten Grades welche eine Doppelcurue zweiten

Grades haben, Crelle, txx.
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in which the /; are of the third degree, and the curves /< = have

six points in common (this follows from the fact that any line

meets the cubic surface in three points, and therefore any two

members of the family "Zkifi = have three variable points of

intersection).

We thus establish a (1, 1) correspondence between the points

of the cubic surface and those of the plane, and since such a

correspondence is already established between the plane and the

quartic surface the points of the cubic and quartic surfaces are

themselves so connected.

In the transformation expressed by the last equations there

are thus six base-points Pi ... P,, the first five of which we may
suppose to be base-points in the transformation connected with

the quartic surface : denoting the surfaces by G^ and C4 respectively,

to the points Fi ... P^ there correspond in the two surfaces the lines

•TTi . . . TTs and pi ... ps respectively ; since the equation N=on — Sa
holds also for the cubic surface we deduce as in the case of 0^ that

to the joins of Pi ... P^ there respectively correspond the lines

Xi2...\45 in C3, and I12...I4S in C4; finally to the conic through

Pi ... Ps there correspond the lines Aj and ig.

Hence the sixteen lines on the two surfaces are connected as

follows : to

Pi---Pi> hi---hs', ^6

there correspond

TTi ... TT,; X12... X45; Afi.

Thus the relationship of the sixteen lines on 0^ as regards

intersection is the same as that of the corresponding lines on C4,

being deduced in both cases from the relationship of the base-

points and lines in the plane.

Now the sixteen lines of C3 are obtained by omitting from its

twenty-seven lines, ir^ and the ten lines which meet ir^, hence the

sixteen lines of the quartic surface are obtained by omitting from

the twenty-seven lines of a general cubic surface any one of these

lines and the ten lines which intersect it.

31. Determination of the surface by aid of two quadrics

and a given point.

The surface may be obtained by aid of any two given quadrics

and a given point, o^. For let P, P' be two points Xi, xl coUinear
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with «< and conjugate for a given quadric H, let K be the fourth

harmonic point for Of, P, P' ; then ifK is the point yi we have

Xi = aoi + Ti/i, Xi = croi - ry,-

;

«/= -rTT-^i-^i' where AH = i,ai-— .

d^n. 1 oxi

These equations lead to

pyi = XiAH-aiH, (i = l, 2, 3, 4).

If now K describes the quadric Qy = 0, we have

Q^iAHy - H^AHAQ + H^'Q. = 0,

which may be written in the form

{2HQ^ - AHAQY = {AHf {{AQy - 4Q«Q.}.

This represents a general quartic surface with a double conic

whose plane is the polar plane of oj for H; one of the cones of

Kummer is the tangent cone to Q whose vertex is aj.

Writing this equation, as before, in the form

{2HQ,-AHAQ-\(AHy\'
= {AHy [{AQy - 4(3^Qa - 2\ (2if Q. - AEAq) + X^ (AHy],

then if XH+Q= T^, we obtain finally an equation of the form

U-' = {AHy{{AWy-4>Q,W}.

If W is one of the four cones through the intersection of H
and Q, the last factor is a quadric touching W along two lines,

i.e. it is a cone with the same vertex: hence, the vertices of thefour
remaining cones of Kummer are those of the tetrahedron self-polar

for Q and B*.

The following result may be deduced : the five lines joining any

point P on the double conic to the vertices of the cones of Kummer
and the tangent to the double conic at P, lie on a quadric cone.

If Q and H touch, the point of contact is a node of the quartic

surface, for the equation of the latter being

AH {QAH - HAQ) + H'Q, = 0,

if Q and H touch, their point of contact is a node of the cubic

surface QAH— HAQ = 0, and hence a node on the quartic

surface f.

* Bobek, Ueber Flachen vierter Ord. mil einem Doppelhegelschnitte, Sitzb. d. K.

Akad. Wien, 1884.

t It is easy to see that this cubic surface is the locus of points P, P' which are

colhnear with a^ and conjugate for both Q and H.
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From the foregoing method it is seen that both P and P' lie

on the quartic surface.

When K describes a line p of one regulus belonging to Q, then

P and P' lie on a conic for which p is the polar line of Oj ; when
K describes the line p lying in the plane {p, a) and belonging to

the other regulus of Q, the points P, P' describe another conic in

this plane. We thus obtain the two sets of conies lying in the

various tangent planes to Q which pass through o;. These planes

envelop the tangent cone to Q whose vertex is o;.

Coincidence of the points P, P' occurs at the points in which

p meets the conic ; both these points lie on Q and on H. If p
touches H it will follow that the intersections of the conic and its

polar line for a come into coincidence; hence the conic must in

this case become a pair of lines. Since four of the lines of any

regulus touch any quadric, we obtain the sixteen lines of the

surface.

Three pairs of lines belonging to one of the two classes asso-

ciated with a cone of Kummer determine the surface ; for every

conic of the other class meets each of the six lines (Art. 25), hence

the 00 ' planes through the intersection of the planes of the three

pairs of lines such that each plane meets the lines in six points on

a conic will envelop the corresponding cone of Kummer, and the

surface is determined.

Assuming the six lines to have general positions, the number

of constants involved is twenty-one* (Art. 22).

The quadric Q meets the surface in two quadri-quartic curves, one of

them Q=n=0 is the curve of contact of the residual tangent cone drawn to

the surface from the vertex of the cone of Kummer.

32. Perspective relation with a general cubic surface.

It has been seen (Art. 23) that a (1, 1) correspondence can be

established between a quartic surface with a nodal conic and a

plane.

Two methods! have been given of establishing a (1, 1) per-

spective correspondence between the points of a general cubic

surface and the quartic surface. Two points x, x' are collinear

* Weiler, Ueher Fldchen vierter Ord. mit Doppel- und mit Cuspidal-Kegelschnitten,

Schlomilch Zeitsch. xxx.

t Geisev, Z.c. ; Cremona.

J. O. S. 4
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with At* and conjugate for the quadric %xi' = if the coordinates

are connected by the equations

pXi = X^Xi, pX2 = X^'Xi, pX, = Xs'Xi,

px, = - (a;/^ + x^'' + a;,'")-

Taking any cubic surface through the curve

Xt^ Xi "T X^ + X^ ^ \J

which does not pass through Ai, and whose equation is therefore

of the form

XtU + {x^' + xi + x,^)L = 0,

where [/"= is any quadric and L = any plane ; on transformation

x^ + ajj" + x^ becomes x^' (a;/" + x^^ + x^^), X = becomes a quadric

through the conic

and U=0 becomes a quartic surface having this conic as double

curve ; omitting the factor a;/^ + x^'^ + x,' we therefore obtain a

quartic surface with the double conic

a^4 ^ Xi ~
-T~ x^ "T x^ = u.

The second transformation is the following : the points x, x' are

connected by the equations

a;, : a;2 : a;, : a;4 = Si (x) : S.^ (x') : S3 {x') : St (x'),

where the quadrics Si{x') = all pass through a given conic and

touch each other at a given point on this conic.

By linear combination it is seen that this is equivalent to the

transformation

iCj • 5/2 • *^3 • X^ — Xi . X^ X2 • it*! iCj > rt/2 *^i
^"

^^'S )

from which we deduce that

X\ t it'2 • *^3 ' '^4 — U/iXq , X2 m ut/gwj • X^Xa ^p Xo't

In this case the centre of projection, the point At, lies on the

conic. This transformation is of the (1, 1) character, the exceptions

being that to the point At for x there corresponds the plane x^, to

the point At for x there corresponds the plane x^, and to any

point on x^, which is not also on the conic x^ = x^x^ + x^ = 0, there

corresponds the same point A^ in the field of x'.

To the planes in the field of x there correspond quadrics which

pass through the fixed conic in the field of x', but to a plane

* Here, and elsewhere, the vertices of the tetrahedron of reference will be

denoted by Jj ... ^4.
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through Ai in one field there corresponds the same plane in the

other field.

Having given a general cubic surface / in the field of x which

contains the conic a;2 — XiXt + X3^ = 0, it is seen as before that / is

projected into a general quartic surface F with the nodal conic
/

^ / / /2 /\

The section of/ by X2 consists of the given conic together with

a line a to which the point Ai corresponds in the field of x'. Let

the ten lines of / which meet a be denoted by

(61, Ci), (62, Ca), (63, C3), (64, C4), (65, C5).

Consider the plane through \ and Ci; it corresponds to a

quadric through the double conic in the field of x' which therefore

meets .f in a twisted quartic which accordingly must consist of two

conies, each passing through A^.

Hence to the sections of / by the planes {A^, 61), {A^, Cj)

correspond four conies through A^; hence we have twenty conies

through Ai. But if cZ is a line of /which meets the conic

fcCy ^~ fctl OC^ "T" X-^ — \J

y

then to the section of/by the plane {At, d) there corresponds the

section of F by the same plane which therefore meets .F in a line

and a cubic, since all the sections through A4, consisting of two

conies are given by the twenty preceding conies.

Since there are sixteen lines such as d, it follows that the

sixteen lines of the quartic surface are thus projectively derived

from the sixteen lines of /
The ten sets of conies on F are the images of the conies of/ in

the ten pencils of planes whose axes are the lines 61 ... c^.

33. Projective formation of the surface.

Bobek* has developed a method of treatment of the surface depending

upon its formation from two pencils of quadrics projectively related. If

\ab+ ad+U=0, liac+ae—U=0,

represent two pencils of quadrics each passing through a fixed conic (a, U)
and through two other fixed conies respectively, then any two members of

these pencils intersect in another conic whose plane is

\h+ iic+ d+e=0;

this plane passes through the fixed point h=c=d+e= 0.

If the pencils are connected by a given lineo-linear relation between \ and /x,

it is clear that the locus of intersection of corresponding members of the two

* Loc. cit.

4—2
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pencils is a quartic surface with (a, (7) as double conic. Moreover the above

planes will in this case touch a cone whose vertex is the aforesaid fixed point,

and the conies in these planes will form the conies on the quartic surface.

Taking the equation of the quartic surface in the form

the foregoing two pencils are

\ab=U—ad, fMC=U+ad,

with the relation X/i= 1.

Any line through the point h=c=d=0, the vertex of the cone of Kummer
selected, meets the first pencil of quadrics in pairs of points in involution ; if

U^aK+V, the double points of this involution are obtained from the

equation

V=a\

which is also the locus of double points of the involution determined on lines

through the vertex by quadrics of the second pencil. It is the surface H
previously given.

The surface Q appears as the locus of the line of intersection of the polar

planes of a pair of corresponding quadrics for the vertex of the given cone.

34. Connection of properties of the surface with those

of plane quartics.

Zeuthen* has investigated the plane quartic which is the

section of the tangent cone to the surface from any point of the

double conic, and showed its relationship to the surface.

Taking the equation of the surface as being U^-^z'^W = Oyfe

may assume any point P on the double conic as that through

which the coordinate planes x, y, z pass, and take the polar plane

of P for W as the fourth coordinate plane ^ = ; let the tangent

plane to C/ at P be the plane y = 0.

The equation of the surface then becomes

a (i|r + ytf + hz-"
{<f)
+ f) = 0.

Writing this in the form

f (bz' + ay') + 2tay}ry + a-^ + b<f)z'= 0,

the tangent cone from P to the surface has as its equation

(f>
(ay' + bz') + af' = 0.

This is a general quartic cone, having the planes ay' + bz' = 0,

the tangent planes to the surface at P, as bitangent planes.

Hence any plane quartic may be regarded as the " projection
"

of a nodal quartic surface from any point on the double conic.

* Sulle superficie di quarto ordine con conica doppia, Ann. di Mat. n. xiv. (1887).
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Now having given any pair of bitangents ay'^ -^hz^ = Q of a

quartic curve, the equation of the curve may be written in the

form

in five ways*, giving a group of six bitangents, and in consequence

the equation of the surface may be written in the form

a (-f + yty + bz^ (a/3 + P) = 0,

giving five pairs of planes a, /8 through P which meet the surface

in a pair of conies. They are the tangent planes from P to the

five cones of Kummer, and bitangent planes of the tangent cone

of vertex P.

There remain sixteen of the twenty-eight bitangents of the

quartic curve, giving rise to sixteen bitangent planes of the cone

;

each plane meets the surface in a quartic curve having four double

points (of which one is at P, and another is the second intersection

of the plane with the nodal conic). This curve will consist of

a line and a cubic curve having a node at P ; thus the existence

of the sixteen lines of the surface becomes manifest.

If again three coordinate planes be taken as passing through

the vertex of one of the cones of Kummer, the plane x being that

which does not pass through the preceding point P, the equation

of the surface may be taken to be

(</) + xLy = z" {yt + x%

The equation of the preceding tangent cone of vertex P is then

yt{z''-D) = 4>' (1).

Now the cone

p'yiL + z)-2p<j>-t{L-z) = (2)

touches the cone (1) along four lines, and the plane

p'^y + 2px-t =

meets the cone (2) in a conic which is seen, by elimination of p,

to lie on the quartic surface.

Regarding the equations (1) and (2) as representing curves, it

is seen that the four-point-contact conies (2) are the projections

from P of a system of conies of the surface.

The other system connected with this cone of Kummer gives rise to the

four-point-contact conies

p^y {L - z) -'ip^-t {L-^s)= 0.

Theorems relating to the four-point-contact conies of a quartic

curve are thus connected with theorems concerning this quartic

* See Salmon, Higher Plane Curves.
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surface ; e.g. take the theorem : the eight points of contact with the

quartic of any two conies of such a system lie on one conic*-

We obtain the theorem for the quartic surface : the two

pairs of principal tangents at a point P of the double conic and

the points of contact with the surface of the two planes through P
which touch the same cone of Kummer, lie on a quadric conef

.

Again in Art. 31 it was seen that the intersection of the

tangent planes at P to the surface and the vertices of the five

cones of Kummer lie on a quadric cone whose vertex is P ; hence

we derive the result for quartic curves that the six intersections

of pairs of bitangents of a group lie on a conic.

It has been seen that the group of six pairs of bitangents

determined by the tangent planes to the surface at P gives four-

point-contact conies which are the projections from P of the conies

of the surface. It will now be shown that the other four-point-

contact conies are projections of cubics on the surface.

Refer the surface to coordinate planes consisting of the plane of

the double conic and three tangent planes of a cone of Kummer of

which one, x, contains two lines of the quartic surface; the equation

of the surface is then of the form

{AB + z{y-t) + xLY = z" {«" + y''-\-t''- 2xy - 2xt - 2yt].

The equation of the quartic tangent cone whose vertex is P is then

{y{z + L) + t{z-L) + ABY = ^ABt{z-L);

of which a four-line-contact cone is

p^At-ir p[y{z + L)-¥t{z-L) + AB\ + B{z - L) = (i.

This meets the cubic surface

'i.Aztp = {L-z) {x (L + z) + AB}

in the line L + z=0, pt + B = 0,

which passes through P, and also in a quintic curve having a triple

point at P and which lies on the quartic surface.

Hence the preceding quadric cone also meets the quartic

surface in a cubic curve passing through P.

* For the quartic (s^- L^) \l/-<ffi may be written

(2= - L=) (XV + 2X0+ 2^ - L-) = (X0 + 2- - L=)=.

The points of contact are given as the intersections of the conies

X2i/' + 2X0 + z2-L2=O, X0 + 22-L2 = O;

moreover the conic Xm^ + (X + jii)0 + z''- 1/^=0 passes through them and also through

the four points similarly obtained on replacing X by fi.

t The principal tangents being z^-L^=
(f>
= 0, and taking \psyt and X= oo,

X= successively.
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35. Segre's method of projection in four-dimensional

space.

Segre has shown* that if i^=0, 4> = are two quadratic

manifolds or varieties in flat space of four dimensions S^, the

projection upon any hyperplane S3 of their intersection T, is a

quartic surface with a double conic. For if J., or x', be any point

of /S4 the substitution of x/ + pxi for a;,- in ^= gives the two

intersections of the line (x, x') with F. The elimination of p
between the equations

F,. + pBF+p-F^ = 0,

^^ + pD^-\-p'^x = 0,

gives the "cone" joining A to the points of T. The intersec-

5

tion of this cone with the hyperplane S3 or 2 otiXi = 0, gives a
1

surface in S3 represented by the equation

(F^' _ F'^Y- i^DF - FD^){F'D^ - ^'DF) = I mxi= 0.

1

Taking F to be /, that member of the pencil (F, <!>) which passes

through A, since f(x')= 0, we may write as the equation of the

projected surface

/V - mfD'f> - <i>Df) =i<XiXi = 0;
1

that is

(2/f - Df. Dcj^y - {D/y {(D<py - 4<^<^'} = I Oix^ = f.
1

This is a quartic surface with the nodal conic

Df=f=ia^Xi = 0.

1

It is seen that the double conic is obtained as the intersection

of/ and Bf, since the only cases in which the line joining A to

any point x meets T in two points are when the foregoing quadratics

in p become identical, we then have

F^'^^ -^^F^ = 0, F'D^ - ^'DF = 0.

These equations represent respectively the variety / through A
and its tangent hyperplane Df. Their intersection gives a quadric

cone in three dimensions which meets any variety of the pencil

* Surfaces du quatrieme ordre a coniqve double, Math. Ann. xxiv. For many

details the reader is referred to this important memoir,

t Compare with Art. 31.
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(F, <I>), and therefore T, in a twisted quadri-quartic k*. This

quartic k* is projected upon S3 as a conic ; any generator of

the cone meets k* in two points P, Q ; the tangent planes to T at

P and Q are projected into the tangent planes of the quartic

surface at a point of this conic.

Among the generators of the cone {/, Df) there are in general

four which touch k* (viz. at the points where the plane Df= 0,

D<l> = meets F). It follows that there are four pinch-points on

the double conic.

There are in general five cones in the pencil (F, <J>). For if

F and <I> are not specially related to each other we may take

1

the pencil therefore contains the five cones

(a.2— ai) x^^ + (as — a^) so/ + (a^ — a,) «/ + {a^ — ai) x^ = 0, etc.

If / is a cone, i.e. if A lies on one of the cones of the pencil

{F, 4>), we have two double lines instead of a double conic. For

the hyperplane Df meets / in two planes*, the intersection of

these planes with F will consist of two conies having two common

points lying on a line through x'. These conies are projected from

x' into two intersecting double lines of the quartic surface.

Any one of the five cones of the pencil (F, ^) may be represented
4

by an equation of the form 2 aiXi^ = 0, whence by comparison

with the general three-dimensional quadric it is seen that this

cone possesses two sets of generating planes, each generating

plane of one set meets each generating plane of the other set in

a line, the two planes therefore lie in the same hyperplane, while

two generating planes of the same set intersect only at the vertex

of the conef

.

4

* For we may take the cone / to be 2afXi^= 0, the tangent hyperplane to this
1

4

cone at a point x' is XaiXfX/= 0; interpreting these equations to represent a

quadric and its tangent plane at x', since tl:e plane meets the quadric in two linet,

the hyperplane D/ will meet/ in two planes whose intersection contains x'

.

t It will be seen hereafter (see Art. 49), that the pencil (F, *) may contain, in

certain cases, a cone of the second species, i.e. a cone whose equation contains only

three variables, e.g. z, , x^i ^3 ; ^^ ^^^^ case the generating planes consist of a simply

infinite set of planes passing through the line xi=x2=X3=0.
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Each generating plane of a cone meets F in a conic; con-

versely each conic, &, of F lies in a generating plane of a cone of the

pencil (F, <I>); for the variety of a pencil which passes through any

point P in the plane of & and not upon &, must contain the plane

entirely, and a variety which contains a plane is necessarily a

cone*

Hence F contains oo ' conies helonging to five sets, each set con-

taining two classes (corresponding to the two systems of generating

planes of a cone).

The hyperplane through any generating plane a of a cone and A
meets the cone in another generating plane a' ; for taking the cone

as x-^x^ — XsXi = 0, and the generating plane as

x-^ — fi,Xi = fix^ — ajj = 0,

the hyperplane is

(«! - ijLX^){tiXi - Xi) - {/m;^ - Xi)(xi' - fj^s) = (1).

By comparison with the three-dimensional quadric it follows

that this hyperplane also contains another generating plane a'

belonging to the other system. Since a and a belong to the

same hyperplane (through A), it follows that they are projected

from A into the same plane oi S^, and in /3 there lie two conies

of the quartic surface. The envelope of jS is seen from (1) to

be a quadric cone whose vertex is the projection of the vertex

(00001). Thus we regain the pair of conies in each tangent

plane of a eone of Kummer; the points of intersection of such

a pair lying on the generator of the cone along which the plane

touches the cone.

Other leading properties of the quartic surface considered are

readily obtained by the method of Segre. We obtain the sixteen

lines of the surface as follows

:

The surface F is determined by the equations

i(ai-a,)xi' = 0, Xx^=0;
2 1

by a change of the coordinate system these equations may be

replaced by
X,X,-X,X, = (a)

a;,^ + (aJX„X,, X„X,r=Q (6).

* Since its equation is expressible in the form XiA+x^B = 0, if a;i= a:2=0 is the

given plane.
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Every plane Xi=\Zs, Xi = XXi (a generating plane of (a)),

will meet (b) in a conic, which reduces to two lines, if

(a$X„ x„ x„ x,y

is reduced to a perfect square ; this leads to a biquadratic in \.

Hence four generating planes of this system meet T in two

lines, and similarly four generating planes of the other system

meet F in two lines ; this gives sixteen lines on F, and therefore,

by projection, on the nodal quartic surface.

It follows also that eight tangent planes of each cone of

Kummer contain a pair of these lines.

Each of the sixteen lines p on F lies on each of the five cones

of the system ; the plane through p and a vertex of one of these

cones is a generating plane of that cone and therefore meets F
in another line, hence each of the sixteen lines is met by five

others.

Cubics and Quartics on the surface.

Any hyperplane through one of the sixteen lines meets F in

a cubic curve, and since there are oo ' hyperplanes through any line

we thus obtain sixteen sets of oo ^ cubic curves on the surface.

In St there are oo* hyperplanes and each of them meets F
in a quadri-quartic, any two of these quadri-quartics intersect in

four points, lying in the plane common to the two hyperplanes

;

through these four points there pass x ' quadri-quartics deter-

mined by the pencil of hyperplanes through the plane of the

four points.

Since four non-coplanar points determine one hyperplane, it

follows that one quadri-quartic of the surface passes through any

four non-coplanar points of a nodal quartic surface.

Any hyperplane S= cuts the quadri-quartic k* whose projection

is the double conic, in four points lying in the plane of intersection

of this hyperplane with Df, the tangent hyperplane at A.

Let Q, . .
.
Q4 be these four points and a their plane, and Qi ... Q/

the points in which AQ, etc. again meet Ic*. Let /3 be the polar

plane of A for the system of quadrics through k* and p the line

(oyS); then the planes (pA), a, 0, {pQi) are harmonic and the plane

ipQi) must pass through Q/.-.Q/; i.e. the points Qi ...Qi are

coplanar. Hence Ave have 00 ' quadri-quartics, arising from the

hyperplanes % + \Df= 0, through Qi ...Qt, and 00 ' quadri-quartics

through Qi ... Q/. It follows on projection that each 0/ the 00*
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quadri-quartics of the projected surface cuts the double conic in four
points of which three determine the fourth; and through four such

points there pass oo ^ quadri-quartics on one sheet of the surface and
00 ' quadri-quartics on the other sheet of the surface.

AmoDg the oo ' hyperplanes of St, oo '' pass through A ; these

hyperplanes meet V in quadri-quartics which are projected into

plane sections of the projected surface.

Quadrics inscribed in the surface.

Let ^=0 be any variety of the pencil (F, $); its intersection

with the polar h3^erplane of A for F is given by DF= 0, F^O,
and is a quadric A; the intersection of T with A is a quadri-

quartic c^. Let X be any point of c*; the tangent plane to

r at X is given by the equations

and the tangent plane to A at X is given by

dF
each of these tangent planes lies in the hyperplane Sjfi^ = 0,

which passes through A since X is a point on DF=0. Hence

the tangent planes to T and to A at X lie in the same hyper-

plane through A, they are therefore projected into the same

plane of S3.

Thus the projection of A touches the projection of F along

a quadri-quartic, the projection of c\

Now F is any member of the pencil (F, <!>), hence 00 ' quadrics

touch the quartic surface along quadri-quartic curves.

36. Fundamental inversions.

As in the case of the quadric in three dimensions where the

points of contact of the tangent lines to a quadric
<f>

which pass

through a point lie on a plane, so the points of contact of tangents

passing through a point of Si lie on a hyperplane, the polar hyper-

plane of the point. If C is the vertex of a cone of the pencil

(F, '!>), the polar hyperplane of G is the same for each member of

the pencil, e.g. if the system is determined by the two equations

5 5

S af = 0, S UiXi' = 0,
1 1

the polar hyperplane of the point (10000) is Xi = 0, and so on.
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Let « be the polar hyperplane of C, A the centre of projection,

and / the member of the pencil which passes through A. Then

any plane through the line {G, A) meets / in a conic passing

through A : this conic is met by a = in two points B, B' whose

join is the polar line of C for this conic; so that if any line

through C meets the conic in two points Q, Q' then, by elementary

geometry, [A, BB'QQ'} = - 1.

Now there are two generators of the cone whose vertex is C
which lie in the plane of this conic ; each of these generators meets

the conic in two points of T, since the points lie both on /'=

and on the cone, and the conic is projected from A into a line

of iSs, hence denoting by a- the quadric which is the projection of

the quadric a = 0, /= 0, and the projection of C by C" (which is the

vertex of a cone of Kummer), it follows that any line through C
meets a in two points B^, £,' and the projected quartic surface in

two pairs of points Qi, Q,'; i?,, i?,' such that both Qi, Q/ and

jRi, i?i'are harmonic with regard to 5], B^'.

Hence C" is said to be a centre of self-inversion of the projected

quartic surface*.

37. Plane representation of the surface.

To represent T, and therefore the projection of F, upon a plane,

we take the oo - planes through a line p of F, any one of these

planes meets any two varieties of the pencil {F, <I>) in p and two

other lines respectively, the intersection, Q, of these latter lines lies

on F ; hence the plane through p meets F in one other point, viz. Q.

Moreover it meets an}' given plane K in one point Q', thus there

arises a (1, 1) correspondence between the points of F and K.

The five lines of F which meet p have as images the five

base-points ; if ^ be one of the ten lines which do not meet p,

the hyperplane through p and q meets K in a line, and since this

hyperplane meets F in two non-intersecting lines p and q, it must

also meet it in two other lines which meet both p and q. Hence

the image of g' is a line passing through two base-points.

If a;, = 0, a", = are tangent hyperplanes to F at any two

points of p, and a?3 = 0, a:^ = the tangent hyperplanes to ^ at

these points, the tangent plane to F at any point of j) is repre-

sented by
Xi + \x. = 0, X3 + XXf = 0.

* The quadric <r is the quadric H of Art. 31.
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As X, varies, the intersection of this plane with the given plane

K is clearly a conic ; hence the points of V contiguous to p are

represented by the points of a conic which passes through the five

base-points, i.e. the image ofp is this conic.

Again the go ^ hyperplanes through p meet F in oo ^ cubics

and ^ in CO ^ lines, i.e. the lines of K are the images of oo '' cubics

of r.

Any hyperplane meets F in a quadri-quartic and also meets

each of the five lines which meet p, moreover it meets any cubic

of F in three points, hence the image of the section of F by this

hyperplane is such that it is met by any line of K in three points

;

it is therefore a cubic which passes through the five base-points.

The 00 ' hyperplanes through A which give rise to the plane

sections of the projected surface (Art. 35) meet F in quadri-quartics

such that through any three points of F there passes one such

quadri-quartic, hence among the oo ' cubics of K through the

base-points there are oo ' cubics forming a net or linear set ; these

are the images of the plane sections of the projected surface.



CHAPTEE IV

QUARTIC SURFACES WITH A NODAL CONIC AND
ALSO ISOLATED NODES

38. A quartic surface with a nodal conic may have in addition

one or more isolated nodes ; such a node is the vertex of a cone of

Kummer, for taking the node as a vertex of the tetrahedron of

reference, the equation of the surface is

where .4 = 0, U=0 are cones whose vertex is the node, and Z =
is a plane through the node; we may write this equation

hence the node is the vertex of a cone of Kummer.

This result may also be seen from the fact that any tangent plane drawn

to the surface from the node meets the surface in a quartic curve with four

nodes, and if the surface is not ruled this section must consist of two conies.

The sextic tangent cone whose vertex is the node D, here

consists of the cone V of Kummer of vertex D and the cone U
(counted twice); the latter cone meets the surface in the double

conic and in the four lines given hy A=U=0.
The surface contains twelve lines; for if the foregoing four lines

meet the double conic in Pj . . . P^ , through the line DP we can draw

two tangent planes to V each of which meets the quartic surface

in two conies, and in each plane there is therefore one other line

in addition to DPj: similarly for the tangent planes drawn to

V through the lines DP^, DP,, DP^. Hence we have in all

4 + 8=12 lines on the surface.

There are only three cones of Kummer in addition to V, for if

we take the vertices of the triangle self-polar for the sections of
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U and Fby Xf as vertices of reference, the equation of the surface

may be written

[0x1" + hx^ + cx^^ + 2Xi {oLX-^ + ^x^ + '^x,) + 2\Xi^Y

= 4a;i' {a;,2 (1 + \a) + a;^^ (1 + \h) +X3^{\+ Xc)

+ 2'kXi (aaji + ^x^ + yaij) + Va;,"};

and the values of X. for which the quadric on the right is a cone

are given by the cubic equation

1 + Xa 1 + X6 1 + Xc

If there is a second node D', then if the cone V contains B'

it will have a double edge and therefore consist of two planes, and

the equation of the surface is

If V does not contain D' then U must contain it, and since the

line BD' meets the double conic it therefore lies on the surface.

The equation of the surface may be written in either of the forms

f7-= = 4w»F, i7'^ = 4w^F',

where B, the vertex of V, lies upon U=Q, and B', the vertex of V,
lies upon U' = 0.

In this case two of the lines DP^... DPi must coincide, since otherwise

/y could not be a double point of the curve of intersection of U and the

quai'tic surface, consisting of four lines. In fact the tangent plane at any

point of DJy meets the surface in a section which contains four nodes lying

on Djy, hence the section consists of the line BD' taken doubly together with

a conic. The tangent plane at an;/ point of BD' is the same since otherwise

this line would be a double line of the surface. The line is torsal.

If there are three nodes the section of the surface through

these nodes contains five double points and therefore consists of two

lines and a conic ; one line joining a pair of nodes does not lie on

the surface, whose equation may be written in either of the forms

(w^+V-pqf = 4m;= F, (V-pq- w^y= ^w^pq,

where the vertex of Flies upon w^ —pq=0. The lines joining the

vertex of F to the two nodes each meet the double curve, hence

the plane through these two lines meets the surface in each of

them doubly.

If there is a fourth node two lines joining a pair of nodes do

not lie on the surface, and four lines joining pairs of nodes lie on

the surface, whose equation is therefore

{w' + rs —pqf = 'iw'rs.
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If the nodes on the lines (p, q) and (r, s) are Du D^, and D3, D^ it is clear

that the lines A-Os, A^4> ^2-^3> -^aA lie on the surface.

There cannot be more than four nodes, for if D be the node

which is the vertex of a cone V, then F cannot contain more than

one other node, hence the remaining nodes must lie on U, and it

was seen that each node on U causes the coincidence of a pair of

the lines DP, . . . DPt : hence U cannot contain more than two

nodes of the quartic surface apart from its vertex D*.

39. Special positions of the base-points.

It will now be shown that singularities of the surface arise

from special relative positions of the base-points. If a node

exists, any line through it meets the surface in two points apart

from the node, hence any two cubic curves ft which correspond

to plane sections of the surface through the node meet in two

variable points only.

In order that this may be possible one of the two following cases

must arise: Either, in the hrst case, these cubics must have a

common node and intersect in three other fixed points, e.g. if

pa;, = ^3X3 -)- Sa, pXi=.^3Lt + Xi,

where the Lt are quadratic in fi, fj and the S^ cubic in fi, ^2. The
point (1000) will then be a node to which the point ^1 = ^2= will

correspond. The system of cubic curves will touch at the point

^1 = fj = 0, so that two base-points coincide. Thus the coincidence

of two base-points leads to a node on the qtiartic surface.

The four lines through the node correspond to the following

:

the point consecutive to fi = f^ = upon .4=0, and the joins of

this point to the three other base-points.

Or, in the second case, three base-points are collinear, and we
may take as equations of Clebsch

P^i =/i . pXi = aUi, pXi = auj
, pxt=a u^

,

where v^ = 0, «3 = 0, W4 = are conies having two common points,

which also lie upon f = 0. The base-points are then given by

f^
= u = and the two other common points of the system.

* These surfaceB have been investigated by Korudorfer, Die Ahbilduvg einer

Flache vierter Ord., etc. , Math. Ann. i. and 11.
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The point (1000) is seen to be a node, for if

W^ "^3 ^4

be any line through it, the points in which this line meets the

surface have as their images the intersections of the conies

Mj _ M3 _ M4

'A~ B~ C
which are two in number, apart from the two base-points.

Hence if three base-points are collinear the surface has a node.

The image of the node is here the line a = 0.

Two nodes on the surface may arise in three ways : first if

the base-points are doubly collinear, e.g. when the join of the

base-points 1, 5 meets the join of the base-points 2, 4 in the

point 3; secondly when two base-points are coincident and three

are collinear ; thirdly if there is a double coincidence of two base-

points.

Considering the first case, let a = 0, /3 = be the lines (1, 5)

and (2, 4) ; the equations of Clebsch are here

pa\ = cm
, px.i = o/3ii, px,, — ct/Sij, px^ = ^v,

where u = 0, v=0, are conies through two base-points ; Zj =
and ij = are any lines.

Thus as in the case of one node the points A^, At are nodes, the

line /3 corresponds to Ai and a to J. 4 ; to the point a = /3 = corre-

sponds the line A^A^ which lies on the surface.

There are nine lines on the surface whose images are the base-

points and the lines 12, 45, 14, 25 ; those which correspond to the

base-points 1, 3, 5 pass through one node and those to 2, 3, 4

through the other node.

There are three sets of pairs of conies : first those which have as

their images the pencils of lines whose centres are the base-points

1 and 5, these conies pass through a node of the surface which

is the vertex of a cone of Kummer; secondly those correspond-

ing to the pencils of lines whose centres are 2 and 4, these

conies also pass through a node which is the vertex of a cone

of Kummer: lastly those which are represented by the conies

through the base-points 1, 2, 4, 5 and the pencil of lines whose

centre is 3.

J. Q. s 5
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That there are only three cones of Kummer may also be seen thus:

referring to the equation of Art. 38 ; if D is the vertex of the cone

and D' the vertex of

the line BD ' is

x{l + \a) ^y{l+\b) ^ z(l+\c)

and since DB' meets the double conic we have

„„2 b^' cy' _
(H-Xa)2'^(H-X6)2"^(l+Xc)2 '

which is the condition that the cubic equation for X should have a pair

of equal roots.

40. When three base-points are collinear and two are coin-

cident the appropriate equations are

pxi = ftif1=^3 + ?iif + hS, (i = 1, 2, 3, 4),

where the i,- are quadratic and S cubic in fj, ?3-

Here the node 6^ corresponds to the line fi
= 0, and the node

a,- to the point fj = ^3 = 0. Thus the join of the nodes does not lie

on the surface. The number of lines of the surface is easily seen

to be eight. There are three cones of Kummer, as is seen by

forming the discriminant of

the surface being U" = iw'pq.

When a coincidence of two base-points occurs twice we obtain

the same surface as in the first case, for, as before, if a and b are

the points at which coincidence occurs, each of these points will

correspond to a node of the surface, and the line joining them is

the image of a line on the surface.

The case of three nodes arises when the join of two consecutive

base-points, say 1 and 5, passes through another base-point, say 3,

the points 2 and 4 being coincident. The three nodes correspond

to the line (1, 5) and to the points 1 and 2. There are six lines

on the surface.

When the join of the (coincident) points 2 and 4 passes

through 3 we have four nodes. The only lines on the surface are

the four which respectively correspond to the point 3, the line 12

and the base-points consecutive to 1 and 2.
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41. Coincidence of more than two base-points.

When three of the cubics have a common node and a common
tangent thereat, e.g. if

fi=^3<^Li + l3yPi (i = l, 2, 3),

where the Li, Pi, a, 0, y represent lines through the point

|i = l. = 0;

this common node counts as five intersections of any two of these

three cubics. If S be any cubic passing through the points (fs, /3),

(fa, 7) and having o as its tangent at (fj, fj), the system of cubics

S+l.\ifi =
1

intersect in three consecutive points at (fi, ^,) and pass through

two other fixed points. Here, therefore, three base-points are

coincident.

Among the curves of the system appear (i) j3yP = 0, where P
is a line through the point ^1 = ^2 = 0; and (ii) a(f3a + C;S7) = 0.

Each of these curves is intersected by any curve fi in one point only

apart from the base-points ; hence the node is biplanar with the

planes (say X2, x,) corresponding to (i) and (ii) as tangent planes

thereat.

When the nodal cubics fi have three consecutive points

common at (fi, ^2) on the branch whose tangent is a, and one

other common point, they are of the form

^32 (Pi^ + a) + 7 iqi0' + n«/3 + SiOL') = ;

where we have pi/qi the same for each cubic.

Hence the preceding cubic (i) is 07P = and the planes x.^, x.^

intersect in the line of the surface given by a = 0: the binode is

therefore of the second species.

If S = is a cubic through the three consecutive points and
3

the additional point, the cubics S + '^
\ifi = intersect in four

1

consecutive points at (fi, fa); here, therefore, four base-points are

coincident.

Lastly when the nodal cubics fi have four consecutive points

common at (fi, fa) on the branch whose tangent is a, they are of

the form

f,a {pi0 + 0) + qi^ + n^OL + Si 0a? +tia? = 0,

with the conditions, qi = Api, ri = B+ Cpi.
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Hence the curve (i) is oi^P, and the plane a-„ therefore touches

the quaxtic surface along the line {x^, x^. The binode is of the

3

third species. The cubics S + 1 Xifi = have five consecutive

points in common, and the base-points all coincide.

The equation of a surface with a binode is of the form

where V=0 is a quadric cone whose vertex is the binode.

From consideration of the base-points the surface is seen to

contain eight lines.

If there is a further node Q, then as in Art. 38, the line joining

Q to the biplanar node P lies in the surface, and hence in one of

the planes x^, x,, say x^; also as before the lines of intersection of

Xi and V coincide, and hence Xo touches both V and the surface

along the line PQ.

Conversely if x^ touches the surface along a line the surface

has a further node on that line *.

42. Uniplanar node.

When four base-points coincide in one point A, and the fifth

base-point lies on the tangent at A to the cubics of the system,

we have a uniplanar node. For let S be any particular cubic of

the system and /S the tangent to S at ^, then any cubic of the

system is represented by

S+ai^,^'+^Pi = 0,

where P,- = is a pair of lines through A.

The line /3 = corresponds to the node ; the equations

pXi = fi{^,^ + Pi), (i=l, 2, 3)

represent plane sections through the node.

One derivable equation is px = yS^'o, and the line x = 0, Xi = 0,

meets the surface in one point only; this holds only for the plane

x=0, hence the node is uniplanar, with a; = as its tangent plane.

43. Ruled surfaces.

If all the cubic curves of the system have a common node and

one other common point, three of the base-points become indeter-

minate, viz. three of them come into coincidence with the fourth

* If X3 also touches V we have a second node.
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in an indeterminate manner. The equations of Clebsch are of

the form

where i,-, Mi are quadratic in |i, ^, and where we must assume two

linear relations between the i; to secure that the four cubics have

all the four consecutive points in common. We may therefore

take as equivalents of these equations the following, viz.

It follows that to each line of the pencil f, = ^?i there corre-

sponds a line on the surface, which is therefore ruled. Since each

cubic is nodal and has therefore zero deficiency the surface must

possess a double line in addition to the double conic.

To the line ^i = 0, however, there corresponds the line

a;3 = 3^4 = 0, which is such that any plane through it meets the

surface in two lines; hence the line {oc3,Xi) is the double line;

through each point of the double line there pass two generators,

viz. those obtained by giving any constant value to L-t/L^.

If the fifth base-point coincides in a definite way with the

point in which the other four base-points become coincident, the

equations of Clebsch are of the form

pxi^^^aLi + PiQiRi.

Hence if we join any point on the line p determined by the

equation pXi = Li, to the corresponding point on the cubic curve

given by the equations pxi = PiQiRi, we obtain a generator of the

surface ; hence through each point of p, the double line, there

passes one generator of the surface.

44. Cuspidal double curve.

We now consider special cases of the quartic surface with a

nodal conic arising from peculiarities of the double curve. Taking

the surface to be x^V+ V- = 0, we obtain the two tangent planes

at any point of the double curve by writing Xi + ^i for Xi in

this equation and selecting the terms of the second order in

the ff: this gives as their equation ^^^V + {i^Uf = Q, where

These planes coincide at each point of the double curve when U
is a cone of which a;, = is a tangent plane ; the double curve is
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then a line which is said to be bidouble (Segre); the corresponding

equation of the quartic surface being then

(jci'U + (xiX^ + x^'Y = 0.

This may be written in the form

There are two triple points on the bidouble line, viz. those given by

The sections through this line consist of conies passing through the triple

points which in a number of eases reduce to a pair of lines. Take the plane

Xj as containing such a pair and the tangent planes to V at the triple points

as the planes X3, Xi ; the equation of the surface is then

Xi' (x3Xf+ ax2^+ bXiX2)+x^x.2^A +x-2*= ;

which may also be written
3

1

This shows that there are four planes through the bidouble line which

contain a pair of lines of the surface.

Again the tangent planes will coincide at each point of the

double curve for the case in which V contains the double curve

:

the surface is then

Xi^{x^x^ + aU)-\- U' = 0,

which may be reduced to the form

Xi'x^ +U"-=0.

The tangent planes at each point of the cuspidal double conic

also touch Z/and hence meet in the pole of U for the plane «,.

The plane x^ is a trope.

The surface has two "close-points" C, C, viz. those given

by Xi=x2= U=0. Taking the planes S, 8' which touch U at

C and C as the planes X3, x^, U takes the form

x^Xt + {xi, x^af.

It is clear that the planes S, S' each contain four lines of the

surface, those in S passing through C, those in 8' passing

through C
45. Involutory properties: class of the surface*.

Let us take any point x in CC and its polar plane a for U,

a being then the plane Xi^3 + x,^i = 0; so that if X be any point

* See B^la TotOssy, Ueier die Fldchen vierter Ordnung mit Cuspidalkegel-

schnitt, Math. Ann. xix. (1882).
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of <7 the line Xxi + Xi meets the surface in the points given by
the equation

Denoting these points by P, P'
; Q, Q' it is clear that we thus

obtain two sets of four harmonic points, viz., x, X, P, P' and

X, X, Q, Q'
; hence t}ie surface is in involutory central collineation

with itselffor any point K of CC as centre, and with the polar plane

of K for U as plane of collineation. From consideration of a

quadric which touches the surface at P and P', it is clear that

the tangent planes at P and P' meet in a line of a. If the line

through X touches the surface, the points P, P' and X all coincide

;

hence the point of contact of any tangent line to the surface

through X lies on a plane section of the surface ; any such section

is of class six since it possesses two cusps. Now the class of

a tangent cone is equal to the class of its plane section, which is

in this case six; and the complete tangent cone from x to the

surface consists of the plane X2, the plane x^ taken thrice, and a

quartic cone of class six ; hence six must be the class of the

tangent cone from any point to the surface ; the surface is there-

fore of class six.

46. Cuspidal conic and additional node.

Any plane through the line CC meets the surface in a pair of conies

touching at C and C" ; if there exists a node D of the surface outside the

cuspidal conic, one of these conies must reduce to the lines DC, DC which

touch the residual conic of the section by the plane (DCC) at C and C"

Two of the lines in 8 coincide and pass through D, similarly for 5', hence the

surface is a special case of those represented by the equation

The planes S, 6' touch the surface along the lines DC, DC respectively

and cut it also along two pairs of lines passing respectively through C and C
and meeting on the line (S, 8').

The equation of the tangent cone of the surface at D is

where Xi is the point D ; if the node is biplanar we must have {k, \\af = Q, and

the equation of the surface reduces to

{xi-kx^fL+ x^Xi {x^x^\r{Xl, x^lb)^} =0,

where X=0 is a plane through C, C.

Hence the planes 8, 8' osculate the surface along the lines CD, CD' and

each contains one other line of the surface.
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47. Double conic consisting of two lines.

When the double conic is a pair of lines the surface is repre-

sented by an equation of the form

{x.x^ + x.Ay^xi^r,

V=0 being a cone ; if x^ is any tangent plane of V, the foregoing

may be written

(x^a-t + XiAy = x\^ (C- + x„,B).

Let a-., be one of the tangent planes of V which meets the

surface in a pair of lines and a conic ; one of these lines will meet

one double line and the other will meet the second double line.

Taking these four lines as edges of the tetrahedron of reference

and expressing that the lines {x^, x^, (x^, Xt) lie on the surface, the

equation of the latter may be written in the form

(x^Xt + a;, ay- = x,^ (a^ + x.,^).

If any point on a double line be joined to any point on a

simple line of the surface, this join meets the surface in one

further point ; this affords a means of representation of the surface

on a plane ; for if we write

e t
x^ = t:- Xi, a^2 ^ >r ^3

,

the equation of the surface shows that

pXi = ^,v, px.i = fjW, px., = f,M, pxt = IjI; ;

where u = 0, v = are conies such that one of their intersections is

the point (fa, Is), and where it passes through the point (|=i, fa). The
five base-points consist of the points {u,v) and the point (f,, fs).

The case of additional nodes arises as in the case of the surface

with a nodal conic.

Either or both of these lines may be cuspidal. The equation of the

surface in the latter case is

An additional node exists if 4ab= l.

48. Classification of quartic surfaces with a nodal conic.

The method of Segre (Art. 35) affords a means for the classifi-

cation of quartic surfaces with a nodal conic. The two four-

dimensional varieties F=0, 4> = are reduced by the method of

Elementary Factors* of Weierstrass to their canonical forms,

* See Quadratic Forms, etc., Biomwleh, Camb. Math. Tracts; or the Aathor's

Treatiie on the Line Complex.
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leading to various types and each type to sub-cases. Each pair

of forms thus arising afifords one species of the quartic surface

considered.

An elementary factor (X — XiYp ^^ F+\(i> gives rise, if e^ is

greater than unity, to a group of terms in ep variables, viz.,

- (a^iXep ++ a'e^^'i),

in F and ^ respectively, so that F + Xi<i> is a cone of the pencil

(F, <3>) whose vertex lies on each variety of the pencil ; at this point

the varieties have a common tangent hyperplane x^ ; this point is

therefore a double point of V.

We now consider the principal types, indicating them as in

Segre's notation by

{11111), {2111}, {221}, {311}, {23}, {41}, {5}.

The surface which is the projection of F is denoted by

[11111], etc., but if the point of projection A lies on a cone of

(F, <I>) the projected surface is represented by [11111], and so on.

The general type [11111] has been already considered in the

preceding chapter ; we may find its class by aid of this method.

Taking F=l Xi\ * = S a^a;/-,

1 1

the required class is equal to the number of tangent planes of the

projected surface which can be drawn through any line jp of S,

;

but if the projection of a plane ir from A on 83 passes through p,

then A, p and tt must lie in the same hyperplane ; our problem is

therefore to find the number of hyperplanes through the plane

(A, p) which contain tangent planes of T. If the plane {A, p) is

given by the equations

5 5

'2.AiXi = 0, %BiXi = 0,
1 1

the condition reqiiires that

where ai = Ai + X.5.-. Thus we obtain

Oj = a:i(p+ aai), (i = 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5),
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whence ^ a," ^ ^ ^ a.-gj' ^
^

a"
and therefore S — = 0.

P

These equations show that the last equation, considered as a

quartic in -
, has equal roots ; and forming its discriminant, which

is of degree six in ai^, we obtain an equation of degree twelve in \.

The class of the projected surface is therefore twelve.

We now proceed to consider the remaining six principal types.

The canonical forms corresponding to the type {1112} are

At the point (00001) which is a double point of T, F and ^
have the common tangent hyperplane Xt = 0. The tangent cone

of r at this point is

Xi = («! - a^) A'l" + (O;, — O4) Xi + (ttj - tti) x^ = 0.

This cone contains the four lines

Xt = a;,- + X.?- + x-^ = a^x^ + a^x.^ + a^x^ = 0,

which also belong to V.

If there is any additional line on F, the plane through it and

the vertex of the cone 4> — a^F must lie on this cone. Now
through any generating line of a cone in St we can draw two

generating planes (one of each set), Art. 35, and hence through

each of the preceding four lines ; such a plane meets F in a conic

which therefore reduces to two lines. Hence corresponding to

each of the four lines through the double point we have two other

lines of F. Therefore the surface [1112] has a conical node with

four lines passing through it, and eight other lines. The class of

the surface is ten, being diminished by two from that of [11111]

owing to the additional node.

In [1112] the same applies, the double conic being here two

intersecting lines.

In [1112] the point of projection lies on the cone <I> — a^F; the

double point of F is projected into the intersection of the two
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double lines, and this point is now triple*; the tangent cone at it

consists of the plane of the double lines and the projection of the

tangent cone of F at its node.

If r is of the type [122], F and <& have the forms

F=x-c+ 2X.2X3 + 2xtXi,

<I> = a^x-i^ + ^a^x^Xi + la^XiXs + x^ + x^.

Here V has two nodes, viz. (00100), (00001) ; the tangent cones

thereat being

Xi = («! — aj) x^ + 2 (0.3 — tta) «'4*'5 + a;/ = ;

and

Xi = («! - as) Xi^ + 2 (tta - 03) ^"sa^s + ^2" = 0.

The line joining the nodes belongs to F, and along this line

the plane x^=Xi = touches both F and $ and therefore F.

Through the first point there pass the two lines

similarly two lines pass through the second point.

As in the case {1112) each of these additional four lines gives

rise to a line of F; hence F contains nine lines in all.

The nature of the surfaces [122], [l22], [122] is therefore

determined.

For the type {113} we have

F=x^^ + xi + xl + Ix^x^,

4>s a-^x^ + a^xi + a^ («/ + ^x^x^ + Ix^^Xi.

The point (00001) is a double point of F; the tangent cone at

it, which is represented by

x^ = 0, (tti - as) x^ + (ua - a~) x.? = 0,

breaks up into two planes /Uj, /Aj, whose intersection does not lie

on F. The point is therefore biplanar. It is easily seen that

through the double point there pass four lines of F, of which two

r-i, r/ lie in /Ui and two r^, r^' in //,„. Through r^ there passes a

generating plane of the cone <I> — a3.f= 0, of the same system as /xj

;

* For any plane o passing through ^4 and the vertex K of the cone corresponding

to 2 meets that cone in two lines, and each of these meets r in one other point

giving two points Q, R ol T on a. The plane o is projected from A on S3 into

a, line r passing through K' the projection of K ; and Q, E are projected into the

two other points in which r meets the surface. If however A lies on the cone, one

of the two previous lines must pass through A, and r thus meets the surface in one

point only (apart from K') ; the point K' is therefore triple.
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and so for the three other lines ?•/, r.^, ?•,'; hence each of these four

planes meets F in an additional line, giving rise to four new lines

Hence applying to the surface [113] we have a surface of

the ninth class* which has a biplanar node and contains eight

lines.

For the type (23} we have

F = 2x,x., + 2j-3a;5 + x^,

<I> = la^x^Xr, + x^- + a, {'iXiXi, + Xi") + ^x-^Xi.

From consideration of the cases (1112), (113) it is seen that V

possesses a conical node at D and a biplanar node at D' at which

the tangent cone breaks up into two planes /i, and /x,. The line

DD' is given by Xi = x.i
— Xi=Q; and the plane /aj is a;, =a;3 = 0;

this touches F along the line DD'. As in {113} there are two lines

To, To' in the plane ix^.

The section of F by its tangent hyperplane *i at D is

and is therefore the line DD' together with one other line. The

two generating planes of the cone whose vertex is D which pass

through the latter line, meet the surface in two new lines. These

six lines constitute all the lines of the surface.

The nature of the surfaces [23], [23], [23] follows immediately;

they are of the seventh class, the first has a conical node and a

biplanar node, the second has a conical node and a triplanar point,

the third has a biplanar node and the intersection of the double

lines as a triplanar point.

For the type {14} we have

4> = aiX^ + 2a2 {x^Xi + x^x^ + 2a;2a;4 + a;/.

The double point D, or (01000), is here biplanar, and the two

nodal planes intersect in a line which lies on F; the biplanar point

is therefore of the second kindf.

The nodal planes meet F also in two lines i\, r^ through D.

In the two other generating planes of the cone whose vertex is D
which pass through r, and r^ respectively there are two other lines

* A biplanar node of the first kind reduces the class of the surface by three.

Salmon, Geom. of three dimensions, p. 489.

t See Salmon, I.e.
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of r (say) Si and s.^, which meet r^ and r^ respectively; and since

the line of intersection of these latter planes meets Si and S3 it

must therefore meet them in the same point. Hence we have

four lines on T forming a skew quadrilateral, together with

another line through D.

The preceding defines the surfaces [14], [14], [14] which are

of the eighth class.

For the type {5} we have

F= 2a:iXi + 2a;.2Xi + x^,

<J> = Oi {2xiXs + 2x„Xt + x^) + 2xiXi + 2a;2a;3.

The (one) cone of the pencil meets x^ in the two planes

X\ X^ \j
J

ibj ^^ X^ ^^ U •

and these planes meet in a line r of F. The first plane touches V
along r ; thus since one of the nodal planes touches F along r, the

biplanar point is of the third species.

The other nodal plane meets F in a line r', through D.

Another generating plane of the cone passes through r' which

meets F in a line s. The lines r, r and s are the only lines on F.

The properties of the surfaces [5] and [5] follow ; they are of

the seventh class ; the latter has two double lines meeting in

a triplanar point.

49. Cones of the second species.

In the preceding types the pencil {F, $) contains cones, the

equation of each cone being expressible in terms of four variables.

When, however, two elementary factors are equal, the equation of

the corresponding cone <t> — aiF= contains not more than three

variables and the cone is said to be of the second species ; e.g. in

{(11)111} we have

4> - a^F = (a, - tti) X3' + («! - tti) Xi^ + (us - Oj) Xj'.

This cone has 00 ' generating planes through the line

**'3 ^ X^ ^— itg ^^ \J,

In the previous types there were seen to be two systems of

generating planes given as the intersection of a cone with its

tangent hyperplanes. In the present case we have one system of

generating planes obtained as the intersection of the cone with its

tangent hyperplanes which all pass through the line

X^ =^ iJ7^ ^ Xg ^ V;
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the edge of the cone. In each generating plane there is one conic

of r.

Each of these conies passes through the two points of inter-

section of the edge of the cone with V. At either of these points

there is a tangent hyperplane common to the pencil ; these points

are therefore double points of F.

If the group considered is (11) there are two such double

points; if it is (21), (31), (41) the points coincide, as is seen by

reference to the corresponding forms.

In the cases {1 (22)}, {(23)} the edge itself is seen to lie on V
;

in these cases since each generating plane of the cone meets T in

the edge and one other line, there arise oo ' lines on T, which is

therefore a ruled surface, having the edge as a double line.

We can easily determine the number of lines on F in the

other cases ; for any line of F must lie on this cone of the second

species and therefore meet the edge in one of the double points of

F upon it. The tangent hyperplane at either of these double

points meets the pencil {F, <I>) in a pencil of ordinary quadric cones

having the double point as vertex ; the lines of intersection of

two of these cones will be the lines of F through the point. Hence

these surfaces cannot have more than eight lines.

Projecting F on 8, gives us the surface we are investigating.

In this case, however, the point of projection A may lie on a cone

of the pencil {F, $) of the second species. Here only one generating

plane of this cone passes through A, which cuts F in a conic

which is projected from A on S^ into a line which will be a double

line of the projected surface. Reference to Art. 35 shows that

if y= is a cone of the second species, the double line of the

projected surface, given by /=i)/=2a,a;i = 0, is therefore to be

regarded as arising firom the coincidence of two double lines*.

This line contains two tnple points (distinct or coincident), the

projections of the two double points of F which lie on the edge a

of F. For the generating planes of/ cut F in conies through the

two double points, hence their projections from A meet S-^ in conies

through the projections of these points which are therefore triplef.

Each of the oo " hyperplanes through the edge of the cone

meets the cone in two planes ; each tangent hyperplane of the

* Segre calls this line bidoublc, see page 70.

+ Since any line through one of these points on the projected surface meets the

surface in one other point only ; see page 75, footnote.
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cone meets it in a generating plane counted twice, and hence

touches r in a conic. If/= is the variety of the pencil {F, $)
which passes through A, and Cx = any hyperplane, the inter-

section of / and Cx is projected from A upon S3 into the quadric
5 5

CxDf — o^f = 0, Soi«i = ; where Sa.a;,- = represents S3. This
1 1

quadric passes through the double conic /= Df= 0. Now let c^

be one of the preceding hyperplanes through the edge of the cone

of the second order; we obtain on projection 00 •' quadrics through

the double conic and the two double points ; each meets the quartic

surface in two conies.

If Cx is one of the 00
' tangent hyperplanes of the cone of the

second species we obtain on projection 00 > quadrics touching the

quartic surface along a conic and passing through the double conic.

Through any point of Si there pass two of these tangent

hyperplanes, hence through any point of S, there pass two quadrics

containing the double curve which touch the quartic surface along

a conic. Thus the quartic surface is the envelope of a system of

quadrics simply infinite and of the second order which pass through

the double conic and the two double points of the quartic surface*.

The existence of this set of quadrics is peculiar to those

surfaces which have a cone of the second species. For such a

quadric is the projection from A of the intersection of some hyper-

plane Cx with/, the variety through A. This hyperplane therefore

touches r along a conic, and hence Cx meets the pencil (F, ^) in

a pencil of quadrics which touch along this conic; among these

quadrics is therefore included the plane of the conic counted

twice ; if Cx = dx = is this plane, it is seen that among the

varieties of the pencil (F, <I>) there is one of the form dx^ + CxBx,

and this is a cone of the second species.

50. Quartic surfaces with a cuspidal conic.

It was seen (Art. 35) that if /= is the variety of the pencil

{F, <I>) which passes through A (or x'), and cj) any variety of the

pencil, the equations of the projection of T from A on S3 are

{2/f - DfDcj>Y = (Dff {(D^y - 4./,f},

'ZatiXi = 0.

* For the surface <p^= iw^pq, the quadrics are jx-wp + /i0 + «>g = 0. We have also,

as in the general case, the quadrics \^ii;2+ X^+pg = 0, which touch the surface along

quadri-quartics.
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Let X be any point on the double conic and x + ^ a, point on

the surface contiguous to x ; substituting a; + f for a; and retaining

only terms of the second order in f, we obtain as one of the

equations of the two tangent planes to the surface at x,

{2L<f>' - MD(PY = M^ {(D<j>y - 4</)(^'),

where L and M are the terms of the first order in fj arising from

/and irrespectively.

If these planes coincide we have

(D4>f - 4(/)<^' = 0.

This equation together with /= 0, Df= 0, SoiXi = 0, gives the

four pinch-points on the double conic. These planes coincide at

each point of the double curve if the tangent cone to </> = from

x' contains the three-dimensional cone /= 0, B/= 0. Hence we

have an identity of the form

^i>'-(D4>y = Af+XDf.

i.e. 4</>(/>' -Af= {D<j>y + XBf.

This shows that the pencil must contain a cone of the second species.

Thus having given a pencil {F, <I>) which contains a cone i|r of

the second species, the surface V projected from A on S^ has a

cuspidal conic provided that A is so chosen that the tangent

hjrperplane at A of the variety through A is also a tangent

h)^erplane of i|r.

The equations of the surface given at the beginning of this

article may therefore, when a cuspidal conic exists, be written

in the form

icLiX, = 0, (2/0' - DfD^r = {Bff [Af+ XDf] ;

the latter equation is

{2fy:-DfDxy = {DfyL,

where ;;^
= ^ + j-rpf, and L is linear in the variables. This is the

equation obtained in Art. 44.

The close-points.

The two intersections of the edge of a cone of the second

species with T were seen, in the general case, to give rise to two

nodes on the projected surface ; when a cuspidal conic exists, since
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the tangent hyperplane of the variety through P passes through

the edge of this cone, these two intersections are therefore pro-

jected into two points on the cuspidal conic; they are the two

close-points.

Quartic surfaces with a bidouble line.

If A (or x') lies on a cone of the second order yfr = 0, then

D\fr = touches ^jr along a plane tt, also tt meets <p (any variety of

the pencil) in a conic c' on F. The tangent plane to F at any

point X of c' is given by the equations

3

If we suppose, as is permissible, i/r to be of the form 2ai|i- = 0,
1

it is seen that the first of these hyperplanes is identical with

Z)i^= 0, since for each point a; of tt we have

Xi X2 x^
T77 77^ "7 •

iCj X2 iCg

Hence the tangent plane of F at any point of c' lies in the

fixed hyperplane D\jr = 0, and is therefore projected from A into

the same plane of S3, viz. Dijr = 0, Sai^i = 0. The pair of tangent

planes at each point of the bidouble line coincide.

51. Of the sub-types arising from the equality of elementary

factors the first is

{(11)111}.

As stated in Art. 49 we have two nodes on F ; the line joining

them does not belong to F. Hence there arises the surface

[(11) 111], treated in Art. 38, possessing two nodes whose join

does not lie on the surface. This includes the special case of

a cuspidal double conic. _ __
Other special cases are [1 (11) 11], [(11) 111] having respec-

tively two double lines and two nodes, and a cuspidal line containing

two triple points.

The characteristics of the various other sub-types are given in

the table at the end of this chapter*.

52. Steiner's surface.

The pencil (F, <I>) may consist entirely of cones of the first

order having a common generator and a common tangent hyper-

plane along this generator.

* For many details see Segre, loc, cit.

J. Q. s. 6
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Such a system, for instance, arises from the cones

XiXs + {b'^XiXiY = 0}

The line upon which the vertices of these cones lie is

0^1 ^ X2 ^ »*^3 ^ Vj

this line is a double line of F. Through A, the point of projec-

tion, there passes one cone of the system, its two generating

planes through A intersect on a line which meets the double line

of r in the vertex of this cone. Hence the projected surface has

three concurrent double lines, viz. the projection of the double line

of r and the projections of the conies in the two generating

planes through A.

Each of the 00' cones has two sets of generating planes

meeting F in conies, hence arise 00 = pairs of conies in plane

sections of the projected surface. Three of the points of inter-

section of such a pair of conies lie on the three double lines, the

fourth point is a point of contact of the plane with the surface.

The surface is therefore a Steiner's surface (Chapter vii).

53. We add Segre's Table which contains a complete list

of the different kinds of quartic surfaces with a double conic

(including two lines or a bidouble line).

Character of the surface

General surface

One node

Biplanar point of the first species

Two nodes ; the line joining them belongs to the

surface

Biplanar point of second species

One node and a biplanar point of first species

Biplanar point of third species

Two nodes ; the line joining them does not

belong to the surface

A biplanar point of the second species

Three nodes ; the lines joining two of them to

the third belong to the surface

A node and a biplanar point of the second species

A uniplanar point of the first species

Two nodes and a biplanar point of the first

species

[(41)] 5 A uniplanar point of the second species

Index
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Class of the
Index surface Character of the surface

[(11) (11) 1] 4 Two pairs of nodes

[(21) (11)] 4 A pair of nodes and a, biplanar point of the

second species

[(22) 1] 4 Ruled surface (class II of Cremona)

[(32)] 4 Ruled surface (class IV of Cremona)

Surfaces with a cuspidal conic.

[(11)111] 6 General case

[(21) 11] 6 The close-points of the double conic coincide

[(11) 21] 4 One node

[(21) 2] 4 The close-points coincide, one node

[(31) 1] 4 There is a point in which the two close-points

coincide with a node

[(11) 3] 3 A biplanar point of the first species

[(41 )]
3 A singular point of coincidence of the close-points

with a biplanar point

Surfaces with two double lines (meeting in a point

which is not a triple point).

[11111] 12 General case

[l211] 10 One node

[131] 9 A biplanar point of the first species

[122] 8 Two nodes ; the line joining them belongs to the

surface

[14] 8 A biplanar point of the second species

[i (11) 11] 8 Two nodes

[I (21) 1] 8 A biplanar point of the second species

[1 (11) 2] 6 Three nodes

[1 (31)] 6 A uniplanar point of the first species

[1 (11) (11)] 4 Two pairs of nodes

[1 (22)] 4 Ruled surface with three double lines

Surfaces with a double line and a cuspidal line.

[122] 8 General case

[14] 8 The close-points coincide

[1(11)2] 6 One node

rj
(31)] 6 The preceding node lies on the cuspidal line

[I (11) (11)] 4 Two nodes

ry
(22)] 4 Ruled surface with two double lines and a

cuspidal generator

rj /22)] 4 Ruled surface with two coincident directrices

and a double generator

6—2



[311]
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Surfaces with a cuspidal line of the second species.

Character of the surface

General case ; the cuspidal line contains a triple

point and a point of osculation of the two

sheets

The points just mentioned coincide in a triple

triplanar point

One node

Ruled surfaces with a triple line.

General case (class III of Cremona)

Ruled surface (special case of class X of Cremona)

Index



CHAPTEE V

THE CYCLIDE

54. When the double conic is the section of a sphere by the

plane at infinity we obtain the surface known as the cyelide*.

The equation of a cyclide in Cartesian coordinates is therefore

iS' + M = ; where <S= represents a sphere, and w = is a quadric.

Taking the centre of S as the origin and the axes in the

directions of the principal axes of u, we obtain as the equation of

the surface

(«» + 2/" + zj + 4 {A^a? + A^y^ + A^z-' + 2B,a:+ 2B^y+ 2B^z + C) = 0.

As in Chapter III we may write this equation in the form

ia!' + y^+z'-2Ky + ^[{A, + X)x^ + {A^ + \)y^ + {A, + X)z''

+ 2£,a; + 2B^y + ^B^z + C- X'') = 0.

The second member of the left side will be a cone, V= 0, if its discri-

minant is zero : this condition may be written in either of the

forms

F{\) = {A^ + \){A^ + \){A,+\){G-X')-{B,^{A^ + \){A, + X)

+ £,» (^3 + X) (il, + \) + B,^ {A, + X) {A^ + X)] = 0.

We thus obtain five values for \, giving five cones. If one such

cone F be XY — L^=Q, where i = is any plane through its

vertex, the equation of the surface is

ix' + y^+z^-2X)- + ^{XY-D)=0 (1).

As before (Chapter III) any tangent plane of the cone meets

the surface in two circles, and every circle on the surface lies in a

tangent plane to one of the five cones.

* For an extensive discussion of this surface see the work by Darboux entitled

SuT une claste remarquable de courbet et de sur/acei quelconques.

The intrinsic interest of this surface justifies a special discussion by use of

Cartesian coordinates, showing the various real forms of the surface.
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Again the sphere

a? + y^ + z^ = 2{L-ir\) (2)

meets the surface in a pair of circles lying on X—O, F=0 re-

spectively ; the points of intersection of these circles being points

of contact of the sphere and surface. Hence the surface is the

envelope of these bitangent spheres. Moreover every bitangent

sphere must arise in this manner ; for if x- + y^ + z' = 2{\ + M)
be a bitangent sphere it will meet the surface in a pair of circles

and we may take the plane of one of them to be X = 0, whence

M — ±{L + kX), i.e. the surface may be written in the form

{x' ^f^z"- 2\y + 4 (XY' - M') = 0.

It L = ax + ^y + yz+S, the condition that X = passes through

the vertex of V gives

«5^ 4-.^+-jA.-g = 0;

and this is the condition that this bitangent sphere should cut

orthogonally the sphere whose equation is

„ „ 2BiX 2B^y 2B3Z „, ^ ,„,

Again since

(^1 +\)a;^ + {A^ + fC)y' + {A, + X) z'

+ 2B^x + 2B,y + 2B^z + C -V = XF- D,

considering only terms of the second degree it follows that

(^1 + X) ic^ + (^2 + X) 2/=^ + (^3 + X) «= + (aa; +% + 70)'

must break up into linear factors, hence

Hence the cyclide may he generated in five ways as the

envelope of a sphere whose centre lies on one offive fixed quadrics

Qi...Qi and which cuts a fixed sphere f orthogonally.

The quadrics Qt are seen to be confocal. At each point of

intersection of a quadric Qi with the corresponding sphere Si we

have a bitangent sphere of zero radius ; its centre is therefore a

focvs of the surface ; hence arise five focal curves.

* The cone V is the reciprocal of the asymptotic cone of this quadric.

t This sphere is one of the quadrics H of Art. 31 ; its centre is the vertex of the

cone V.
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55. The five spheres Si... Ss are mutually orthogonal ; for the

condition that any two of them, corresponding say to \i and X,,

should be orthogonal is

+ :

(Ai + \)(A,+ X,) (A, + \) {A, + X,)

2B' - 2\, - 2X, = ;

{A, + \0{A, + X,)

which follows at once from the equation

Consideration of the equation F (\) = shows that it has in

general at least three real roots; since, taking —A^, —A^, —A, as

in ascending order of magnitude, there lie an odd number of roots

in each of the three intervals

— 00,,, — Aif — Ai ,,, — A^j — A^ . ' '
^^ A^.

Hence there are in general at least three real pairs Si, Qi and

there may be five.

Important relationships between the spheres Si and the

quadrics Qi are the following : the centres of anyfour of the spheres

form a self-polar tetrahedron for the remaining sphere and for

its corresponding quadric. For expressing that the spheres

corresponding to X^ and Xs are orthogonal we obtain an equation

similar to the last ; subtraction, and division by X-j — X3 gives us

A' ^ B,"

{Ai + X,) {Ai + \,){Ai + X3) (A^ + X.) (^2 + X2) ( 4, + X,)

Bl

which is the condition that the centre of the sphere S3 should lie

in the plane

BjX B^y B3Z

(^, + xo (.4i + X2)
"•"

(^, + xo U2+ X.)
''
(X+xO(37+xr) "

^"

But the last equation represents the polar plane of the centre of

S2 with regard to Q^. Similarly this plane passes through the

centres of S, and S^; and the centres of S^.-.S^ form a self-polar

tetrahedron with regard to Q,.

Again representing any one of the spheres Si by the equation

a^ + 2/= + ^= + 2/ia; + 2giy + 2A,^ + Cf = 0,
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we derive, from the fact that the spheres are mutually orthogonal,

the equations

fxf^+9i 92 + ^1^2 =
2 •

Ci-C.
hence Mfi-f,)+ 92(91 -9d + K{h-h,) = ^ ,

which is the condition that the polar plane of the centre of S^ for

<S„ i.e.

-/s (a; +/i) -9^ iy + 5'i) -h{z + K) +fi!e + g^y + AjZ + c, =

or CA -A) * + (5'x - 5'=) y + C^i - ^r.) ^ +^' = 0,

should pass through the centre oi S.^.

Similarly this plane passes through the centres of S^ and Si.

Thus the tetrahedron formed by the centres of S-i-.-S^ is self-

polar for Sj.

56. Inverse points on the surface.

It is obvious from the form of its equation that the cyclide is

inverted from any general point into another cyclide. If the centre

of inversion be the centre of one of the principal spheres Si,

then since the surface is the envelope of spheres which cut Si

orthogonally, it is clear that the bitangent spheres are inverted

into themselves (if the constant of inversion be the radius of Si).

Hence it follows that the two points of contact of a bitangent

sphere of this system are collinear with the centre of Si, and the

surface is inverted into itself. This can also be seen as follows

:

the centres of the bitangent spheres in the neighbourhood of a

point P of the quadric Qi lie in the plane tt tangent to Qi at P,

and these spheres all pass through the same two points M, M' of

the cyclide ; since Si cuts all these spheres orthogonally its centre

must be collinear with M and M', and the line OMM' is per-

pendicular to the plane of their centres, i.e. tt, and

OM.OM' = Ri\

if Ri is the radius of Si.

Thus M and M' are inverse points on the surface.

Again, all the spheres whose centres lie in ir and which cut

the sphere Si orthogonally, will also cut orthogonally every sphere

through the intersection of Si and tt, and in particular the two
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point-spheres which pass through the intersection of Si and tt.

The centres of these point-spheres are therefore the points M and

M'. Hence the surface may be defined as the locus of the limiting

points determined by Si and the tangent planes to Qi.

The points of Qi which give rise to real points of the cyclide

are therefore those the tangent planes at which do not meet Si in

real points. Taking the tangent planes common to Si and Qi we

have a curve or curves determined on Q,- defining the region on Qi

which gives rise to real points of the cyclide.

Bitangent spheres whose centres lie on the same generator of a

principal quadric.

The spheres which cut Si orthogonally and whose centres lie

on a line p, a generator of Qi, will pass through the points of

contact P, P' of the tangent planes to Si through p; hence if C
is the point of intersection of p and a plane through the centre

of Si perpendicular to p, each of these spheres will pass through

the circle whose centre is C and radius GP (or CP'). The circle

lies on the cyclide ; for considering all the planes through p, the

limiting points M, M' which arise in connection mth >Sij, lie in the

plane of this circle, also CM = CM' = CP = CP'

Hence real circles arise from those generators of Qi which do

not meet Si in real points.

Taking all the planes through perpendicular to each generator of the

system to which p belongs we obtain oo ' sections of the cyclide consisting of

two circles.

Conversely all the spheres which meet the cyclide in the same

real circle will meet it again in circles and will be bitangent

spheres ; since their centres lie on the same real line, the quadric

to which they belong must be a hyperboloid of one sheet ; hence

this type of quadric alone will give rise to real circles on bitangent

spheres. We observe that of the three real quadrics Qi which in

all cases exist, one is an ellipsoid, one a hyperboloid of one sheet

and one a hyperboloid of two sheets, corresponding respectively to

the three real values of X mentioned in Art. 54.

57. Roots of fundamental quintic. Focal curves.

It has already been seen (Art. 55) that in the general case in

which F (\) = does not possess equal roots, it has an odd

number of real roots in each of the intervals

— 00... — Ai, — Ai ... — A^, — A^... — Aj,
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where we suppose — A^, — A^, — A^ arranged in ascending algebraic

order of magnitude.

If three roots only are real then two are conjugate imaginary;

it may be shown that any two corresponding real surfaces 8i, Q,-

meet each other in a curve consisting of one portion only; for

since three centres of spheres Si are real and two conjugate

imaginary, we may in three ways select a real pair Si, Qi so that

their self-polar tetrahedron has two vertices real and two conjugate

imaginary. If Si, Qi form such a pair, it may easily be seen that

two of the four cones passing through their curve of intersection

have equations of the form

«!i +p (o!}' - ^i) + '^.qx^Xt = 0,

^2° +P' {"'i — '"i") + ^q'xs^i = 0.

Each generator of the first cone meets this curve in two points,

which coincide if

p'{a;,'-a;,'') + 2q'x,a:,= 0.

If the two real planes thus determined be x, = a^x^, x^ = a^x^ where

ajOOj = — 1, substituting in the first equation we have four solutions,

viz. those given by

and by x^- + X3^{p{\- ai)-\-'2.qi^ = 0,

i.e. by x,^ - ^'
jp (1 - a,0 + 23a,} = 0.

Hence we have two real solutions only, i.e. there are only two

real tangents to the curve of intersection from the vertex of either

cone on which it lies. Hence the curve consists of one portion only.

In the case therefore in which only three roots of F {X) = Q are real

three focal curves are real and consist in each case of only one portion.

If five roots of F (X) = are real, any pair Si, Qi have a real

self-polar tetrahedron ; by the method immediately preceding it

can be at once seen that their intersection is either imaginary or

consists of two detached portions. Two focal curves are real *.

58. Different forms of the cyclide.

It was seen (Art. 54) that there is always one real pair of surfaces

Si, Qi consisting of a sphere and an ellipsoid. It will now be

shown that if this sphere and ellipsoid have no real intersections

* See Art. 63.
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the cyclide consists of two ovals, one within the other. For since

the points of the surface are the limiting points of Si and the

tangent planes to Qi (Art. 56), if Si lies wholly within Qi we
obtain two sets of points M, M' one within Si and the other

without Qi, each set forming an oval surface.

When Si lies wholly without Qi let o-j be the curve along which

the transverse common tangent planes oi Si and Q,- touch Qi, and

<Ti the corresponding curve for direct common tangent planes

;

then the region between o-j and o-j gives rise to no real points of

the cyclide ; the region enclosed by o-j gives rise to an oval which

cuts Si orthogonally, the region enclosed by a-^ gives rise to an

oval cutting Si orthogonally and enclosing the first oval, since the

tangent planes in the case of o-j are more remote from St than

those for o-i, so that if a line through meets the surface in the

pairs of points M^, M^'; M^, M^' it is seen that M^ is nearer

than either Jli, or Jf,', and M^ is more distant from than either

M-^ or if]'. Hence one oval encloses the other.

If the focal curve {Si, Qi) is real and consists of two portions

o-j, o-j, the portion of Qi included within Si may consist of one

connected portion (as in the case of a sphere meeting a spheroid

whose axis of revolution is its greater axis), the portions of Q,-

giving rise to real points of the cyclide are entirely separated, and

it consists of two separated ovals (each meeting Si orthogonally)

;

or the portion of Q, within Si may consist of two separate portions

(as in the case of a sphere meeting a spheroid whose axis of

revolution is its minor axis) ; here the portion of Qi giving rise to

real points of the cyclide is one connected region; the cyclide

consists of a tubular surface similar to an anchor-ring or tore.

Finally, if the focal curve {Si, Qi) consists of one portion only, we
have one oval cutting Si orthogonally.

59. Equal roots of the fundamental quintlc.

If (\ + A^- is a root of ^(\), then V (Art. 54) is a pair of planes

;

for if the Ai are all unequal, then we must have

A = o, A^-A^ B,

A^-A^ B,

fi, B, C-A,'

= 0,

which makes V a pair of planes when X + ^i = 0.
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The equation of the surface is /S^ + ayS = ; inverting from one

of the points (S, a, /3) we obtain a cone K ; three sets of bitangent

spheres of the surface are therefore the inverses of spheres passing

through a pair of circular sections of K.

Again, if A^ = A^, then if (X + ^i)" is a factor of FQC), we must
have ^i" + B^" = 0, i.e. 5i = £3 = in a real cyclide, and the surface

has an equation of the form

S' + aa'=0,

where o and a' are parallel planes.

The 00 '' spheres S+ \a + fia = meet the surface in pairs of

circles. These spheres consist of all spheres having their centres on

a given line. The surface has also three sets of bitangent spheres.

When Ai = A2 = A3, the equation of the surface may be written

S' + ka = 0.

The 00 = spheres S = \a + fi, which are all spheres having their

centres on a given line, meet the surface in pairs of circles.

In each of these cases, therefore, one of the five cones F is a

pair of planes*.

In a real cyclide only one of the principal spheres can be a point-

sphere. For it has been seen (Art. 55) that if the Ai are unequal

there lie an odd number of roots of J^(\) = in each of the three

intervals

— CO... — .^1) — Ai . . .
— -^Qi — -^z ... — -^3.

Hence coincidence of roots of i^(X) = can only occur once.

Again, if two of the Ai are equal, say A^ = A^, then, excluding

the case which has been already considered in which (X + A^y is a

factor o{ F(X), we have

F(k) = (\ + A,)y}r{-K),

where yjr (X) is seen as before to have an odd number of real roots

in each of two intervals. It therefore follows that F (X) may have

one double root or one triple root ; in each of these cases the

remaining roots are real.

If Ri be the radius of the principal sphere St,

z? 3 /? 2 p 2

^^^ =
-

2^'-

+ (ATxi)=

+

(z;txo= + (i;W'
= '^' ^^^

'

* The surface is of the type [(11) 111], see Art. 67.
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and since F(X) does not possess (X + AfY as a factor, a principal

point-sphere will arise from equal roots of F{X), which, it has

been seen, can occur for only one value of \.

In all cases, therefore, a real cyclide can have only one principal

point-sphere ; the case in which one of the cones F is a pair of

planes will be discussed later (Arts. 66, 67).

60. Power of two spheres.

If (Si = 0, ... Ss=0 are any five spheres, the system of five

equations

x'' + y^ + z' + 2fixw + 2g^yw + 2h^zw 4- Ci w' = pS^,

ar" -(- 2/» -I- 2» -f- 1f,xw + 2g,yw + 2h„zw + c,w' = pSi,

wherein w = 1, enables us to solve for a^ + y' + z", xw, yw, zw, w* in

terms of /Sj . . . jSj ; this gives rise to a quadratic identity between

the quantities S^... S^. These five quantities may be employed as

coordinates to determine the position of a point, a homogeneous

quadratic relationship existing between the coordinates. These

coordinates are known as the pentaspherical coordinates of a

point. The nature of this quadratic relationship can be most

readily determined from considerations relating to the mutual

power of two spheres. If two spheres of radii r^, r^ cut one

another at an angle 6, we have

2r,r, cos e = r,' + r," - (/. -f,y - {g, - g,y - {h, - h,y

= 2/1/2 + 2g,g.2 + 2hX - Ci - c^.

The right-hand side of these equations is real for real spheres

whether their intersection be real or otherwise ; taken negatively

it is known as the mutual power, tti,, of the two spheres, thus

TTis = Ci + C2 - 2/1/2 - ^gig, - 2/1,^2.

Forming the product of the two determinants*
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Tj,? ITi^t 7ri,9 TTi.io TTj^ii TTi^ia

"2,7 "Ta^s '"2,9 TTj.io TTj,!! TTj^ia

Ts,? '"3,8 ....

95

^1... 6

= 0.

= 0.

""e,? ""6,8

This equation may be denoted by tt
( ^ ,

«

Now, denoting the spheres S^ and S, by a; and y, and supposing

that the spheres Si-.-Sg are respectively identical with the spheres

Sa...Sii, we have on slightly altering the notation

fx 1 ... 5
^[yl...5

which, expanded, is equivalent to

)-•

7I"l!/ TTxl • • • ""m

7ri5

= .(1).

I"y5 Tie • • • TTs

If we now suppose Sx = Sy, we obtain the relationship existing

between the powers of any sphere Sx with regard to five fixed

spheres, viz.

-2r-
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But the last condition cannot be fulfilled since the determinant

on the left side is equal to the coeflScient of itxi, taken negatively,

and this is by hypothesis not zero.

If the sphere Sx is a point-sphere, its powers with respect to the

spheres Si... S^ are obtained by substituting the coordinates of its

centre (a;, y, z) in the expressions S^.-.S^; hence we obtain the

required identical relation between any five spheres (Sj = 0, . . . /Sj = 0,

which is therefore
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But if the centre of inversion be a point of intersection of three spheres

Si, Si, S3, they are inverted into three planes which we may take to be

coordinate planes, and since — x 2k^x, etc., we obtain the identity

where R^ and —R^ are the squares of the radii of the spheres into which St
and ^5 are inverted.

When the identical relation has the form

ASA + BSs' + CS,' + DS,' = 0,

it follows from the preceding case that /-j = r-j = 0, hence /S, and S,

are point-spheres whose centres are the intersections of the spheres

S3, Si and Si.

When the relation is

ASiS,+ BS3S,+ CS,' = 0;

Si and S2 are point-spheres, and also S3 and St. The centres of one

pair of point-spheres lie on the intersections of the other pair;

hence one pair is real, the other is conjugate imaginary; the

centres of all four point-spheres lie on S^.

61. Sphere referred to five orthogonal spheres.

The equation of any sphere S may be expressed in terms of

any five mutually orthogonal spheres, thus if

S = a:!' + y'^ + z' + 2fx + 2gy+c = 0,

5

and also if S='ZaiSi; then, denoting by tt^. the power of S with

regard to the sphere Si, we have

-TT - 2rr co= 6 - ^•/'^°/+ 2gi^ag+2haah lac
_

hence, from the fact that Si... S^ are mutually orthogonal

- T^a, = 2^ ifi' + 9i + K - Ci) = -^~ .

Hence 17^. = pair^, cos 6i= craiVi.

Introducing into equation (1) tlie angles flj, (fn at which two spheres

intersect any five spheres Si.-.S^, then if -^ be the angle at which the two

spheres intersect, we obtain

cosi/f cos^i cos ^5

cos <^i 1 cos 12

cos<^5

=0.

J. Q. S.
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If the spheres Si ... S^ are mutually orthogonal this reduces to

5

cos \/f= 2 cos 6, cos <f)i

.

1

s 6

If the two spheres are identical we obtain 2 cos^5i= 1 ; if they are Sa<iS<=0,
1 1

5 5

26iiS'j=0, and cut orthogonally we have from above 2aibir^=0.
1 1

If S is orthogonal to one sphere of the orthogonal system
4

(S, ... (Ss, say to S^, the equation of S is luiSi = 0. In this case
1

the volume of the tetrahedron whose base is the triangle formed

by the centres of S^, S,, S^ and whose vertex is the centre of >Sii is

4

1
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condition S^itOiai = 0. Since by the last article the a,- are the
1

coordinates of the centre of this sphere, we obtain the cyclide as

the envelope of a sphere which cuts a fixed sphere orthogonally and

whose centre lies on a quadric.

63. Canonical forms of the equation of the cyclide.

The equation of the cyclide being quadratic in five variables

Xi...Xs which are themselves connected by an identical equation

;

we may use the method of Elementary Factors* to obtain the

various types of canonical forms of the cyclide.

Denoting by <I> = the equation of the cyclide and by fl =
the identical relation connecting the coordinates, we obtain by

this method seven types, viz.

[11111], [2111], [311], [221], [41], [32], [5];

each type giving rise to sub-types. It will also be seen that only

the first three forms relate to real cyclides.

Writing these forms at length, we obtain by the usual method

rilllll i*^
~ ^''*'''

"•" ^'^^^ ^ ^'^'^ "^ '^'*'' "^ ^°'^''''

(<P = 2\iXiXz + xi' + XgXs^ + XiXt^ + \iXi^,

|-
-,

f
<J> = \i (2xiX3 + xf) + 2x^X2 + XiX^" + \Xi\

r991 1 J* ~ '2'\XiX, + x^ + IX^x^Xi + x^ + \iX^,

' -' |fl H Ix-^Xi + 'iXiX^ + x}.

J-

, ]4> = 2\i (x^Xi + iCj^a) + 2x^Xi + x^ + XiXf,

•- -• |fi = 2 {x-^Xi + x^x^ + x^.

j$ = Xi (2a;, Xi + iCaO + 2x^x^ + 2\4a;ia;5 + x^,

' -I |n = 2a;ia;3 + xi + 2a;,a;5.

f* = X i^x^x^ + 2a;2a;4 + a;3=) + 2a;,a;, + 2a;2a;3.

'-^-' |a = 2a;,a;5 + 2a;2a;4 + x}.

We now pass to consideration of the type [11111]; the form

of n shows that here the coordinate spheres form an orthogonal

* For discussion of the method see Bromwioh, Quadratic forms and their

classification by means of invariant factors (Cambridge Tracts), or the Author's

Treatise on the Line Complex. See also Bocher's Potential Theorie.

7—2
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system: eliminating one of the variables, say x^, we obtain an

equation of the form

|(\,— X,)a?i» = (1).

The surface is therefore the envelope of the spheres

subject to the condition

4

IttiXi =
1

2,-^ = (2).
1 'M — A,5

The generating sphere is orthogonal to a'j = ; and since the a,-

are the coordinates of its centre for the tetrahedron formed by the

centres of Si...S, (Art. 61), the equation (2) represents the

quadric Qj.

We obtain similarly the other four sets of generating bitangent

spheres. Moreover, assuming the cyclide to be real, and since it

was seen (Art. 54) that the only bitangent spheres are those

arising from a pair Si, Qi of this cyclide, it follows that the spheres

Xi = can be no other than the spheres St which a real cyclide

possesses. Hence it follows that of these spheres at least three are

real, while two may be either real or conjugate imaginary ; so that

this applies to the variables «< ; and if e.g. tCi and x^ are conjugate

imaginary, so also are Xi and Xj ; if all the Xi are real, so also are

the \i.

The five focal curves are determined by the equations

4 „.= 4

2^-^ = 0, 2a^ = 0,

together with four other similar pairs of equations.

It was seen (Art. 57) that if two of the principal spheres are conjugate

imaginary three of the focal curves are real and consist of one portion.

Consider now the case in which all the principal spheres Xt are real and let

j:5=0 be that sphere the square of whose radius is negative, so that ui .., 04 are

real and a5=a6r5 is imaginary. One of the focal curves is then given by

-^ +_"='_ +-^ + -

"''
=0,

Ag— Aj A3 — Aj A4— Aj A5 — Aj

2

This curve is then real or imaginary according as the cone

^ 2
^3-^6

. ^ 2^3-^6
. ^2^4-?^6_Q

X] — X2 X]— X3 Xj — X4

does or does not contain real points apart from its vertex.
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We obtain in this way criteria for the reality or otherwise of four focal

curves ; the fifth, which lies upon

1

is of course imaginary.

To discriminate in the four cases we may suppose the quantities Xi ... X4 to

be in algebraic order of magnitude and moreover we have as a condition

of reality of the surface that the quantities

^1 — ^6j ^2 — ^6) ^3~^5j ^4— ^5

cannot all have the same sign. We may take Xj equal to unity, in which case

Xi — X5 must be positive, and then the three possible distributions of signs to

Xj- 1, X3 — 1, X4- 1 are

+ + -, +- -. .

Inserting these signs in the equations of the four cones obtained as above it

is seen that in all cases two of them are real and two are imaginary.

64. Form of the cyclide.

In the case in which the variables are all real, x^ being that

principal sphere the square of whose radius is negative, the

equation of the surface is

l.i\i-X,)xi' = 0.

1

If we invert the surface from one point of intersection of the

spheres Xi, X2, X3 and take as new coordinate planes those into

which these spheres are inverted, the equation of the new surface

is (Art. 60)

4 (Xi - X5) ar" + 4 (X^ - Xs) 2/= + 4 (\3 - Xs) 2"

+ ^^^^^ {a? + f+z-^- R^y = 0,

or V + (\,-\)S' = 0.

We may assume X4 — Xj to be positive ; different forms of the

surface will then arise according as one, two, or three of the remaining

coeflScients are negative.

If one of them is negative then every line through the origin

and within the cone V meets the surface in four real points ; hence

the surface consists of two ovals, one within each portion of V. If

two of them are negative, then every line through the origin and

without the cone V meets the surface in four real points; the

surface is ring-shaped. If all are negative, then every line

through the origin meets the surface in four real points; hence
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the surface consists of two ovals, one within the other, and each

surrounding the origin.

Hence the form of the original surface is also determined in

this manner by the signs of the quantities \i — Xj. When all the

variables are real, the inverted surface is seen to be derived from

the general cyclide by taking Bi, B^ and B3 all zero and G positive

(Art. 54). This is one form of cyclide with three planes of symmetry.

The other form in which G is negative corresponds to the case

when two of the variables are imaginary ; for in this case we have

5

3

in which we may take

a?! = f1 + iq^, ^2 = §1 'i'ss I

substituting these values for x-^ and x^ the identical relation

assumes the form

Hence f1 + ^2 and fj — f^ are point-spheres.

If we make the same substitution in the equation of the

cyclide, it assumes the form (in which only real quantities occur),

A (^^ - ?20 + 4.B f ^2 + S XiXi^ = 0,
i

that is

^ (fi' - ^^) +B {(I,

+

^,r - (I. -m + s \iXi- = 0.

3

Inverting from an intersection of the spheres x^, x^, x^, i.e.

from the centre of one of the point-spheres fi 4- fa, fi — ?2, the

equation of the inverse surface is seen to be of the form

(ay' + y^ + z'^y + (\,+ k)x' + {\+ K)y^ +(\, + K)z''-rri' = 0.

In this case every line through the origin meets the surface in

two real and in two imaginary points.

65. The type [2111].

The equations determining the second type show that it

represents a cyclide which can be generated in four ways ; viz. in

three ways by bitangent spheres orthogonal to three given spheres

respectively, and once by a sphere passing through a given point,

which is one of the intersections of the spheres 0:3, x^ and x,.

Two of the principal spheres, Si and S^ of the general case, here
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come into coincidence with the point-sphere x^. It follows from

Art. 59 that the principal spheres are all real.

That this is a degenerate case of the general case may be seen as follows

:

let us change the notation and write

5 5

1 1

and let X2= Xi + e, x^^x^ + eXi, where € is small.

5

Then Q= (aj + 012) xi^+ ia^ fXi xi + laiX^,
3

5

* =Xi (ai + a^ x-i^+ a^e {x-f+ iXi x^x^) + "SXia^x^.
3

If we now assume that

01 + 02 = 0, 026 = 1, 03=04= 05=1,

we obtain the second type. See BOcher, Potential Theorie.

The surface has a node, the centre of the point-sphere x^.

If we invert the surface from this node, we obtain the quadric

Hence, if the node is isolated the surface is the inverse of an

ellipsoid ; otherwise it will be ring-shaped if it is the inverse of

a hyperboloid of one sheet ; it will consist of two sheets united at

the node if it is the inverse of a hyperboloid of two sheets.

That the cyclide is the inverse of a quadric when one of the

principal spheres reduces to a point, may also be seen as follows

:

if Q is the quadric associated with the point-sphere 0, the surface

is the envelope of spheres passing through and having their

centres on Q ; all the spheres whose centres are consecutive to any

point P of Q will pass through the point 0' which is the image

of for the tangent plane of Q at P Hence the surface is similar

to the pedal surface of Q for 0, and is therefore similar to the

inverse of the reciprocal polar of Q for 0.

66. The type [311].

The equations connected with this type of cyclide show that

it is generated in three ways ; twice as the envelope of a sphere

cutting orthogonally two given spheres respectively ; and once as

the envelope of a sphere passing through a given point ; the

spheres x^, x^ of the general case come into coincidence with the

point-sphere x^.

The equation of the surface being

{\ - \) x^ -t- (X5 - X,) x^- -I- 2a;, a;^ = 0,
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the centre of the point-sphere x^ is seen to be a node, and since

the spheres x^.x^, x^ pass through this point and cut orthogonally,

the tangent cone of the cyclide at the point consists of two planes.

Inverting the surface from the node, we obtain as the inverse

surface, the paraboloid

which is elliptic or hyperbolic according as the biplanar node has

imaginary or real tangent planes.

The four remaining types give rise to cyclides which are

imaginary; for the quintic 2^(\) = may have either one double

root or one triple root, but no other coincidence of roots can occur

in a real cyclide (Art. 59)*

67. The sub-type [(11)111].

The sub-types arising from the above three chief types, as for

instance [(11)111], are such that the equation of the surface can

be expressed in terms of only three variables ; thus [(11) HI] has

an equation of the form

AxC- + Bx^ + Cx,^ = 0.

The common characteristic of all the sub-t)rpes is that one of

the five cones V should be a pair of planes, real or imaginary.

For, if in the equation

we substitute Sj = ajS, -»- a, iSs = ajSi -I- ;8, where a and /9 are

linear in the coordinates, we obtain an equation of the form

7 being linear in the variables.

The surface [(11) HI] has two nodes which may be either real

or imaginary. If the nodes are real, on inverting the surface from

one of them we obtain a quadric cone.

The cyclide Axa^ + Bx^ + Gx^ = is the envelope of the

spheres 0^X3 + atXi + a^Xi = 0, subject to the condition

of a*" «,» - .,.

i + i+^=« <!)•

The contact of these spheres and their envelope occurs along

a circle instead of at two points.

• The cyclide 5^=0(3 (Art. 59) is always expressible in the form (Sj , S^ , Sjja)' =0,

where S, , S2. S, are three mutually orthogonal spheres ; hence it cannot belong to

one of the types [221], [41], [32], [5].
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These spheres cut both Xi and x^ orthogonally, hence they pass

through the two limiting points of x^, x^, so that their centres lie in

a plane ; since they also lie on the cone (1) they lie on a conic. This

surface is therefore the envelope of a sphere which passes through a

fixed point and whose centre lies on a conic.

Two systems of bitangent spheres coincide with this system,

the other three, which may be called the proper systems, remaining

as before. They are obtained by writing the equation of the

cyclide in the form

(5 -A)xi + {G-A) x,^ - A {x,- + xf) = 0,

showing that the surface is the envelope of the spheres

ftjaJi + Haajg + O-iXi + a^Xi = 0,

subject to the condition

A^A'B^AlT^A-^ ^^>-

Now in the preceding equation (1) we may assume

hence it is equivalent to

,B-A ,C-A
, ,„,

04"—g— + Ka' —^- =1 (3).

Also in equation (2) we may assume that

hence it is equivalent to

«^^^ + «=-c~^ = i (^)-

These equations (3) and (4) hold respectively for generating

spheres of the special system and a proper system.

Now take two fixed generating spheres of the special system

whose coordinates are (0, 0, v^, z^, w,), (0, 0, v^, z^.Wz), and a variable

sphere of the system to which (4) relates whose coordinates are

{x, y, 0, z, w); then if <^i, 1^2 respectively are the angles at which

the variable sphere cuts the fixed spheres, we have (Art. 61)

cos <^i = ZZ^ + WWi

/~B~ I'B^A l~G~ l~C^\

cos ^2 = 2^2 + WW.,

/"£" IB^A rir IG^A
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Hence by virtue of equations (3) and (4) we may take
<f>i

and

<^2 to be the angles which a variable line makes with two fixed

lines in its plane; hence

^1 ± ^2 = constant.

Therefore the sum or difference of the angles which a variable

sphere of one of the three proper systems makes with two fixed

spheres of the special system is a constant.

The corresponding result for the general cyclide is the following: the

angles which any generating sphere of one set makes with three fixed

generating spheres of another set, are equal to the angles which a variable

line makes with three fixed lines.

68. Dupin's cyclide.

The surface [(Il)(ll)l] is known as Dupin's cyclide; its

equation takes either of the forms

(\, - X3) (x," + x^^) + (\, - X3) x,' = 0,

(Xj - \) (x,^ + x^) + (X5 - \i) x,^ = 0.

It has four nodes, of which at least two are conjugate

imaginary, since at least two lie upon that sphere the square of

whose radius is negative.

Inverting from a node (supposed real) we obtain a cone of

revolution.

The spheres which touch the surface along circles form two

systems, one of the systems is given by the equations

hence a^ is constant and equal to*/ -^—-i, so that these spheres
V X5 — X3

cut the sphere x^ at a constant angle. If they lie within x^, a^ is

positive and greater than unity, say equal to sec y8 ; the spheres

will therefore touch each of the fixed spheres (sin /8, 0, 0, 0, cos ^),

(0, sin /3, 0, 0, cos /3). Hence Dupin's cyclide is the envelope of

spheres having their centres on a fixed plane and touching each

of two fixed spheres. The fixed spheres are not unique, since

they are any two of the singly infinite set {Ai,A^, 0, 0, cos /3) where

A^ + A^ = siD?^; whose centres lie in the radical plane of a;,

and Xi.

We obtain the same cyclide as the envelope of spheres cutting

Xi and Xi orthogonally ; they have their centres on a second conic
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whose plane is perpendicular to the line joining the centres of

Xs and Xf Since the join of the centres of x^ and x^ is perpen-

dicular to the join of the centres of X3 and x^ these two conies lie

in perpendicular planes. These spheres form the previous set

(^1, A2, 0, 0, cos )S) ; for they are a^x^ + a^x^ + 0^X5= 0, with the

condition

\ - 1 = «5= tan= /3.a,^ + Oj^ = a

This cyclide was originally defined as the envelope of a sphere touching

three fixed spheres, but such spheres form four distinct sets, each set

enveloping a cyclide.

The equation of the tore or anchor-ring is

ja^ + y2 + ^2 + c2 - a'Y = 4c= (x' + if),

where c is the distance of the centre of the revolving circle from

the axis of revolution, and a its radius ; inverting from any point

we obtain

X,' + A (x," + x/) = 0.

If c is greater than a, then x^ is a sphere the square of whose

radius is negative and the cyclide is a Dupin's cyclide with no

real nodes; if c is less than a we then obtain a Dupin's cyclide

two of whose nodes are real.

69. We add a list of the various distinct real types of cyclide

;

the remaining forms consist merely of pairs of spheres, etc.
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Inverse surface Nodes

[(21) 11] Elliptic or hyperbolic cylinder 1

[(21) (11)] Circular cylinder 3 (two imaginary)

[311] Paraboloid 1 (biplanar)

[3(11)] Paraboloid of revolution 3 (two imaginary)

[(31) 1] Parabolic cylinder 1 (uniplanar)

70. Tangent spheres of the cyclide.

5

The equation 2 (at + X) a^jy, = 0, where the Xi are the coordi-
\

5

nates of a point of the cyclide 2 aiX^= 0, represents the oo ' tangent
1

spheres of the cyclide at the point a;,-.

Hence* if 2 ?»,yi = is a tangent sphere of the cyclide, we have

v_!?^ = 0, 2. "''\=0.

Eliminating \ between these equations, we have the relation

fulfilled by the coordinates rrii of a tangent sphere of the cyclide.

to"
It arises by expressing that the equation 2—^- = should have

a double root. The equation being of the fourth degree in \ its

discriminant will be of the twelfth order in the to;.

Let yfr (m) = represent this equation, rrii + prrii represents the

00 ' spheres passing through the intersection of any two spheres

rrii and rrii, and we obtain those spheres which touch the cyclide

by means of the equation

i/r (to + pm') = 0,

which is of the twelfth degree in p. Hence through any given

circle twelve spheres may be drawn to touch the cyclide.

If the spheres to and to' are concentric,

TOj = /ICTOj + — t,
U

and the equation i/r (to + pm') = gives the twelve spheres having

the given point as centre, which can be drawn to touch the

cyclide, i.e. twelve normals can he drawn from any given paint to

a cyclide.

* See Darboux, Sur une classe remarquable, etc.
, p. 275.

S-
t Since S -5=coristant.
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Bitangent spheres.

6

If in the spheres t{ai + \)xiyi = we take \ to be suc-
1

cessively — a^ . . . - a^, -vre obtain the five bitangent spheres which
touch the cyclide at the point x ; e.g. if X + Oj = 0, the corre-

sponding sphere touches the cyclide in the two points ±Xi,X2...Xi.
5

The Cartesian coordinates of the centre of the sphere 2 m, a;,- =
1

are clearly equal to the expressions

Vi / n' Ti / n' n / " r,-

'

where the point (~fi, —gt, —hi) is the centre of the fundamental

sphere Si.

Hence the coordinates of the centres of the set of spheres

rrii + \mi' are each of the form ^——^ , i.e. the cross-ratio of any
Jti + A,o

four of these points is equal to the cross-ratio of the corresponding

values of \.

Applying this to the spheres 3' (aj + X) Xiyi = 0, and taking \
to be successively — oo ,

— aj . . . — a^, the corresponding centres are

the point x and five points in which the normal to the cyclide at

the point x meets the five fundamental quadrics Qi . . . Qs ; it

follows that the cross-ratio of any four of the following six points

on the normal at any point P of a cyclide is constant, viz. the pointP
and the centres of the bitangent spheres which lie on the normal at P.

71. Confocal cyclides.

If the bitangent sphere is also a point-sphere Zi, its centre is

a focus of the surface. Taking one system we have for instance

z, =0, Zi= (ai - tti) Xi, {i=2, ... 5),

5

with the condition S Zi' = 0.

1

5 ^.2

The equations Zi = 0, S—-— = 0, give the focal curve.

If is substituted for a,- in the last equation, its form is
ai + fi

not thereby altered, since a,- — Oj is transformed into

1 1 _ ffli - Ot

ai+ fi ai + fi (ai + fi) (oi+fi)'
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Hence the equation becomes

2 Oi — ffli

which leads to the original equation

S ^' =0.
2 ttj — tti

Hence the cyclides S—-— = are confocal with the original
•'

ai + X
cyclide taiX^==0. They form therefore a confocal system in

which the original cyclide is included as corresponding to the

value infinity for \.

Through any point there pass three confocal cyclides, since the

5
a;/'

equation 2 —^- = 0, regarding the Xi as given, constitutes a cubic

5

in X (since 2 x^ = 0).
1

These cyclides cut each other orthogonally, for if Xj, Xs refer to

two cyclides through the point x, then since tangent spheres at

this point to them respectively are

a,- + X, aj + Xa

if these spheres are orthogonal we have

S ; '^ ^, = 0, (Art. 61).
(a. + Xi)(«i +M

But this is merely another form of the equation

,...2 »..2

- S^V = 0.
ai + Xi ttj + Xj

The three cyclides through any real point are all real ; for the

variables x^ may be all real, in which case the square of one of them,

say x^, is negative, so that if we suppose the quantities a^... a^ in

order of magnitude, the cubic determining X has a root in each of

the intervals — a, ...— Oa, — aj...— a,, —03... — 04. Again, if

Xi and X2, and consequently a, and a^, are conjugate imaginary, the

cubic has a real root in each of the intervals — as . . . — a4 , — 04 . . . — aj

,

and therefore possesses three real roots.
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Corresponding points on confocal cyclides.

The equations

Xi=^JL=, (i=l, ...5),

establish a (1, 1) correspondence between the point x on the

cyclide 2 aixf = and the point y on the cyclide 2 = 0.
ttj + \

5

Denoting by /(X) the product 11 (\ + ai), by resolving into

partial fractions the expressions

_\5_ 2i_ _A J_
/W' /(M' /W AM'

it is seen that

V «/ =s^-^ = Sj.^L = 2_l _o.
/'(-«i) /'(-tti) /'(-at) /'(-aO"

Hence the equations 2 aiX^ = 0, 2 iCi^= 0, are identically satis-

fied by the substitutions

These equations express the coordinates of any point x of the

cyclide in terms of two parameters \i and Xj, so that if we take

' — < — )

vai + Xs

it follows that

/(ttf + Xi) (a; + Xj) (tti + X3)

'^=v TTT^;) ' (^ = i'-5)-

The quantities Xi, etc. are seen to be the roots of the cubic in

X giving the three confocals through the point y.

The above expressions for the y,- in terms of Xi, Xz) \ may be directly

obtained by considering the cubic in the form

l^ + l yl = 0,

and hence it follows that

6

four other equations of like form are obtained similarly.
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The curves \i = constant, Xj = constant are the lines of curva-

ture on the surface 2 aiXt^ = 0, for from the equation

_ /(Oi+KHai+K)

it follows that if Xi + dxi be the consecutive point on the curve

X, = constant, we have

, J ,

1 p'^idXi
pdx, = -x,dp+^^^^^,

hence

(tti + \, -^dXi) (xi + dxi) = {ai + Xi) as,- [l - -^j

,

neglecting quantities of the second order; therefore a tangent sphere

at a;i, viz. 2 (a; -l-Xi)a;i2/i = 0, is also one of the tangent spheres

at the consecutive point on the curve X^ = constant, and is there-

fore a principal sphere at the point x.

Thus the two confocals through any point of the surface

2 aixi' = intersect it in its lines of curvature ; which is other-

wise manifest from Dupin's theorem.

72. The sixteen lines of the surface.

It is known that every general quartic surface with a double

conic contains sixteen lines (Art. 24). The existence of these

lines on the cyclide is made evident by the equations

/(ai + Xi) (Oj -I- Xj) . .

T cN /I X

pxi = y/ ^>(_^.)
. = 1,. -5) (1).

For if we suppose X, = Xj, we obtain for any point x of the

curve X, = Xa the equations

pxi = Ai\i + Bi, (t = 1, . . . 5)

;

whence if f, rj, f are the corresponding Cartesian coordinates of

the point x,

aiXi + g; _ /3iXi + /Sg y_7Ai+_7j!.

hence the curve is a straight line.

By taking all combinations of signs in the ambiguities in

equations (1) we obtain the sixteen lines. These lines are all

imaginary, since as in the general case of the quartic surface with

a nodal conic, a line on the surface must form part of a conic on
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the surface, and in the case of the cyclide all such conies are

circles.

73. Centre of a cyclide.

The locus of mean distances of points of intersection of a series

of parallel chords with an algebraic curve of degree n is called a

diameter ; when the terms of degree n — 1 in the equation of the

curve f{x, y) = are lacking, all diameters pass through the

origin, the centre of the curve. The equation of a cyclide being

written in the form

we proceed to consider the centres of its sections. Since the

coordinate planes may have any directions, we may consider

the section of the surface by the plane z = h; it is seen that

the diameter corresponding to chords of the section parallel to

the axis of x is the axis of y, and vice-versa. Hence the line

x = y = is the locus of centres of sections parallel to the plane

^ = 0, so that the locus of centres of sections parallel to any plane

is a line through the origin perpendicular to that plane. The

origin is therefore termed the centre of the surface.

Sphero-conics on a cyclide*.

The sphere S=2L (where L = ax + ^y + jz + h, S = a? + y^ + z'')

meets the cyclide S"^ + 4t/'= in a curve given as the intersection

of the sphere and the quadric Z7 + i^ = ; it is therefore a sphero-

conic a ; the centre of the sphere is termed the centre of a. Now

denote by H the quadric U + D-\-^{S-2L) = 0; the inter-

section of H with the cyclide consists of a together with another

sphero-conic a which lies on the sphere S + 2Z — \ = 0.

Hence any quadric through a meets the cyclide in another

sphero-conic a'. The line joining the centres of a and a' is

bisected at the centre of the surface, hence all quadrics through

a given sphero-conic cut the cyclide in another sphero-conic whose

centre is fixed.

If Z is a constant k, the centres of o- and a' coincide with the

origin ; ii ^k — X, the spheres and therefore a and a' coincide, and

H becomes the quadric F, where

V=U + kS-k'';

* The results of the present and following Articles were given by Humbert,

Sur les surfaces cyclides, Journal de I'ecole polytechnique, Liv. (1884).

J. Q. S. 8
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this quadric V touches the cyclide along a sphero-conic lying on the

sphere S—2k = 0. For these quadrics V it is easy to see that

in general two pass through any point, three touch any given line

and four touch any given plane*.

If Fcorrespond to any given value oft, and if in the equation of

H previously given we suppose the quantity \ to be 4t, it is seen

that

H=V+{L-ky;
hence H touches V along a conic.

The spheres Si, l.^ vehich contain the curves a, a' of inter-

section of H and the cyclide are then

1,= S-2L, l, = S+2L-4>k;

while the sphere Sj passing through the curve of contact of V
and the cyclide is Sj = S - 2k.

These three spheres have a circle in common in the plane

Jj — k= 0; hence, every quadric H which cuts a cyclide in two

sphero-conics a, a touches one of the quadrics V along a conic ; the

spheres which respectively contain a, a and the curve of contact of V
and the cyclide have a circle in common whose plane is that of

contact of V and H.

Now take a generator of H through any point P of the conic

L — k= V=0; this lies in the tangent plane ofH at P and meets

the curves a, a' in points A,B; C,D; also

PA.PB = power of P for 1,, PG.PD = power of P for Sj,

and since P lies on the common radical plane of 2i, 22, Sj we

have

PA.PB = PG.PD = power of P for 1^ = x'-\-y'' + z^-2k;

where {x, y, z) are the coordinates of P.

By giving different values to the constants in L we obtain all

quadrics U which touch F at P ; hence the result holds for any

tangent line to V at P, from which we deduce the result: the

point of contact of V with any of its tangent planes ir is a centre of

self-inversion for the section of the cyclide by ir ; and since four

quadrics V can be drawn to touch any given plane we thus obtain

the four centres of self-inversion of the section of the cyclide by

any plane.

* The quadrics K correspond to the quadrics ^ + 2X0 + X°ki'^=O for the general

qnartjc surface il>^ = w^\j/.
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74. Conjugate points.

Two such points ^, J5 on a tangent to V are called conjugate

for the system V. Any two points of the cyclide are conjugate for

one quadric V and for one only ; for since three quadrics V touch

any given line which meets the cyclide in the points A, B, G, D,

these points can be arranged in two pairs in three ways, each

arrangement corresponding to one quadric V.

If from any point A of the cyclide tangents be drawn to a given

quadric V the conjugates of A lie upon the cone and also upon the

cyclide ; since the cone has as its equation VV — P^ — where P is

the polar plane of A (or of, y', z'), it follows that this cone meets the

cyclide in two sphero-conics cr, a but only one of them is formed by

the conjugates of A. For since V=U+kS — k^ we obtain the

intersection of this cone with the surface S'^ + ^U =Q by writing

in the equation of the cone ^V= — {S—2kf, giving as the two

spheres through the curves cr, a'

{S-2k)(S'-2k)=±4^P;

one of these spheres passes through {x', y', z'), since

P'^r- {S'-2ky
4

Let Si be the sphere which passes through A, then if Q is any

point (x, y, z) on the conic along which the cone touches V, and

therefore lying on the plane P = 0, the line AQ meets 2i in

a second point B such that

QA.QB = power of Q for S, = a;^ + y^ + ^^ - 2k.

Hence B is conjugate to A ; and a is composed of the conjugates

of A.

The direction cosines of the normals to the cyclide and the

sphere 2i,at ^,are easily seen to be the same. Hence the locus of

the conjugates of a point A for a given quadric V lies on a sphere

touching the surface at A.

75. Cartesian equation of the system of confocal cyclides.

The equation S^ +
(^^ + ^)(^X +i^^^^ + ^)

= 0, where

c, , , , 2P,a; 2B^y 2B^z

Q- ^'^

I

f
I

-^1- + 1,*

* See Art. 54.

8—2
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represents in Cartesian coordinates the system confocal to the

given eyclide. For it is, when reduced, of degree eight in \, and

since

F{-A,)=-B,^iA,-A,)(A,-A,),

it is seen that \ + ^i is a factor of the reduced equation; similarly

for \ + -42, X + J.,. Moreover the coefficients of \' and X' vanish,

hence we have a resulting cubic X of the form

X% + X»22 + X23 + 24 = 0,

where the 2; are cyclides. Since for the roots X, ... X4 of ^(X) =
the surface reduces respectively to Si^ ... S^^, it follows that the

cubic in X can be expressed in the form

1

where the a^ are cubic in X ; and therefore in the form

A. ~— Xj X — X4

But since S^ is included, for X = X5, it follows that

K^ '. K2 '. K^ ' K^ ^ Ag A-i : A,B A-2 I X5 A^ ; A.JJ
— A.4,

whence we finally obtain 2 ' = 0.
1 X — Xi

The following result is given by Humbert* ; when the sphere

S + 2L = is a point-sphere, and the quadric U + L^ = is a cone,

the locus of the centre of this point-sphere is a eyclide confocal with

Let S = x^ -\-
y'

-i- z' + d,

U=aja;'-h a^y' + a^z^ + 2px + 2qy + 2rz + c,

L = ax -i- ^y + jz -i- B.

Then S+2L = is a point-sphere if

a''-l-/3^+7^-d-22 = 0;

the quadric f7 + Z^ = is a cone if

a=A„-l-2a;8A,2 + ... + A = 0,

where A is the discriminant of U, and An, etc. its first minors.

* Sur let surfaces cyclides, Journal de I'^eole polytechnique, Liv. (1884).
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Now denoting by {x, y, z) the centre of the point-sphere so that

x = — a, etc. the last equation becomes

\ Oi a^ a^J (lianas \(ii a^ a^ J

On inserting the value of 8 we obtain as the required locus

(aj2 + 2/2+^2+^fl_ + ^^ + d) + (
— + "+-+ 11 = 0.

\ Oi Ui a, / Oiajis \ai a^ a^ J

On writing a; = .4i + X, p = B^, q = Bi,r = Bs,d= -2\, c = G-\^,
the cyclide /SP' + 4 C/" = takes the form given (Art. 54) and the

locus is seen to be a confocal cyclide.

76. Common tangent planes of the cyclide and a tangent

quadric.

If we take any plane touching the cyclide at a point and an

inscribed quadric F at a point P, the line PO touches a line of

curvature of the cyclide at 0. For if the plane be taken as the

plane z = and the line PO as the axis of x, the equation of the

surface assumes the form

{a? + y"- -\-
z'' + 2ax + Iby + Icz + kf

+ 4 (Ax- + By''+ Gz'' + Wyz + 2Ezx + 2Fxy

k^\— kax — kby + 2rz — t; )
= 0,

with the conditions F+ab = 0, A +0^ = ; the second member of

the left side representing V.

But in the equation of the indicatrix of the surface at the

coefficient of the term involving a;^ is F+ ab, hence the line PO
is a tangent to a line of curvature at 0. The tangent to the

other line of curvature is OQ, where Q is the point of contact of

the other inscribed quadric V which can be drawn to touch the

plane (the two other inscribed quadrics which touch the plane

coincide here with that which touches the cyclide at taken

doubly).

Thus the locus of the points of contact with a cyclide of a

plane which touches the cyclide and a fixed quadric V, is a line

of curvature of the cyclide, the intersection with it of a confocal

cyclide.



CHAPTER VI

SURFACES WITH A DOUBLE LINE : PLUCKEE'S SURFACE

77. The equation of a quartic surface with a double line may
be written in the form

where f7= is a quadric and V= 0, W = are cones whose vertex

is the point A^. Since twenty-two constants enter linearly into

this equation, and since four conditions determine a line, the

surface depends upon twenty-five constants.

The section of the surface by a plane x^ = Xx.2 through the

double line consists of the double line together with a conic ; the

cone of vertex A^ through this conic has as its equation

X'U'+2XV+ W=0,

where U' is the result of substituting X^2 for x^ in U. The co-

efficients of a;/, X3-, Xf-, X2X3, x^Xi, x^x^ in the last equation are

functions of \ of degrees 4, 2, 2, 3, 3 and 2 respectively; hence it is

a pair of planes for eight values of X, eight of the sections through

the double line consisting of a pair of lines. The surface thus

contains sixteen lines ; it contains no line which does not

intersect the double line, unless U, V, W have a common
generator.

78. In addition to the conies in planes through the double

line the surface contains certain other conies. The origin of these

conies is seen by application of the following theorem : if seven

lines P1P2 Pv are all intersected by an eighth line p, there is one

conic which intersects the eight lines.

This result may be proved as follows : consider five lines

p^...pi all intersected by p which we may take as the edge

^3.44, any arbitrary line p' being AjA^, then there are three planes

through p' which meet the iines p^ ... p^, A^At in points of a conic
;
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for the plane x^ — Xx^ = meets any one of the lines jpi . . . jjg in a

point whose coordinates are

Ad, Bet, \, 1,

where a = a\. + b and a,b,A,B are constants connected with the line

;

project these five points from At upon the plane a^. giving points

AiUi, Bidi, \, (i= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5);

the condition that these five points and A3 should lie upon a

conic is then

': ':.': ': '. =0.

10
Omitting the irrelevant factor X- we obtain an equation of

degree eight in X. But five of these values of X relate to the five

planes through p' and the points (j);, A-jAt)'- hence we have

finally three planes through p' meeting p^ ... p^, A^At in points

of a conic.

Hence the planes meeting p, p^... p-, in points of a conic

envelop a surface of the third class.

This surface contains each of the lines p^...p^; for the plane

through pi and the second transversal of pi-^, p.^, ps, pt, meets the

lines p, pi...ps in six points lying on two lines.

Similarly for^i and the lines^3,/>4,p5,etc.; hence four tangent

planes of the surface can be drawn through p^, i.e. pi lies on the

surface; similarly tor p2...pi. For the same reason p lies on

the surface. Now consider the three surfaces thus formed with

P> Pi, Pi, Ps, Pi and ps, pe, P: respectively; applying the known

results* for the intersections of three cubic surfaces which have

four lines in common, it is seen that there is one tangent plane

common to the three surfaces.

Construct, therefore, the conic which meets the double line and

also one line of each pair out of seven pairs of lines ; this conic meets

the surface in nine points and therefore lies upon it. The plane of

this conic meets the surface in another conic, the two conies have

one intersection upon the double line ; each conic meets one of the

two lines forming the eighth pair of lines.

By taking all possible selections of seven lines in accordance

with the foregoing method, we obtain 2' = 128 conies lying in

64 planes; each plane being a tritangent plane of the surface.

* Salmon, Geom. of three dimeimions, oth Ed., Vol. i. p. 371.
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79. Mapping of tlie surface on a plane.

Any one of the foregoing conies affords a means of representing

the points of the surface upon a plane*. For if C=0 is such a

tritangent plane, the equation of the surface may be written

(x, A - x^B) {x.,A' - X. B') - C [Px^^ - 2Nx,x^ + Mx^^\ = 0,

where A, B, ... Jlf are linear functions of the coordinates.

We may therefore express any point of the surface in terms of

two parameters, viz. the ratios of fi, f,, f,, as follows:

(1) ^,oo, + ^^x, = Q,

(2) ^,5 + ^+^30=0,

(3) ^, (B'f. + A'^.} + M^,' + 2N^,^, + P^i = ;

giving a (1, 1) correspondence between any point x of the surface

and a point ^ of any assumed plane.

For any assigned point ^, the first two equations give a line

which intersects the double line and also the conic

C=0, x,A-x.B = 0,

its fourth point of intersection with the surface being the point

X which corresponds to ^. Conversely each point x of the

surface determines such a line and hence one point f. For any

point X, however, of one of the eight lines of the surface which

intersect this conic, the same point ^ is determined ; we have

therefore eight principal points ^ of the correspondence which we

denote hy B^ ... Ba, each of them corresponds to all the points of

one of the eight lines.

If in the preceding equations connecting x and f we have

C = 0, then either x^A —x,B = 0, or ^i = 0, ^2 = 0; hence to the

points of the conic in the plane = which does not meet the

line determined by (1) and (2), there corresponds the single point

^1 = 0. f2 = 0> which we denote by A.

To iiny plane section of the surface there corresponds in the

field of ^ a quartic curve : since this section meets each of the

above eight lines, and also twice meets the conic just referred to,

it follows that this quartic curve passes through the eight principal

points and also passes twice through the point .4. Hence we have

a system of quartics having a common node and eight common
points f.

* Clebsch, Ueber die Abbildung ulyeb. FUlchen, Math. Ann. i.

t The condition of possessing a node at a given point and eight fixed points is

equivalent to eleven conditions, leaving a linear system triply infinite of quartio
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To the conic = 0, ^iOs^ + ^'i0i;2 = 0, ^iB + ^.:,A = there corre-

sponds a quartic curve obtained by substituting for the coordinates

X their values in (3), in terms of ^1:^2; hence this quartic possesses

a triple point at A.

The pencil of lines through the point A corresponds to the conies

in sections through the double line; the cubic curve through the

nine principal points corresponds to the double line. This cubic is

obtained by writing ajj = a;^ = in (2) and (3), and hence is given as

the intersection of a pencil of lines x-^K + x^K' = 0, and a pencil of

conies x^V + xjl' = 0; to any given point x^jxt of the double line

correspond two points P, P' of this cubic collinear with the point

K = K' = 0,orO.

Writing «, = a;^ = in (2) and (3) and eliminating ^3 we obtain

in which B^ is the result of writing Xi = X2 = in B, etc.

This gives the pair of lines joining P, P' to the point f1 = ^2 = ;

the corresponding pair of planes through the double line is

(aji^o - a^a-Bo) {xiA^ - x^B^) - Co {Pox{- - IN^x^x^ + M^x.,^) = 0,

which is the pair of tangent planes at the stated point x^jxi of

the double line. Hence the conies in these tangent planes are so

related that their corresponding lines meet the cubic, the image of

the double curve, in points P, P' collinear with the point 0.

From four tangents can be drawn to this cubic, hence at four

points of the double line the tangent planes coincide, giving four

pinch-points.

80. We add a table containing the preceding results

:

On the surface lu the field of f

Eight lines of the surface which meet Eight principal points lying on a

the conic C=Xi4— .r25=0, or C2^ quartic having a triple point at

Il = l2=

The second conic in the plane C=0, A principal point A (^1= ^2=0)

or c^

The conies in the planes through the Lines of the pencil whose centre is

double line the point A

The double line A cubic passing through the nine

principal points

A point Q on the double line Two points P,P' in this cubic collinear

with a fixed point on the cubic
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On the surface In the field of t

The conies in the pair of tangent Two linos AP, AP'
planes to the surface at §

Four pinch-points on the double line The four points of contact of the

tangents from to the cubic

The nine principal points cannot be the complete intersection

of two cubic curves w = 0, i; = ; for if so the image of every

plane section would be of the form Lu + Mv = 0, where L, M, u, v

concur at A. Hence the equations connecting x and f would be of

the form

pxi = Pu, px, = Pv, pXi = Qu, pXi = Qv,

leading to the quadric surface x^x^^XiXi.

The curve on the surface which corresponds to any line in the

plane of f is a twisted quartic of the second species. For to

any line a^ = of the plane there will coiTespond a curve lying on

the quadric

ai Oj fla

x^ X.2 = ;

\

B A G

this quadric meets the quartic surface in the double line and also

in the conic c^ ; hence it also meets it in a twisted quartic. Since

the line a^ = meets the cubic corresponding to the double line

three times, the double line meets the quartic curve three times

;

this quartic is therefore of the second species.

To any line of the pencil whose centre is the point of the

cubic curve corresponds a quartic which passes through the point

of the double line corresponding to and which has a double point

in the single point corresponding to the points P, P'.

81. Curves on the surface.

By aid of this representation of the surface on a plane the

various algebraic curves on the surface can be readily deter-

mined.

If M and m are the orders of a curve c^ on the surface and

the corresponding curve C( in the plane, c^ is met by any plane

section ax in M points, and C( is met by a( in 4ni points

;

while if Cx meets c,'' /3 times* and the eight lines oii ... Ha times

• Excludine an interBection at the point where C]2 meets the double line.
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respectively, these points, though not intersections of Cx and a^,

give rise to intersections of C( and aj, hence

ilf =4to-2/3- S«.

By aid of this equation we can obtain the various species of curves

on the surface*.

The sixteen lines are represented by the eight principal points

Bi and the lines joining the point A to these eight points.

The conies of the surface are obtained by taking /3 = 0, 1, 2, 3

successively

:

/3 = requires that m=\, Sa = 2; this gives the joins of the

eight principal points Bi, which are twenty-eight in number.

j8=l requires that m=l or m = 2; in the first case 1a =
and we have the pencil of lines through the point A ; in the

second case Sa = 4 and we have conies through A and four

principal points ; there are seventy such conies.

yS = 2 requires that m = 3 ; this gives Sa = 6, and we have thus

cubics having a node at A and passing through six principal

points; there are twenty-eight such cubics.

/8 = 3 requires that m = 4 and hence 2a = 8 ; this gives a

quartic having a triple point at A and passing through the

eight principal points. This quartic corresponds to c/.

The case /3 = 4 cannot arise. We have thus, counting the

point A, obtained the images of all the conies of the surface,

including those in sections through the double line; apart from

the latter there are

1-1- 28 -I- 70 -I- 28 -I- 1 = 128

conies on the surface ; i.e. there are no conies other than those

already obtained.

* Limits within which m must lie are derived from the fact that m>^ + l and

from tlie equation

_ (m-l)(m-2) _ pip-1) _ a (a -1)
^ 2 2 2"

where p is the deficiency of the plane curve, if we suppose the curve on the surface

not to possess multiple points ; and also from the inequality

(,ft+ l)(m + 2) ^(;3 + l) „a(a + l)
^<

2
2 ^ 2 •

It follows that
il+p- 1 > 4m - 3m - /3,

hence m^M+p-1+p.
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Quartic curves of each species exist on the surface: their

images in the plane will have deficiency either zero or unity.

The following table gives the varieties of such images

:

/3=
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degree in W. The tangent cone to the surface from A^ is then

V'— UW = 0; its section by a;; = is a sextic curve having a

quadruple point at A^. The class of this sextic is 30 — 12 = 18,

hence ten tangents can be drawn to it from A^. The two

tangents from A^ to the conic in any plane section through the

double line touch it in points P, P' which are projected from jIj

into points Q, Q' collinear with A^; such a pair of points Q, Q'

coincide, as just seen, ten times ; such a coincidence arises from

the pair of conies which pass though A
i , these two tangents are

the lines U=Q, they lie in the two tangent planes to the surface

at -4, ; and also when a conic becomes a pair of lines ; hence there

are eight pairs of lines meeting the double line.

If the surface has a node external to the double line, a node

arises on this sextic curve, hence its class is reduced by two, and

the number of pairs of lines is reduced by unity.

If there are five nodes the sextic necessarily breaks up into

a quintic having a triple point at A2 and three nodes, together

with a line through A^; for it cannot break up into a quartic with

a triple point and a conic, or into two cubics with a common
double point, since in both cases no tangent can be drawn to the

compound curve to touch it at a point outside A^, while there

should be two, corresponding to the two conies through Ai.

Hence two nodes must lie in a plane through the double line, and

their join meets the double line. The tangent cone from A^ breaks

up into a quintic cone together with the plane through the double

line and the line p joining the nodes. This plane touches the

surface along the line p : there is no part of the surface in this

plane except the double line and p ; for any line in the plane

meets the surface twice where it meets p and twice where it meets

the double line and therefore at no other point; the line p is

therefore tarsal.

If there are six nodes the sextic becomes a trinodal quartic

having one of its nodes at A^ and two lines through .4,; here we
have two torsal lines. If there are seven nodes the sextic becomes

a nodal cubic through A^ and three lines through A.2; finally, if

there are eight nodes, we have a conic and four lines through A^.

It should be noticed that if there are four coplanar nodes their

plane is a trope of the surface. For the conic through the four

nodes and the point in which the plane meets the double line

meets the surface in ten points, and hence lies wholly on the
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surface. The two conies of the section here become coincident,

and the plane is a trope.

Consider next the case of seven nodes ; six of them, as has

been seen, he in pairs on three lines meeting the double line, let

them be B^, 5/ lying on b,, B^, B/ lying on 62, B., B, lying on 63,

and a seventh node Bf. Take as the point Ai that in which the

plane B^B^B^ meets the double line; the sextic curve consisting

as above, of a cubic through A,, with one node, the projection of

£4, together with three lines through A,, will for this position

of A I have its node collinear with the projections of B^ and B^;

hence it must consist in part of the line joining these two points,

and upon this line the projection of another node, Bi, must lie.

The residual part of the cubic is a conic. Hence it follows that

the nodes B^'BiBsB^ are coplanar.

Taking the other combinations

B^B.^B/Bi, BiB^'B^Bi, B^B^B^Bi,

we obtain in all four planes, each containing four nodes. The

surface has therefore four tropes.

If there is an eighth node i?/, then the sextic curve, consisting

in the previous case of three lines through A^ and a nodal cubic,

here receives an additional double point, the projection of B/,

hence the sextic consists of four lines through A^ and a conic.

There are therefore four torsal lines, viz. B^, 5/ on h^, B.^, 5/ on 63.

.83, B3 on hs, and £4, Bi on 64.

By combining £4' with the nodes 5, . . . B^ as before, we obtain

four more tropes, viz. the planes

b,b,b,b:, b,'b,b,'b:, b,'b,'b,b:, b,b„'b;b:.

It follows that the points Bi and the points B/ form two tetrahedra,

each of which is inscribed in the other.

If we take as the point A^ that in which B^B^B^ meets the

double line, the sextic curve consisting of four lines through A^

and a conic will have three collinear nodes on the latter, viz., the

projections of B2, Bg, and Bi, hence this conic will consist of two

lines, each containing four nodes, viz. those lying in the tropes

(B,B,B,Bi') and (B/B.'B.'Bi).

The line of intersection of these tropes thus meets the double

line in A^ ; and since the tangents from A^ to this (degenerate)

conic coincide, it follows that the tangent planes at ^, will
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coincide and j4i is a pinch-point. Hence we have four pairs of

tropes whose four lines of intersection meet the double line at

pinch-points.

83. Fliicker's surface.

The surface with a double line and eight nodes is known as

Pliicker's surface. One form of its equation may be obtained as

follows: through two nodes on different torsal lines there pass

two tropes, and there is one quadric S which contains the conies

in which these tropes meet the surface and also the double line.

If the double line is A^Ai and the tropes are taken as the

planes a;, and a'a, the equation of the surface is necessarily of

the form

S' + x,x,yB = 0,

where 7 = 0, S = are two planes through the double line also

meeting the surface in torsal lines.

Taking the two nodes as the vertices A, and Ai of reference

we obtain the equation of the surface in the form

(x^a + ajj/S + nXaXif + x^x^yB = 0,

where a, /3, 7, B are planes through the double line.

There are two further conditions to be satisfied, viz. that each

of the planes x, and x^ meets the surface, apart from the double

line, in a torsal line ; hence if

a^OsXi + atXi, ^^bsX-i + biXi, y = C3X3 + CiXt, B = d2X3 + d^x^,

then writing successively a;j = and x^ = 0, we obtain as the

required conditions

iasbi = — Csdj, 4iatbt = — Ctdf,

giving two torsal lines as

Xt = a;, 03 — x^bs = 0, x, = x^a^ — x-^bt = ;

the other two being

y = = S, S = = /S.

The above form of equation of the surface shows that the

plane a;] = touches the conies lying in sections through the

double line.

Hence each trope touches each of these conies.

By aid of this form of the equation of the surface we can

obtain the form assumed in the case of Pliicker's surface by the

previous equations connecting a point x of the surface with
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a point f of a plane ; for the equation of the surface is seen to be
identically satisfied if we write

where A, B, C, B are the results of substituting ^i and ^^ for

Xi and Xi respectively in a, /S, 7 and S.

The cubic corresponding to the double line is

^,'B+^,CD-ACD=Q-

it touches the lines C = 0, Z) = 0, and by aid of the preceding

conditions it follows that it also touches the lines

?i = o, r, = o.

The quartic representing any plane section has a node at

the point ^1 = ^^ = 0, and touches the lines ^1 = 0, ^2 = in given

points. It also touches the lines (7=0, D = where they

respectively meet ^3 = 0. If E^ E^E, is the triangle of refer-

ence in the field of f and the principal points on E3E2, E,Ei are

Qi and Q2, those on E-fE^ are Q3 and Q3, the correspondence

between points x and f is of the (1,1) character with the following

exceptions: any point on E^E^ corresponds to the node Ai with

the exception of Qj, which corresponds to a torsal line, and the

point E3 which corresponds to any point of the conic in the trope

Xi; similarly for E^E^ and the point Q^; while to any point of

(7=0, Z) = correspond the other two nodes in x^ respectively, but

to Q3 and Qs' the other two torsal lines respectively correspond.

The equation

M = 4m - 2/3 - Sa

as before connects the order of a curve on the surface and the

corresponding curve in the plane, where ^ is the number of

intersections of the former curve with the conic in the plane Xi

exclusive of intersections at nodes in that plane.

It is easily seen from this equation that no line can exist on

the surface except the four torsal lines, which are represented by

the four principal points Q, and the double line. To obtain the

conies of the surface we may take /8 = giving m = l, 2a = 2; so

that six conies are represented by the lines joining the principal

points Qi, Q2, Qs, Q3' ; or we may take /3=1, giving either

J. Q. s. 9
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m=l, S« = 0, so that the conies in planes through the double

line are represented by the pencil of lines through ^3 ; or

m = 2, So = 4, which gives the conic through the five principal

points. If we add the conic represented by E3 we obtain all

the conies on the surface.

The existence on the general surface with a double line, of

conies whose planes do not contain the double line, and the fact

that the surface is rational, have been shown very simply by Baker*

as follows : consider the quadrie cones

y = -, t=— (1),

where m = 0, v = are pairs of planes through the double line

x = z = Q; and w = is a plane through it ; these cones intersect

in a conic which meets the double line at one point only.

The equation of the surface being

if in A, B, G we substitute for y and t from (1), we obtain a sextic

in x/z ; and the seven arbitrary constants in u, v and w may be so

chosen as to make this sextic vanish identically. Hence the

surface contains at least one conic which meets the double line

once only.

The substitution t= — + T(y
J

enables us to express y

rationally in terms of t and - ; and hence also t\ i.e. we can express

the coordinates of any point on the surface as rational functions of

two variables.

* Somt recent advances in the theory of algebraic surfaces, Proc. Locd, Math.

Soc, Series 2, Vol. xii. p. 36.



CHAPTER VII

QUARTIC SURFACES WITH AN INFINITE NUMBER OF

coNics : steiner's surface : the quartic monoid

84. The property of containing an infinite number of conies

has been seen to be possessed by all quartic surfaces with a double

conic or a double line; in the present chapter we consider all

surfaces which have this property.

The determination of the quartic surfaces which contain an

infinite number of conies was made by Kummer*.

The following is a brief account of his investigation. If the

plane section of a quartic surface has four double points it will

consist either of two conies or of a line together with a nodal

cubic, in the latter case three double points are collinear. If the

section consists of two conies, each of their points of intersection

is either a double point of the surface or a point of contact of the

surface and the plane section.

Consider first the case in which no point is a point of contact.

Let two of the double points be fixed f; the surface must then

possess a double conic, the equation of such a surface is

where 4> = 0, *I^ = are quadrics. If the surface contain also two

double points whose join does not lie on the surface, ^ must

break up into two linear factors (Art. 38), and the surface is then

<|)2 = 4<p^qr,

whose sections by planes through the line (q, r) are pairs of conies.

If the surface has another pair of nodes, its equation will

be (Art. 38)

{f + qr- sty = ip'^qr,

or {p' - qr + stf = 4:fst.

* Ueber die Fldchen vierten Grades auf welchen Schaaren von Kegelschnitte

liegen, Crelle, lxiv.

t The eases in which none or only one of the double points are fixed lead only to

a quartic surface consisting of two quadrics, or a cone.

9—2
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In this case we have two sets of conies lying in planes whose axes

are (q, r) and (s, t).

If three of the double points are fixed they necessarily lie on

a double line ; the sections of a surface having a double line by

planes through the double line form a set of conies.

If certain of the double points coincide we are led to special

cases of the surface ^' = 4!p'^qr, except in one case, viz. that in

which the surface touches itself at two points ; any plane section

through these points gives a quartic curve which touches itself

twice, and therefore necessarily consists of two conies having

double contact.

The equation of such a quartic surface is ^^ = a^yB where

a = 0, /3 = 0, 7 = 0, S = are four coaxal planes ; the intersection

of their axis with <E» = gives the two double points having the

above property ; they are usually called tacnodes.

Consider next the case in which one of the four double points

is a point of contact of the plane and the surface ; if none of the

three remaining points are fixed the surface possesses a double

curve of the third order, which, when a twisted cubic, a line and

a conic, or three lines, gives rise to a ruled surface, and the section

by a tangent plane to a line and a cubic, excepting only in the

case in which the three lines are concurrent. The surface then

has the equation

Aq'7'"- + BrY + Gj?f + 2pgrs = 0.

This surface is known as that of Steiner.

If next one of the double points is fixed, the surface must have

a double conic and one node. Its equation is then (Art. 38)

4)2 = 4p=^,

where ^ = is a cone whose vertex lies upon "!> = 0. This cone

touches the surface along the curve (4>, ^), the tangent planes

of ^ thus meet the surface in pairs of conies.

Lastly let two of the points be points of contact, the surface

has a double conic, its equation may be written

(* + 1\ff = 4p= (*• + X<I> + \y).

We may determine \ in five ways so that

*^ + X* + -h?f =

is a cone F (Art. 22) ; V has double contact with the surface

;

hence the tangent planes of five cones are bitangent planes of the

surface and meet it in pairs of conies.
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In the case of ruled quartic surfaces, the bitangent planes

contain two generators and therefore meet the surface also in

a conic.

85. The quartic surfaces which have respectively a double

conic and a double line are discussed in Chapters iii—vi, that

which has three concurrent double lines (Steiner's surface) in the

course of this chapter.

To return to the surface ^^ = a^yS, where a, 0, y, S are coaxal

planes ; this surface has been shown by Nother* to be birationally

transformable into a cubic cone. For if the axis of the planes

a, jS, y, B be the line z^O, w = 0, and the planes a; = 0, y = are

the tangent planes to <J> where the line {z, w) meets 't>, then <I>

may be written xy + {z,w^ay, and the surface becomes

{xy + (z, w'^ayY = {z, w'^by.

Choose as new variable w one of the factors of (z, w'^by, the

quartic surface becomes [xy + (z, w'^afY = '"' (•2> 'w'^bf ; then by aid

of the transformation

x:y:z:w = x'id' — (z , w'^ay :
y'^

: y'z : y'w',

x' : y' : z" : w' = xy + (z, w^ay : yw : zw : vf',

we obtain a;'^w' = (^', w'][6)'; a non-singular cubic cone.

The system of conies on the surface may be represented as

followst

:

Writing the equation of the surface in the form

'^" = {z,w\ay^X^
2

J

•

then if (z, w\ay = tto^* + aj^'w + a^z^w'^ + asZii^ + ctiW*,

{z, w\by = b,iZ^ + bizw + b^w-,

the system of conies is

f^ boZ^ + biZW + b^w^ .
z + \w = 0, z^ + fii^-- '^ j

= 0,

with the condition

(a,fjP + b„ii - 1)V - (a,/t2 + b,fi) X' + {a^fj? + b^fi) X''

— a^fi^X + tti/u." = 0.

From these equations it is seen that the conies of the surface

can be arranged in sets of four, lying on the same quadric. By

* Eindeutige Raumtransformation, Math. Ann. iii.

t Sisam, Concerning systems of conies lying on cubic, quartic and quintic surfaces,

American Jour. Math. 1908.
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suitable choice of bo,bi, b^ we may replace the first two of the

preceding equations by

^ + Xw = 0, z- + fixy = 0,

and we obtain the result: the quadric cone whose vertex is any

point of the line x = y = 0* and which contains any conic of the

system will meet the surface in four conies.

To the foregoing surfaces described by Kummer we must add

the surface whose equation is

[ocw +f(y, z, w)Y = (z, wj^ay.

This may be regarded as a geometricallyf limiting case of the

last surface when the two tacnodes coincide in the point (y, z, w).

Its sections by planes through (z, w) consist of pairs of conies.

The equation of the surface may be written

{xw - y'Y + 2{xw- y"-) (z, w^af + z (z, w'^bf = ;

and by application of the transformation

x:y:z:w = y'^ + z'x : y'w' : z'w : w'^,

x' -.y : z : w' = xw — y'^
: yz : z"^ : zw

the surface is transformed into the cubic cone

/a;'2 + 2a;' (/, w'\af + (/, w'^^J = 0+.

86. Steiner's surface.

The surface of the third class with four tropes was first

investigated by Steiner §. In accordance with this definition we

may take as its equation in plane-coordinates

1111-- + - + -+- = 0.
M, 1*2 Ms Mj

* Since 2=0, ai = are any two planes through the given line z = 0, «) = 0.

t It cannot be derived from it by giving any particular values to the constants.

See Berry, On quartic surfaces which admit of integrals of the first kind of total

differentials, Camb. Phil. Soc. Trans. 1899.

i This quartic surrace is discussed by de Franchis, Le superficie irrazionali di

quarto ordine di genere geometrico-superficiale nulla, Rend. Circ. Mat. di Palermo, xiv.

It is there shown that the irrational quartic surfaces for which pg (the geometrical

genus) is zero are either cones or birationally transformable into cones : they

include the two surfaces last discussed, also the ruled quartic surface with two

non-intersecting double lines, the surface \xw+f (y, z, w)\^ = {z, mjJo)* where / con-

tains y only to the first degree (this is a ruled quartic with a tacnodal line), and also

two special quartic surfaces. See also Berry, loc. cit.

§ The surface is also known as Steiner's Soman Surface,
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The equation of the surface in point-coordinates is seen to be

Va;! + Vajj + "Jx^ + Va;^ = 0.

The coordinates of the points of the surface may therefore be

expressed in terms of the coordinates j?i of the points of a plane

by means of the equations

P«i = (- 171 + ^72 + n^^, px^ = (»7i - »?2 + i/s)',

P'^z = ( '7i + J/a - >)if, P^4 = (Vi + Vi + VsT-

By changing to a second tetrahedron of reference, desmic to

the first (Chap. Il), i.e. by writing

^4= Xi + as^ + X, + x^,

y\ ^ Xi X2 x^ -r X^j

y^ ^~ X\ T Xii — x^ "T x^
,

2/3 = Xy ^^2 + •^g -t ^4,

we finally obtain

'^yi = '^Vinz, o'2/2 = 2773771, cry3 = 2rii7]^, a-yi = r]i' + 7}^^ + ris\

This method of representing the surface on a plane was first

given by Clebsch*. Eliminating the r]i we obtain as the equation

of the surface

2/2W + 2/3^ + 2/iV - 2^,3/22/3^4 = 0.

This latter form of the equation of the surface shows the
,

existence of a triple point At (2/, = 3/2 = 3/3 = 0), three double lines,

and three nodes. The section of the surface by any tangent plane
\

contains four nodes, and hence breaks up into two conies; a

characteristic property of this surface.

There are no lines on the surface other than the three double

lines ; for there is clearly no other line passing through At, and if

there were a line not passing through A^ then the section by the

plane through this line and A^ would possess a triple point at A^,

i.e. would consist of this line together with three other lines

through J.4.

The correspondence between a point 3/; of the surface and

a point Tji of the 7;-plane is of the (1, 1) character, the only

exceptions to this being for points of the three double lines; to

such a point there correspond two points of the 77-plane, e.g. for

a point of the line y^ = y^=0 we have

Q 3/4_ 7?^ + 7?2^
''^ "' yr 2,;.,,, '

giving two points on rj^ = 0, for which the values of — are

* Vehtr die Steinersche Fldche, Crelle, lxvii.
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87. Cujrves on the surface.

To a curve (j;) = of order n on the ij-plane there corresponds

a twisted curve of order 2n on the surface, this being the number

of points in which <^ {rj) meets any conic

Ir,^ + 21.aavini = 0.

To the straight lines of the 77-plane there correspond the

00 ° conies of the surface ; to conies in the i;-plane correspond

twisted quartics which are either of the second species or are

nodal and of the first species; this is seen from consideration of

the rank of such curves, i.e. the number of their tangents which

meet any given straight line, e.g. oiy = ^y = 0, i.e. the number of

planes Oy + \/3y = which touch the curve. Denoting the results

of substitution for the 3/; in terms of the rji in Uy, ^y by u and v,

we have to determine the number of conies u + Xv which touch <j),

giving the equations

du dv 9<^
A- + X 5— = o- ^- (i = 1, 2, 3).
drji d7]i dr)i

The required points of contact are given as the intersections of

<^ = 0,
du dv d<f>

dr)i dr)i dru
= 0;

and are n (« + 1) in number if
<f)

has no singular points. We thus

obtain six as the rank of twisted quartics on the surface, which

therefore belong to one of the two classes previously mentioned.

88. The equations

pa^i =fi ivi, V'., Vz) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4)

determine a Steiner's surface, if the curves fi = are conies.

This may be seen as follows

:

The conies apolar to each of four conies

a,= = 0, &,= = 0, c/ = 0, <= = (1),

form the pencil

tt.= + XV = (2),

the members of which are all inscribed in the same quadrilateral

;

if p, is one side of this quadrilateral then ^,' = is apolar to

Wa° and u^", and therefore belongs to the linear system (1), or
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hence this system includes the squares of four lines ; by proper

selection of the triangle of reference these lines may be repre-

sented by the equations

Vi + Vi+ V3 = 0, —Vi + V2 + V3=0, i?i - ^ + i/s = 0, »?i + 1?2 - % = 0,

whence we again arrive at the equations connecting a point x of

Steiner's surface and a point 77 of the plane.

The conies of the pencil (2) are the images of the asymptotic

lines of the surface*; this may be seen as follows:

The pairs of tangents drawn from each point P of the plane t)

to the conies (2) form an involution; if p, p' are the double lines

of this involution, then since they are harmonic with each pair of

tangents, the line-pair pp' belongs to the system (1), hence its

image is a pair of coplanar conies on the surface. These conies

intersect on each of the three double lines, and their fourth inter-

section Q corresponds to P. Moreover, since p, p' are the tangents

at P to the two conies of (2) which pass through P, it follows

that the line-elements of the asymptotic lines at Q correspond to

the line-elements at P of the pair of conies belonging to (2) which

pass through P. This being true of every pair of corresponding

points Q, P the result follows as stated above f.

^ See Cotty, Swr les surfaces de Steiner, Nouv. Ann. 1908; Lacour, Nouv. Ann.

de Math. 1898.

+ Analytically we may proceed as follows : let

(rii + mvi+ nTi,)liji +— ri„ + -riA = u.v

3

be a line-pair belonging to the system 2ri^ + 21,ai^Tiiri^=0; if u+ du be the line
1

consecutive to u passing through the point on u consecutive to (u, v) we have

and hence since 2iUjdn(= 0, it follows that SriidUf=0 so that the lines u, o, du are

concurrent, i.e.

Vi = aUi + pdUi.

From comparison with the values of u^, v^ given above we have

1m
dm m
dn 1

n—
n

This gives m^-l = k(n^-l),

k being an arbitrary constant. Hence the image of an asymptotic line is a conic

touching the four lines

m=±l, n=±l.
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We obtain sub-cases of Steiner's surface when the conies

M.^ Uf,^ of (2) are related in certain ways, the four sub-cases which

arise are the following

:

(i) When two common tangents of the pencil (2) coincide,

i.e. the conies of the pencil touch two lines and touch a third line

at a fixed point

;

(ii) three common tangents coincide, i.e. the conies osculate

at a fixed point and also touch a fixed line

;

(iii) the conies touch two lines where a third line meets

them

;

(iv) the conies have four consecutive points common.

The cases (iii) and (iv) lead to cubic surfaces.

In case (i) take the intersection of the two lines as vertex

^1 of the triangle of reference, the fixed point as A, and the fourth

harmonic to A-^A, and the two lines as the third side, the equation

of the pencil is then
2\mw + w^ — u^ = 0.

The conies apolar to this pencil are

A',1,^ + B (r,^ + 973=) + 2Cri,7j,+ 2D7?2773 = 0.

The equations connecting a point x of the quartie surface with

the point 77 of the plane are therefore

giving as the equation of the surface

/*• 4 ___ A,/yi lyi /y> 2 ^L A,rp ^ rn ^ — C\

The surface has a triple point through which there pass two

double lines, along one of which one sheet of the surface touches

the plane x^. The surface has two tropes 0:2 = ±a;t; the plane x^

meets the surface in the line (xi, x^) alone, this line is thus

torsal.

In case (ii) the conies (2) are

v^-2uw+2\vw=0,

giving as the apolar conies

Ar,^^ + B {v/ + 2vyVi) + Or,,- + 2DviV2 = 0.

The connecting equations are here

p«i = vi', pxi = r]i'+ 277i7;3 ,
px, = 773=, px^ = 2%tj^.

The equation of the surface is

{4<XiX2 — Xi^y — 64a;i'a;3 = 0.
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The surface has one trope, the plane 0:3. Along the double line

Xi = Xi= 0, the surface touches the plane x^ = 0.

As previously stated, when the conies of the pencil (2) touch

two lines at given points, or have four consecutive points in common,

we obtain a cubic surface : this is easily seen, by application of the

present method.

89. Modes of origin of the surface.

The connection of the previous mode of representation of the

surface and the method of treatment of the surface by Reye* by

pure geometry is shown as follows :

If we have any quadric transformation

pxi=fi(a„ a^, a„ a,), (t= 1, 2, 3, 4),

it has been seen that the locus of the point x as the point a

describes a plane is a Steiner surface.

Now the preceding equations place two spaces 2, Sj in

*

correspondence, so that to each set of quadrics SX,/i = in S
1

there corresponds a plane in Sj, to each pencil of quadrics in S a

pencil of planes in 2i, and to each set of eight associated points

in S a point in 2,.

From the foregoing we deduce also the following result:

Steiner's surface and the cubic polar of a plane luith reference

to a general cubic surface are reciprocal ; for if ?7 = is any

cubic surface, from the equations

P^i=^^.' (i = l,2,3,4),

we deduce by aid of the preceding that as x describes a plane,

u envelops a surface which is the reciprocal of a Steiner surface,

and the ui are the coordinates of the polar plane of x with regard

to U.

The following method of derivation of the surface is due to

Sturm f. Having given a pencil of quadrics and a pencil of

planes projective to it, the locus of intersection of a plane and

quadric which ai'e in con'espondence is a general cubic surface.

If we make the further assumptions that the axis of the planes

touches two of the cones contained in the pencil of quadrics, and

• Geom. der Lage.

t E. Sturm, XJeber die Romische FlUche von Steiner, Math. Ann. iii.
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that each plane through the axis and the vertex of one of these

two cones corresponds to that cone, the surface becomes the

general cubic surface with four nodes. For these conditions

are seen to be satisfied by assuming as equations of the two

pencils

Fj + \F, = 0, Xi + \Xi = 0,

where Fj, Fj are the cones considered and where

F = a= + a;.y8, V,= y' + x,^.

The surface is therefore

a;, (7= + x^S)- x^ {a" + a;i/3) = 0,

which has the four nodes

a = iCi = 7- + a;2 (8 — /3) = 0, 7 = ajj = a= - «i (S — /3) = 0.

Reciprocating, it follows that if a pencil of surfaces of the

second order is projectively related to a row of points on a

straight line, the envelope of the tangent cones drawn from the

various points of the line to the corresponding quadrics is a

surface of the third class with four tropes, provided that the line

meets one conic c^ belonging to the system in a point A and one

conic c'" in a point A', and so that A corresponds to c^ and A'

to c'^.

Curves on the surface.

The following theorem regarding Steiner's surface is specially

noticeable

:

Every algebraic curve on the surface is of even order*.

Let a curve c™ of order m on the Steiner surface Si pass p times

through the triple point and let r, r, r" branches respectively

touch the double lines of /S4 at the triple point, and if p^, p^, p,

other branches respectively touch the three tangent planes at the

triple point, then

p = r + r' + r" + pi + p^ + jh-

Denoting the double lines by a, a', a" it is seen that in the plane

(a, a) p + r + r' +pi points of c*" lie at the triple point, the other

m — p — r — r'—pi points of intersection of (S4 with this plane

must therefore lie on a and a , suppose that q lie on a, and hence

q' =m—p —r — r —pi — q lie on a'. Similarly on a" there lie

q" = m—p — r — r" — p^ — q points. The cone which projects c™

* See Sturm, loc. cit.
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from the triple point is of order m—p and has a as (g' + r)-fold

line, a' as {q' + r')-fold line, a" as {q" + r")-fold line ; these lines

being double on S^ count 2(q+r+ q +r' + q" + r") times in the

intersection of the cone and Si, hence

4 (/)i -p) = m+2{q + r + q' -\-r' -^-q" + r"],

hence from the preceding

m= 2 {r+^i +Pi + q\.

If the curve c*" does not pass through the triple point then

^ = 0, and hence

Pi =P2 =p, = r = r' = r" = 0,

and we have m = 2q.

Thus a curve of order 2n which does not pass through the triple

point meets each double line in n points. Hence a curve of the

fourth order meets each double line twice ; if these points of inter-

section coincide we have a quartic curve of the first species with a

double point (Art. 87).

90. Quartic curves on the surface.

We now consider further the quartic curves on the surface.

Every quartic curve & which does not pass through the triple

point meets each double line twice; through c* there passes at

least one quadric which meets the surface in another quartic

curve c'^ which also meets the double lines twice and necessarily in

the same pairs of points, excluding at present the case in which

the quadric contains one of the double lines.

If the conic lauiTjirni = represents c*, the conic which repre-

sents c'* must be

da O-uO'kk

For if P, P' are the points in which c^ meets a double line, the

first conic passes through one of the two points corresponding to P
and one of the points corresponding to P', while the conic repre-

senting c* passes through the other two points corresponding to

P and P' respectively. But if e.g. the double line is that which

is represented by rji = 0, it was seen that the values of t^i/ijj

corresponding to P are reciprocals (Art. 86), and so also for P'

hence the form of the second conic follows.

Each of these quartic curves is of the second species, since each

has three apparent double points.
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If we form the product of the left sides of the equations repre-

senting these conies the terms which arise are of the type

(Xv% Vi\'. Vi\Vk.

hence on substitution we obtain the equation of the quadric which

contains both c* and c'* *

Unless two of the quantities a,-,- are equal, the conies c", c'" do

not intersect on a side of the triangle of reference. From this it

follows that the quadric containing c* and c'* cannot be a cone. For

if possible let such a cone heAC— B' = 0, where A, B are common
tangent planes of the cone and quartic surface at two intersections

of c*, c'* ; on substituting in this equation for the Xi in terms of the

tji we obtain

aa' .bb'-u' =

as the equation of the pair of conies c', c'' ; where a, a' and b, b' are

tangents to the respective conies at two of their intersections

;

but from the form of this equation the lines a ... b' must be

bitangents of the quartic curve c' . c'^, which is impossible.

If for the curve c* we have aii = aitk, it meets one double line

in two coincident points. The quadric cone having its vertex at

this point and passing through c' will meet the surface in

another quartic curve c'*. These quartics are of the first

species f

.

Any quadric through two double lines meets the surface also

in a quartic curve of this latter variety, having a double point on

the third double line. There is a quadruply infinite number of

such nodal quartics on the surface.

In the first case the quadric containing a pair of quartic curves touches

the surface four times ; in the second case the cone touches the surface twice.

Let U and V be two quadrics through a quartic c* of the first

species ; if the conic c^ corresponds to c* and if c'^ c"^ be the conies

* This quadric is found to be iZ'i + ZA^XiX^ = 0, where

the Age are the minors of the discriminant of 'Za^|cq^q^, and

\«82 "33/ Vflss "n/ van 022/

t For if e.g. a^^ = a^= l the curve c< will also lie on the quadric

X3 (I4 + 012X3 + 013X2 + 023X1) + iXiX2 (Ojs - 1) = 0.
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related to the residual intersections of the surface by U and V,

we have from above

U=cKc'\ V = c^.c"\

(where in the conies the % are replaced by the a;,).

Hence U + \V= c"" {c'^ + \c"%

so that the quadri-quartics associated with the pencil of quadrics

are thus represented by a pencil of conies and therefore pass

through four fixed points. This is a characteristic property of these

curves.

The conic through one vertex of the triangle of reference

u = a^ri^^ + a^r)^^ + 2%aitriir]i, = 0, (i 4= *).

represents a quartic curve through the triple point ; it is clear that

if in the product
/ 2ai2 2ai3 \

Vi Vi +-7- % + -z- % «

we substitute for the rn in terms of the yi we obtain an equation

containing the latter variables only, and in the second degree.

This quadric hence passes through a double line, a conic of the

surface and a curve c* through the triple point ; this curve is of

the second species, since one set of generators of the quadric

meet c* in three points. There exist m * curves c* passing through

the triple point.

If the representative conic passes through two vertices of the

triangle of reference, i.e. is of the form

rji' + 21,aik'niVh = 0. (* + ^),

we obtain as a quadric which contains it the cone

^1^2 + 2^3 (0122/3 + ttisyj + a^syO = 0.

These curves are the intersection with the surface of cones through

two of the double lines ; there are oo ^ such curves.

Finally, the conies through each vertex of the triangle of

reference correspond to the plane sections through the triple

point.

91. A mode of origin of Steiner's surface is obtained, as

shown by Weierstrass*, from consideration of a well-known pro-

perty of a quadric. This property is the following : if through any

given point A^ of a quadric Q three mutually perpendicular lines

* Schroter, Ueber die Steinersche Fldehe vierten Grades, Crelle, lxiv.
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are drawn to meet Q again in points L, M, N; the normal at A^

to Q meets the plane LMN in a fixed point. The theorem may

be restated in a general form as follows : if .4 4 be joined to the

vertices of any triangle self-polar to a conic c^ in a given plane x^,

and the three joining lines meet the quadric again in points

L, M, N, then the plane LMN meets the line A^R in a fixed

point S, if R is the pole for c= of the trace on Xt of the tangent

plane to Q at ^4.

If & is a member of the set of 00 = conies a= = 0, where

then by giving all values to the rji the resulting locus of 5i is a

Steiner surface.

Let the equation of Q be
3

X^ax + Sm,-J: XiXk = 0, (*' + ^)-

1

Also let two vertices .^i, A^ of the tetrahedron of reference be

self-conjugate * for each of the conies V, V , W, and therefore

for a^ let 333
U^laikXiXt, V=2bikXiXk, W= "2001X1X11.

1 1 1

Now if X is the point which forms with A^ and A^ a self-polar

triangle for a', we have

a;iOi, + a!3a,3 = 0, iTjajj-l- a;3a23 = (1),

where «,•*= tjiO,* -i- v^bik + %c,t.

Let R, or y, be the pole of ax for a', then

«liyi + «13y3 ^ «22y2+«23y3 ^ Ol3yi + «23y2+g33y3
^2)

Oi fto tta

It will now be shown that if A,x meets Q in x', and A^y meets

the plane (A1A2X') in y' (S), then the locus of y' is a Steiner

surface.

For, from equations (1) and (2) we obtain the a;, and y; as

quadratic functions of the r)i, thus

yi : y2 : ya =/i iv) -A in) -fs iv) ;

also, it is easy to see from equations (1) and (2) that -^=-^
.

x^ aiiOjj

* If ^, , ^o do not both lie on the section of Q by the plane of c^ we can replace

them by the intersections of A^Ai, A^A^ with Q, and c- by its projection on any
plane through these two new points.
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Again
3 3

^ =%=-'-^-^ = -' =-^,from(l).
2/3 «3 x^ax x^a^ fi{r]) ^ "

where /j (»;) is a quadratic function of the rn- Hence

y; : 2// : y^ : y/ =/, (,,) : /, (t,) : f, {rj) : /, {r,).

92. Eckhardt's method.

A method of point-transformation applied by Eckhardt* leads

easily to properties of the cubic surface with four nodes, and

hence by reciprocation to the surface of the third class with four

tropes, which is Steiner's surface. This transformation is the

following

:

Xiyi = p, (i=l, 2, 3, 4).

By use of this method there corresponds to any given plane

l,aiXi = 0,

the surface 2 — = 0,
yi

which is a cubic surface having the vertices of the tetrahedron

of reference as nodes. The equation of the surface in plane

coordinates being

2 VaiMj = 0,

it is seen to be of the fourth class.

The four tangent cones of the surface at the nodes are

^-1^ = 0, (i = l,2.3,4).
yi 1 yie

They are the tangent cones from the nodes to the quadric

2yi;_22M* = o,

which touches the edges of the tetrahedron of reference; the

intersection of this quadric with the plane

yi+v^-yi-h=o
tti Oz 0,3 a^

* Math. Ann. v.

J. <j. s. 10
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is a conic c' which lies on the cubic surface ; for by squaring

and subtracting from the equation of the quadric we obtain

Ml + Ml = 0,

as a quadric through c', and this quadric is easily seen to arise by

combining the equation of the plane with that of the cubic surface.

Hence the curve of intersection of the quadric and the cubic

surface consists of three conies lying respectively in this plane and

in two others of similar form.

To a quadric through the vertices of the tetrahedron of

reference corresponds a quadric through the same points, and

if one quadric is a cone so also is the other (since the discriminant

of Saiaa^iOJa is equal to that of 'Xa^tXiX^. Now through four points

two quadric cones can be drawn to touch a given plane and to have their

vertices at a given point of that plane*, we therefore obtain for the

cubic surface as the corresponding theorem : through anypoint of the

surface two quadric cones can be drawn to have their vertices at the

point and to touch the surface : otherwise, the tangent cone to the

surface having its vertex at any point of it breaks up into two

quadric cones. Reciprocating, we again obtain the result for

Steiner's surface that its curve of intersection with any tangent

plane consists of two conies.

Again we have the theorem that eight quadrics can be drawn

through any four given points to touch a given quadric along a

conic ; for taking the given points as vertices of the tetrahedron of

reference and the given quadric as XaitXiXje = 0, the latter may be

written in the form

(ly/auXif + 2S (aa — '^auajet) XiX^ = ;

whence the eight planes of the conies of contact are seen to be

1,Xi 'Jan = 0,

taking all combinations of the ambiguities.

If the given quadric consists of two planes, the conies of

contact break up into pairs of lines, and hence the tangent

quadrics must be cones whose vertices lie upon the line of

intersection of the two planes; it follows therefore that through

* For the cones which pass through the foar points and have their vertices at

a given point form the pencil Vj + \Vj=0 where V^ and V^ are two cones fulfilUng

these conditions, and the cones of this pencil which touch a given plane are given

by a quadratic in X.
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four given, points there pass eight quadric cones which touch two

given planes ; by application of the transformation it is seen that

if two cubic surfaces have four nodes in common there are eight

quadric cones which touch each surface along two twisted cubics

;

otherwise, the common tangent developable of two cubic surfaces

with four common nodes breaks up into eight quadric cones whose

vertices lie upon the curve of intersection of the cubic surfaces.

By reciprocation we obtain that if two Steiner's surfaces have four

tropes in common, their curve of intersection consists of eight

conies whose planes touch the common tangent developable of the

two surfaces.

93. Quartic surfaces with a triple point.

The quartic surface with a triple point has been discussed by

Rohn*; it belongs to the type known as the monoid, i.e. the

surface of order n with an (« — l)-fold point.

We may take as its equation

WUs + Ml = 0,

where M3 = 0, M4=0 are cones of orders 3 and 4 respectively,

having their vertices at the triple point x = y = z = 0.

These cones intersect in twelve lines lying on the surface.

These lines meet the plane m; = in twelve points which we

may call principal points in the representation of the points of the

surface by their projections on this plane from the triple point.

This gives a (1, 1) correspondence of points between the surface

and the plane, in which, however, all the points of one of the

twelve lines are represented by one principal point.

In the general case there is no conic on the surface whose

plane does not pass through the triple point At; for this would

require the quadric cone of vertex At and base the conic, to contain

six of the twelve lines of the surface, in order to complete its curve

of intersection with the surface. There are sixty-six conies lying

in the planes passing through two of the twelve lines; they are

represented by the lines joining pairs of principal points.

The quadric cone through five of the twelve lines meets the

surface also in a twisted cubic passing through A,; we obtain

792 such cubics which are represented by conies through five of

the principal points. The system of oo • conies through any four

* Ueber die Fldchen vierter Ordnung mit dreifachem Punkte, Math. Ann. xxiv.

10—2
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of the principal points represents a system of quartic curves on

the surface, each quartic having a node at ^4. Such a quartic

must have two apparent double points, since its plane projection

from any point must have zero deficiency, being in (1, 1) corre-

spondence with a conic. Hence it is of the first species (a

quadri-quartic with one node).

The 00 ' cubics through eight principal points represent

twisted quartics without a node, which pass through A^ and

have the same tangent at that point ; they have two apparent

double points, their plane projections being in (1, 1) correspond-

ence with non-nodal plane cubics ; hence they are of the first

species.

Any quartic of the first type and any quartic of the second

type lie on the same quadric, provided that the twelve lines with

which they are associated are all different. For the conic and

plane cubic respectively corresponding to them intersect in six

points (none of which coincide with principal points), hence if

we take that member of the pencil of 00 ' quadrics through the

quartic of the second type which also contains any given point

of the first quartic, it will meet the latter in 6-t-2-fl = 9 points,

i.e. will contain it.

We also have quartics of the second species, obtained as the

intersection with the surface of cubic cones having six of the

twelve lines as simple lines and a seventh as double line; they

are represented by the plane cubics through six principal points

which have a node at a seventh principal point and are 5544 in

number. These cubics pass through A, and are seen to be of the

second species, since they have three apparent double points.

The surface will also possess a line not passing through the

double point if three of the twelve lines are coplanar. The
maximum number of such lines is nineteen*.

The surface may possess a node D; in that case the line

joining it to A^ must lie on the surface and hence is one of

the twelve lines of the surface. Moreover, in this case, two of

the twelve lines must coincide. For in this case any section

through AfB consists of this line together with a cubic passing

through D; we may take A^D as the line y = z=0 and the

equation of the surface as

w [y {ax" \-. ..) + z {ha? + ...)]+ y {ca? +. ..) + z{daf+. ..) = {)

;

* See Rohn, loc. cit.
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the condition that all such cubics should meet on y = z = is

ad = be,

which is the condition that the curves u, = 0, Ut = should have
the same tangent at the point where AtD meets the plane w = 0.

Hence two of the twelve lines coincide. It is also easily seen

that if these curves touch, there is a node at the point

y = z — wa + ca; = 0.

The surfaces with six nodes are of special interest : they are of

two types ; in the one type the nodes have any position, in the

other they lie on a conic.

The equation of a surface of the first type, which has a triple

point at A and nodes at six points which we may represent by

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, is of the form

KF-pPV = Qi,

where /T= is a quadric cone whose vertex is A and which passes

through the points 1 ... 5; i''=0 is a quadric through the seven

points .4, 1...6; P = Ois the plane through the points -4, 4, 5

;

V = is the cubic surface with four nodes, viz. at A, 1, 2, 3

respectively, and which passes through the points 4, 5, 6.

There remain three undetermined constants, viz. two in F,

together with p. It can easily be shown that they can be deter-

mined so as to give the required surface. For the conditions that

the point 6 should be a node are seen to reduce to the following

:

dx ' dx dy ' dy dz ' dz dw' dw " K'

wherein the coordinates of the point 6 are substituted.

These conditions express that F=0,V = should touch at the

point 6, and the two undetermined constants in F are thus found

;

finally p is uniquely determined.

We thus obtain one surface whose equation depends only on

the coordinates of its singular points.

A remarkable property of the surface is that the sextic tangent

cone, whose vertex is any one of the six nodes, breaks up into two

cubic cones, each having a double edge passing through the triple

point.

For the equation of the surface may be written

x? {wA + B) + 2x{wG + D) + wE + F =^0,

if the node considered is the point (1000).
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The tangent cone whose vertex is this point is then

(wC+Dy = (wA + B)(wE + F);

this is seen to have a fourfold edge passing through A^ It also

has five double edges passing through five nodes. Now one cubic

cone whose vertex is this node can be drawn to contain these five

edges, to have the other edge as double edge, and to contain any

other edge of the sextic cone. It therefore intersects the latter

cone in4x24-2x5 + l = 19 edges, and hence forms part of it.

The foregoing property is also possessed by the symmetroid

(Art. 8). It is easy to see that the surface we have just considered

is a special case of the symmetroid. For the latter surface is seen

(Chap, ix) to arise when from the equations

expressing that the quadric aSi + ySSj + 7/S3 + 8S4 = should be a

cone, we eliminate the variable Xi, and regard the a, ^, 7, 8 as

point-coordinates.

If we now take the special case in which S^ is a plane a^ = 0,

taken doubly, we obtain as the required surface

aa,»-|-/36„ + ... ao^Oi + /86j, +

oa,aj+/96i2+ ... eLai + ^ha+ = 0.

This surface has the point (1000) as triple point, since for this

point all the second minors of the determinant vanish.

The surface has a node for such values of a ... S as make

o (a, a; +...)»+ /SSj + 7*83 + 8/^4 =

a pair of planes XY; and for such points we have

^S,-\-'i8, + hS, = XY-m^\
i.e. pSi + 7*83 + S/S14 = represents a cone whose vertex lies on ax ;

and there are six such cones since the vertices of all cones which

pass through the eight fixed points 8^ = 8.2 = 83 = 0, lie on the

sextic curve

Moreover the preceding surface represents the most general

quartic monoid with a given triple point and with six nodes.
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For the equation of such a surface involves 34 — 10 — 6 = 18

constants; and the determinant involves thirty-four constants

which can be reduced to eighteen on multiplpng by an arbitrary

determinant of four rows.

The second type of quartic monoid with six nodes is repre-

sented by the equation

K^-pFF=0,

where K=0 is a quadric cone, ^ = a cubic cone with the same

vertex, and P=0 any plane.

For this surface has clearly a triple point and has the six nodes

given by the equations P = F = K = 0.

It contains twenty-one constants, the same number as the

surface last considered* when the triple point is arbitrary.

* For a full discussion of many special cases of the quartic monoid the reader

is referred to the memoir by Bohn recently quoted.



CHAPTER VIII

THE GENERAL THEORY OF RATIONAL QUARTIC SURFACES

94. The quartic surfaces so far considered, Avith a double

curve, have been found to be rational, i.e. the coordinates of a

point on such a surface are expressible as rational functions of

two parameters. Surfaces with a triple point are rational, as is

seen by projecting the surface from the triple point on any plane.

We shall now investigate the other types of quartic surfaces with

a double point which are rational*. If the double point be a

tacnode, i.e. such that every plane through meets the surface in

a quartic curve having two consecutive double points at Of, the

equation of the surface has the form

Projecting the points x of the surface by lines through to

meet the plane Xt in points y, we obtain

- Y2(y) + VfTTw)
pxi = yi, p!e.i = yi, pXi = y3, pXi= -^^'^ >^-^,

where fi (y) = {x^ {y)Y - 4X4 (y)-

The points x of the surface are thus related to points y of a double

plane; we now obtain rational expressions of the yi in terms of

new variables Zi which render VXl {y) rational in the ZiX-

The equation of the general quartic curve fl (y) = may be

taken as

Mil Mjj t/j3 Itj,

W3I "^32 U33 M34

Uii W42 M43 M44

= 0.

where u^; = wji, the u,i. being linear functions of the yi§.

* Nother, Veber die rationalen FUichen vierter Ordnung, Math. Ann. zzziii.

t Selbstberuhruiigspunkt.

X Clebscb, Veber Fldchenabbildungen, Math. Ann. iii.

§ Hesse, Crelle's Journal, xlix.
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A system of cubic curves having six-point contact with H is

Ml, t*j2 Ui3 Ui4 «!

tCoj ^'22 23 ^^2-1 ^^

»31 "32 Ms3 M34 «3 =0.

W4I W42 W43 M44 «<

a, a, a, O4

Denoting this system by (j) (y, a), there are eight systems of

00 = nodal cubics ; through every point bi of the plane there passes

one member of each system having a node at bi. For if 4>(y, a)

has a node at bi, the equations

'-^^ = 0, (^•=l,2,3),

give eight sets of values for the O;.

Again consider the quadrics

F{y, X) = l^Ui^iXk = y,F, + y^F, + y,F, = ;

if ^i be one of the eight points of intersection of J^i = 0, Fj = 0, ^3 = 0,

the coordinates of the tangent planes to the quadric F{b, X) at the

eight points ^,form the preceding eight sets of values of the Oj.

For let quantities r)i, Oj be connected by the equations

Of = Wii (6) rji + «i2 (&) Vz+ Uii (b) 7)3 + uu (b) Vi, (i = 1, 2, 3, 4),

then it is seen that

<f>ib,ci) = -F(b,v}^ib).

If now rji = ff, the plane Oj touches F(b, X) at the point ^, and

since F{b, f) vanishes for all values of the bi we have

d<^{b,a)

dbi
= 0, (t = l, 2, 3).

Thus the eight different sets of 00 '' nodal cubics belonging to

the curves
(f> {y, a) are obtained by taking for the quantities Oi the

coordinates of the 00 ^ planes through the eight points ^.

We now select one of these eight points ^, and denote the

others by f', f", It is seen that to each quadric F {y, X) there

corresponds one point y and conversely; and since there is one

quadric F which contains a line s through ^, therefore to each

such line s there corresponds one point y\ but each point y
determines one quadric F which has two generators s through f,
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i.e. to each point y there correspond two lines s. These two lines

coincide if ^ is a cone, i.e. if we have

UfiZ, + WiaXii + MiaZj + u^Xi = 0, (i = 1, 2, 3, 4),

giving the points y of £1.

Considering the points z the sections of the sheaf of lines s

by the plane which is the field of y, we thus obtain the following

relationship between the points y and z ; to each point z there

corresponds one point y, to each point y there correspond two

points z, which coincide when y lies on fl.

To the quadrics F which touch a given plane a^, but not at f,

correspond points y lying on the curve ^ (y, a), and these quadrics

give rise to a pencil of lines s lying in o ; hence to points z lying

on a line p correspond points y lying on the curve <^ {y, a). To

points y lying on a line p' correspond points z l3dng on a curve c

of order k; since p' meets </> in three points, c must meet p in

the corresponding points, i.e. A; = 3.

Hitherto s has been taken as a line through f which does not

pass through any of the seven points f',
|", etc. But if s passes

through f' then to s will correspond a pencil of quadrics F which

determine a line of points y. Denoting by Ai the points in

which f
f

', ff", etc. meet the plane of reference, then to each point

Ai there corresponds a line, this line meets p' in one point, hence

c passes through each of the seven points Ai.

Thus the curves c which correspond to lines in the field of y
form a system of oo ' cubics through seven fixed points. Such a

system is represented by the equation

where fi,f-i,fz are three cubics having seven points in common.

The relationship between the points y and z is therefore expressed

by the system

<^yi=fi{z), (t = i,2,3),

where the seven points have a general position. Any curve of

the system which passes through a given point Q will also pass

through a point Q', where Q, Q' correspond to the same point y

;

the pair of points z which correspond to a point y lie on the

same cubic through the seven fixed points.

This transformation rationalizes Vn(2/) ; for if A («) = be the

curve which corresponds to D (y) = 0, since fl is the locus of

points y for which the corresponding pair of points z coincide,
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i.e. for which curves of

have
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rational functions of the coordinates «,- of a simple plane, as

rationalize

^fny)-My)My\ or Va
In this mapping of the surface upon the plane of the Zi, to plane

sections through At, or lines in the y-plane, will correspond, in

the simple plane, curves of order n, of the same genus as the

plane sections, viz. two, and intersecting each other in two variable

points only. Hence if these cui'ves have in common a, points,

Oj double points, ... a, points of multiplicity r, we have

w- — 2 = ttj + 402 + . . . + r'^OLr (1).

_v..^_^_l=a, + 32.+ ...+_L__^a, (2),

whence we derive

37i = ai + 2aj+ ... + r-«r (3).

By use of the quadratic transformation

Zi'. Zq', Z^=^ Z2 Z-j ' Zs Zi I Zi z^
,

where the vertices of the triangle of reference are the three

multiple points of highest order r, s and t, these curves are

transformed into curves of order 2n — r — s — t, of genus two, and

which meet in two variable points. The transformed curves have

three corresponding multiple points of orders

n — s — t, n — 1— (, n — r — s

respectively, and other multiple points of the same orders as

those of the original curve. Since r + s + 1 is in all cases* greater

* For from equations (1) and (3) we have

3nr-(ni'-2) = (r-l)ai + 2(r-2)oj+... + (r-l)Or_i.

If r^3 it is seen that the right-hand siile is greater than 2, i.e. r>-. If r=2 one
o

solution of (1) and (3) is ji= 6, o, = 2, 05 = 8; if n>6 there is no solution. Next let

r, » and t be not all equal, then if r= t + a, s= t + p, a=t=0, we have

rfi-2-T^-s' = ai + ia,+ ...+t^a,,

3n - r - s = O] + 2o2 + . . . + fa,

;

hence {3n-r-8)t>rfi-2-r^-t^,

(3n - 2r - a - /3) f >7i2 - 2 - 2t2 - 2« (o + /3) - o2 - |S%

whence ( =» —„ ~-
,

3n+o+/3
therefore

'^
3n + a + /3

'^
3n + o + j3

If /3 = the numerator of the fraction is positive when n>4; if /3^0, since

n>r + s it follows that n>2t + a + p and the numerator is positive, i.e.

r + »-(-f >n.
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than n, by repeated application of the process we finally arrive

at curves Csiai' ...a^%b^) or at curves Ci(a^bibi...bio)*. It will

now be seen that the curves C4(a'6i ... ftm) rationalize Vll when
n = is a sextic curve with a quadruple point, and the curves

Ce(ai' ... a^b^b^ rationalize Vfi when 11 = is a sextic curve with

two consecutive triple points.

The curves Ct (a* 6, ... 610).

By hypothesis these curves form a linear system of 00 ^ curves,

hence there is one member of the system which has a node at

61 (say), this curve cannot be irreducible, for then its genus would

be unity and not two as required. Hence it consists of a cubic and

a straight line ; this requires that the eleven points a6j . . . bio should

lie on the same cubic. The system of curves consists therefore of

linear combinations of the curves z^c, z^c and /, where / is any

quartic of the system, c the cubic through the eleven points,

and Zi, Z.2 any two lines through the point a.

It can be shown that this system rationalizes Vli when fi =
is a sextic curve with a quadruple point. For let il = be such a

sextic with a quadruple point at A^, K = a conic passing

through J. 3 and having four-point contact with 12, i = a cubic

having a node at A^ and passing through the four points of

contact of K and fl; L thus contains two parameters. The

curves fl — aL^= have .4 3 as quadruple point and touch K in the

previous four points ; if now a be so determined that fl — aD =
passes through an additional point of ^ = 0, it must contain K
as a factor, i.e. we have

n^L"- KM,

where if=0 is a quartic curve having a triple point at A, and

touching ft in six points.

Taking A^ as the point y^ = 0, 3/3 = 0, we have

K = Kiy3 + K^, L = L2y3+L„ M=M,y, + M„

where K^ is linear in y^, y^, etc.

Now if pyi = Zi {z^Ki — 2^3X2 + /i-)) = ZiN,

Py2 = ^2 {^'iKi — 2^3X2 + fX^ = z^N,

PVs = - (•23**2 - 2^3^3 + P-i)'

where /t,, Xo, ... are the result of substituting ^1,^2 for yuy^ in K^,

* Nbther, Ueber eine Clatte von Doppelebenen, Math. Ann. zzxiii.
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Za, . .
. , we have such a transformation ; so that to the lines of the

y-plane correspond curves c, (a'bi . . . 6,0) in the z--pla,ne, the point a

being A, and the points 6,- the other intersections of the curves

Zj'Ki — 2^3X12 + /Its = 0, V«a — 223X3 + fit = 0.

This transformation rationalizes Vii, for if A(z)=0 be the

curve corresponding to X2 = 0, then since

J (z,N, Z2 N', z^K^ - 2^3\, + /Aj) = i\rA {z),

it follows that A (2) = is a sextic curve.

Moreover, since

we have p'fl (%j) = N* x power of A (z)
;

and the transformation shows that this power is the square ; hence

p^ ^/TUt/j = N'Aiz)*.

The curves Ce(ai' ... aj^ftiba).

As before, since there are 00 '' curves forming a linear system

/i + af2 + /S/a = 0, the system will contain one curve having a node

at 61 (say), i.e. a curve of genus unity, this curve must therefore

break up and consist of two cubics of which one passes through

the ten points Ui-.-agbib, and the other through the points

6,, a, ...Oj- If / is the former, and /' any cubic of the pencil

through the points ai...ag, and </> any sextic of the family, the

00 = sextics are included in the system

The transformation effected by means of this system is

pyi=f'iz). Py2=f{z)f'{z), py3 = ^{z).

The curve Q (y) is, as before, the locus of points y for which the

pairs of points z come into coincidence f. The curve A(^) which

corresponds to fl (y) is the Jacobian of/, /' and <^\ it is a curve of

order 9 having Oj . . . aj as triple points and not passing through

61 or hz- Since any curve of the above system meets A {z) in

54 - 48 = 6 points,

any line will meet H (y) in six points, hence fl {y) is a sextic

* If a= \2M4-^3^> 26 = K2,U3-<fifi4, c=X3iCj-X2)C2i W6 find tliftt

l?K=2N (cz^+ b), p>L = N^{eZ3'-a), p*U = - 2N^ (bz^

+

az.^),

hence i^>la=ifiiJlJ^^KM=N^(a+ 2hz3+ cz,^).

t Uebergangicurve, Clebsch.
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curve. Since O (y) and A (z) have the same genus, that of the

former is seen to be four.

Moreover, the point 3/1 = 0, ^j = is a triple point on fl (y),

because the pencil /+ a/"' = meets A (z) in three variable points

only; and since/^ + aj5^'= meets A (2) in three variable points

and fixed points (corresponding to yi = 0, 3/2 = 0),/° meets A in the

latter points only, hence the line 3/1 = touches each of the three

branches of D, (y) at the triple point and hence meets D, (y) only

at that point ; therefore il (y) has an equation of the form

where Qt is of order i in yi, y^*.

Applying the transformation to D, (y) we find that

p'fl (y) is equal to/* (z) x some power of A {z),

and this power is seen to be the square, hence

pon{y)={f{z)Y{^{z)Y.

The transformation, therefore, rationalizes Vn (y).

96. The surfaces (84"" and 184"'.

It remains to determine the surfaces S^ which arise from the

two preceding cases for H (y), i.e. S^ being

^iji (^11*2) ^3) + "^ijs ("'ll ^^2) ^3) +y 4 V^l) ^it ^3) = " j

the preceding results require that the curve SI should either

have a quadruple point or two consecutive triple points, where

^(:y)^A'(:y)-fAy)My)-
Now writing

/j= 0x3" +a;3^, +Ai,

/j = 0x,' + x,^B^ + x^B^+ B„

/4 = 7^3* + a^a'C, + x^^G^ + xfi., + O4

;

(1) If fl has a;i= 0, ^2 = as a quadruple point the following

identities must hold

:

2y85i-a(7i-7i4, = 0,

B,^ + 2/3^2 - aCa - ^xC - 7.42 = 0,

2/3^3 + 25,5, - a.0, - A^G^- A^G, s 0.

* The absence of the term y^yiy^ gives rise to two consecutive triple points;

thus making the genus of n(^) four, as required.
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By considering the possible values for o, yS, 7 we obtain* when
o 4=0, /3 = 0, 7 = 0, the surface

S,w = x,^ {w, + B,y + X, {x, + £,) {A,^ -A,x,+ 2B,)

+ xM^. + '2x,B, + C, = ;

a surface having a tacnode in x^ = x., = a;^ = 0, i.e. the surface

already arrived at.

For o = /3 = 7 = we have surfaces with either a double line

or a triple point and therefore excluded.

For a = /8 = 0, 7 H= we obtain either a surface with a triple

point or the surface

S«et = (x,B, + X:,'y + {x,B, + X,') x,C,

+ 2x^B3 + x.J'G,. -f X3C3 + C4 = 0.

(2) When D, has two consecutive triple points, and hence an

equation of the form previously given, we obtain the identities

/3= - «7 = 0,

2y85i-a(7i- 7^1 = 0,

B,' + 2^B, - aC, - A,C, - jA, = 0,

2^B, + 2B,B, - aC, - Afi,- AA = ^.\

B:- + 2B,B, - aC, -Afi,- AA = "^.'Q,,

2BA- A,C,-AA = x,Q,.

By examining the various possible cases we are led to the one

surface

^4"' = x^^x,^ + 2a'4 (x,x^D^ + ^3)

- x.^x, + x^^C^ + xA3+C* = 0.

The surfaces 184'", Sj"', /Si''' are thus the only rational quartic

surfaces apart from such surfaces as have a multiple curve or a

triple point.

* See Nother, loc. cit., p. 152. The reader is referred to this important memoir

for details of the mapping of these surfaces on the plane.



CHAPTER IX

DETERMINANT SURFACES

97, The surfaces of the second and third orders may have

their equations expressed in the form A = 0, where A is a deter-

minant having respectively two and three rows, and whose con-

stituents are linear functions of the coordinates. In the case,

however, of surfaces of the fourth order, the surface A = 0, i.e. the

surface whose equation is

Px Qx '^x ^x

^ =0'
p*
p.'"

where the px, etc. are linear functions of the coordinates, depends

upon thirty-three constants, one less than the number connected

with the general quartic surface. For A contains sixty-four

constants, of which one may be taken to be unity, and if we
multiply A by two determinants of four rows, whose elements are

arbitrary constants, first by rows and then by columns respectively,

we introduce thirty new arbitrary constants; the number of

disposable constants contained in A is thus seen to be

63 - 30 = 33.

The surface A = may be obtained in two ways as the locus

of points common to four collinear systems of space, viz. either by

aid of the equations

\Px + \qx + \rx + XiSx = 0\

^iPx + =0| .-..

\Px"+ =0 ^'^'

\,Px"'+ =01

J. Q. S. 11
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by elimination of Xj ... X,, or similarly by elimination of Oj ... «<

from the equations

aiPy + OL^Py + OL^Py" + OL^Py" = 0'

a,ry+ =0| ^
^'

aiSj, + =0,

the resulting surface being in each case

I

pq'r's'"
I

= 0.

If we introduce an additional equation

Xia + Xib + XsC + Xid =0,

where a...d are constants, the equations (1) give rise to four

coUinear sheaves of planes ; the points in which four corresponding

planes intersect form a sextic curve lying upon A, viz.

Px qz fx Sx

= 0.

This set of oo ' sextics will be denoted by Ce-

Similarly we obtain the oo " sextics k^, viz.

Py Pv Py Py

= 0.

A B C D
Any two curves Cj, k^ lie on the same cubic surface, viz.

Px s« A

Px ««' B

Pz s^' G =0.

Px" s-B
a b c d

Any two curves Ce intersect in four points, since this is the

number of solutions common to the equations (1) and the

equations

Xia + ... +X4d = 0, Xia + ... + \id' = 0;

for eliminating the a;,- from equations (1) we obtain what may
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be regarded as a quartic surface in the Xc which meets the line

given by the last two equations in four points.

Similarly any two curves k^ meet in four points.

Any two of the preceding cubic surfaces will meet A in curves

Ce, ^6 ; Ce, ke ; hence if m is the number of Latersections of c, and ke,

we have 2m + 8 = 36 ; hence m = 14.

98. Correspondence of points upon the surface.

The preceding equations (1) and (2) establish a (1, 1) corre-

spondence of points upon the surface ; for by aid of the equations

\Px + Xs g-z + Xsr-a, + \4 Sa, = 0, Rj Py + CL,Py + O^Py" + a^py" = 0,

\Px + =0, Oi5y+ = 0,

"KpJ' + =0, «ir„ + =0,

>-iK" + =0, a^Sy+ =0;

and also of the equations

\iP, + X^Qi + X3-K1 + X4'Sfi = 0'

X,P2+ =0
X1P3+ =0 '

X1P4+ =0,

where Pi = a,pi + a^p^ + ffj^i" + a^p^", etc.

;

having given any point x of the surface, a set of values of the \,-

are determined and hence one set of values for the Oi, and finally a

point y of the surface.

Regarding the Xj as point-coordinates, and also the a^, it is

seen that by aid of these equations we pass from a point a; of A to

a point \ of a quartic surface 2, and thence to a point a of a

similar surface S', and finally to a point y of A.

Hence as the point \ describes a plane section of the surface 2,

the point x describes a curve Cg of A, and the point a. describes a

curve Ce' of 2'. The point y describes on A a curve which, as seen

in the next Article, is of the fourteenth order.

If A is a symmetrical determinant, i.e. if

p' = q, p"=r, p"' = s, etc.,

the surfaces 2, 2' coincide, A becomes the surface known as the

symmetroid (Art. 8), and 2 the Jacobian of four quadrics.

99. Trisecants of c,*.

Efifecting any linear substitution for the Xi merely alters the

form of the px, etc., hence any curve Cs will be represented by the

* Schur, Math. Ann. xx.

11—2
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curve obtained by taking X, = as the linear relation connecting

the Xj ; this gives the sextic curve

P
9

P
= 0.

Now the three planes

a^Py + a,py' + a^py" + a^Py" =

«!?!/+ =0
a,r„ + =

.(4)

will be coaxal if equations (3) are satisfied with \ equal to zero ;

and since Cj may be written in the form

a,p+...+atp

aiq+

air+

P P P
•3"

.r

= 0,

the axis of the three planes will intersect Ce in three points, viz.

where it meets the cubic surface

I

p'q'-r'"
I

= 0.

This axis meets A in a fourth point y for which, in addition to

equation (4), we have the equation

a,Sy+ ...+atSy"' = 0.

So that any point xofcf determines one set of values (Xj, Xa, Xj, 0),

and hence one set of values for the a^ which makes the planes (4)

coaxal, and therefore one trisecant of Ce/ this line meets A in a

fourth point y, viz. the point which corresponds to x.

As X describes Cj, these trisecants form a ruled surface of the

eighth order whose intersection with A is d counted thrice, together

with a curve of the fourteenth order, the locus of the points y.

For two of the planes (4) being

y,P, + y,P^ + 2/3P3 + y^P, = 0,

y.Q.+ =0,

their intersection will meet any line pa if

Pn(P.Q^-P2Q.)+P^(P^Q,-P.Qs) + ... = 0,

where the ai which occur in the Pi, Qi satisiy the equation

P
Q
R

= 0.
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Hence the points a which give the number of trisecants which

meet the line p-ue are apparently twelve in number, but of these

points ybwr are those determined by the equations

P

Q
= 0,

and these points do not in general satisfy the equation

and hence must be excluded. The ruled surface is therefore of

the eighth order. It meets A in Cj, and also in a curve <r whose

intersection with any plane Ay = is equal to the number of

intersections of

P

Q =0,

jK

and
I

PQSA
\

= 0,

excluding again the four points

P

since the four planes

Q
= 0;

tyiPi^O, 2yiRi= 0, %i-Sfi = 0, %A = 0,1111
in which the coordinates of one of these latter four points a are

substituted in the Pi, Rf, Si, do not in general concur.

Hence the order of <r is 18 — 4=14; and c^ is a triple curve on

the surface formed by the trisecants.

100.

metroid.

The Jacobian of foiir quadrics and the sjnn-

The determinant A becomes a symmetrical determinant if

between its constituents there exist the identities

Px = ^X ) Px — "^X) ••• '"x = Sx •

The surface 2' or
| PiQiBtSi |

= 0, is the Jacobian of four quadrics,

for it is seen to be a consequence of the above identities that

-Pi. Qi, Ri> >^i S'l'e the respective partial derivatives of a quadratic

expression in the quantities a. The surface 2' is easily seen to be

identical with 2. By change of notation, replacing Xj and Oj by
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Xi and yi respectively, the preceding equations (3) may therefore

be written, if Pi = ~, Qi = r-^, etc..

t=i dyi
(j=l,2.3.4);

they express that the polar planes of the point «; for the four

quadrics Sj, S^, S^, S^ meet in the point y, and reciprocally; we

have therefore determined on the Jacobian of four quadrics a

connection between pairs of its points; they are termed corre-

sponding points on the Jacobian. The previous equations (1) and

(2) may be then written, replacing Xi, Xj, y^, Oj by «;, «,, ^i, y»

respectively,

oS, cSo OOo OOa „ , . 1 a n A\

_ 9oi _ ooo _ dS, „ dS, - , . 1 a n A\

^'^^^'Ty^^^'^^^'^yr''' ^^ = '''''''>-

Regarded as arising from these last equations the Jacobian

may be defined as the locus of vertices of the cones included in the

set of 00 = quadrics 2at<Si = 0.

1

The surface A arising from elimination of the a;,- (or yi) is

called the symmetroid* \ its equation may be written in the

form

/ii Jii Jn JH

/l2 Jm 723 /m

/l3 /a /33 J\A

Jii /m /m Ju

being derived from the last equations, which may be written

'txiMa) = 0, %i/ji{0)=O, 0' = 1,2, 3, 4).

It is to be noticed that these equations establish a (I, 1)

correspondence between points a, /3 of the symmetroid through

the intervention of a pair of corresponding points, x, y, on the

Jacobian.

The Jacobian has ten lines and the symmetroid ten nodes.

To show that this is the case, if we write SoifSj = 'l.aneXiXti, the

= 0,

* Cayley.
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condition that Sa<<Sfi = should be a pair of planes requires a

threefold condition between the coefficients Ojt, and the number of

solutions in the quantities Oi is equal to the number of pairs

of planes. Establishing between the a,j; six arbitrary linear

relations gives a ninefold relation sufficient to determine the

quantities a,i. Taking these six relations to express that the

quadric should pass through any six given points, the problem is

reduced to determining the number of plane-pairs which pass

through six given points and this is clearly ten*-

The axis of such a plane-pair clearly lies on the Jacobian, hence

this surface contains ten lines.

For such a point a,- the four planes

/-Sai>Si = 0,
COOj j

or Hjji= 0,

are coaxal, hence all the first minors of Ifnc \

vanish for this

point, which is therefore a node on the symmetroidf ; hence the

symmetroid has ten nodes ; to each node a one line of J corresponds.

101. Distinctive property of the symmetroid.

The tangent cone of the symmetroid whose vertex is at a node

splits up into two cubic cones. For taking a node as the vertex Ai

of the tetrahedron of reference for the o^, the equations giving the

surface may without loss of generality be taken to be

9

dxi
{«! («,= -I- x^^) + a^S^ + a,S, + a,S,} = 0, (i = 1, 2, 3, 4).

= 0,

The equation of the surface is then

Oi +/n /l2 /l3 /l4

./13 J23 J33 Ju

/l4 J2i JM fa

wherein the /* are linear functions of the coefficients of S^, S3, S^

and the variables 82 . "'s. ^t-

This is, when expanded,

/»3 J3i

Ju /44

-f a, {^„ ^F^\^ = Q,

* Cayley.

t Since the tangent plane of the surface at the point is seen to be indeter-

minate.
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where A is the determinant
( fuc |

and Fij is the coefiBcient of/«
in A. The tangent cone from A^ is therefore

{Fn + F^y = 4>^ ^^ ^^

but from a known property of determinants

fa Ja
F,,F^-F,,' = A

hence the tangent cone is

iF,,-F^y + iF,i' = 0,

and thus consists of two cubic cones *-

It was seen that if the tangent cone whose vertex is one node

of a ten-nodal quartic surface breaks up into two cubic cones, then

the tangent cone for every other node will also break up into two

cubic cones (Art. 8).

In forming the Jacobian surface determined by any four quadrics

we may suppose these quadrics replaced by any four pairs of

planes belonging to the system ; and the general Jacobian surface

is formed by aid of any four pairs of planes. The surface there-

fore contains twenty-four constants ; hence so also does the

symmetroid. The number of constants determining the S3mi-

metroid is also seen to be twenty-four from the fact that this is

the number of arbitrary constants remaining after expressing that

the surface has ten nodes.

102. Construction for the tangent plane at any point

of the Jacobian of four quadrics.

The vertices of the cones included in the system XciiSi are

given by the equations

dSj 9^ 9^ dSi _ _

' dx-^ " dxi ^ dxi * dxi '

".§ + =»•

..f' + -0.

* Cayley, Coll. Math. Papers, vii.
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Let y be the point corresponding to x on the Jacobian;
differentiate these equations and multiply the results respectively

^y yi ••• y*' tl^^n by addition we have, since
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for let Xi = ai + pbt, and Pa\ Pa\ Pa' be the polar planes for any

point a of three quadrics of the system ; the locus of 3/ as given

by the preceding equations is derived from

Pa} + pPb' = 0. Pa'+pPi'=0, Pa' + pPi'=0;

giving a twisted cubic : this cubic will not intersect the locus of x

but is seen to intersect any other line on the surface twice*.

There are ten of these cubics ; they are connected with the

preceding (1, 1) relationship between points a, /3 of the symme-

troid, which is seen to have exceptional points in that to each

node Of of the symmetroid there corresponds a curve the locus of

ySf, which is of the ninth order and has double points at each of

the other nodes. For, taking the node as the vertex A^ of the

tetrahedron of reference, to A^ there corresponds a line on the

Jacobian, to this a cubic on the Jacobian, and finally to the latter

a curve passing through each of the other nodes twice. To find

the order of the curve, the locus of 0, we may take its section by

the plane ySi = ; the number of points of section is equal to the

number of intersections of the cubic curve

Xi = ai + pbi, :i XiP = 0, (j = 2, 3, 4),
t=i oyi

with the sextic curve

dSi dSi dSi dSi = 0, (i = 2, 3, 4);

and these are seen to be the nine points of intersection of this

cubic curve with the cubic surface

= 0, (i,j=2, 3,4).
dSi

9%-

Another set of cubic curves on the Jacobian arise as corre-

sponding to plane sections of the symmetroid through three

nodes ; these curves intersect the three corresponding lines on the

Jacobian twice ; there are thus 120 cubics of this kind.

To a plane section through two nodes of the symmetroid

correspond on the Jacobian two lines and a twisted quartic, inter-

secting the two lines twice. These quartics may be determined

analytically as follows : taking the plane-pairs which respectively

* This is seen by taking the quadxic S, as the pair of planes intersecting in

another line of the surface.
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meet on the two lines as uv, u'v' and S,, St any two quadrics of the

system, the Jacobian is derived from the equations

dSs ,
9jSj -

9o3
, dSf _

ou ou

, dSa dSi „

If in addition we have the relation 04 = ^:03, then writing

9 S . , d , 3 »,

the foregoing may be written

hS, + k^S, = 0, S'<S3 + k?>'S, = 0.

This gives the Jacobian as the locus of 00 ^ quadri-quartics, each of

which twice meets the lines {u, v), (u', v') (and no other line of

the Jacobian).

Any quadric through such a quartic meets the Jacobian in

another quartic which twice intersects each of the remaining

lines of the surface. In this manner we obtain forty-five pairs of

systems of quartics on the surface.

104. Seztic curves on the surfaces.

The points yi of the section of the Jacobian by the plane aj, =
have as corresponding points Xi, the points of the curve

I

dSj dSi dos dSi

dxi dxi ' dxi ' dxi'
*
= 0, (i=l, 2, 3, 4).

This curve has the ten lines of the surface as trisecants*.

The locus of associated points cti on the symmetroid is a curve

of the fourteenth order passing three times through each nodef.

For the number of points of section of this curve by any plane

6a = is the number of intersections of the preceding sextic with

the sextic

dSi dSi dSi dSi

dxi ' dx2 ' dxj dXi

'

= 0, (i = l, 2, 3, 4);

* This is easily seen by taking S-^ to be the pair of planes which intersect in one

of the ten lines.

i- See Alt. 99 for the case of cn in the general surface A.
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and the number of intersections of these curves was seen to be

fourteen (Art. 97). Since the sextic curves lie on the same cubic

surface, the latter sextic does not meet any of the ten lines.

Again the curve
9Si 9^t j.|_o

may be represented by the equations (Art. 99)

dxi dxi dxi

9/S2
, , dSi _

«=a^
+ + «^9-^ = ^'

hence it is the locus of vertices of cones of the system

a^Si + ttaSs + atSt,

i.e. the locus of vertices of cones which pass through eight

associated points.

The locus of the points 0i when Uy = 0, is the sextic

II y>l ' /»2i Ji3t Jiii ^i
II

~ ")

which passes once through each of the ten nodes. On the sym-

metroid the curves Ce and ke are of the same kind, each passes

through the ten nodes, they therefore intersect in four other

points.

105. Additional nodes on the symmetroid.

If Sj, Si, Ss and S^ have a common point, by taking it as a

vertex of the tetrahedron of reference we may write

fflii = K = Cii = di, =

in the equations of the respective quadrics, so that the highest

power of Xi involved in the Jacobian is the second, hence this

point is a node on the surface. Moreover /u = in the equation

of the symmetroid, so that each term of the equation of this

surface contains as factors two of the expressions /,2, /13 and f^ ;

hence the intersection of these planes is an additional node on the

symmetroid.

Similarly if Si... S^ have two, three or four points in common
we have additional nodes arising on the symmetroid. Take the case

in which the quadrics have two points in common ; if they are the
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vertices Ai, A^ of the tetrahedron of reference we haveyji =fa = 0,

and it is seen that the plane f^ = is a trope of the sjmimetroid,

also that the line joining the two nodes on the Jacobian lies on

the surface. Hence if the Si have k common points (k=l, 2, 3, 4)
IcUc—l)

the Jacobian has additional lines and the sjnnmetroid

—
^-n

—

- tropes.

If A; = 4 the equation of the symmetroid assumes the form

The condition that this surface should have an additional node

was seen to be the existence of an identity of the form

where AA'=BF = GC (Art. 12).

This condition may be written in the form

A : A' : B : B' : C : C = c-^c^ : C3C4 : C1C3 : C3C4 : C1C4 : CoCs,

the d being constants.

On reference to the values of the fuc, if we take S^ = "^aikXiXjc,

i=^k, etc., the preceding identity is seen to lead to the equation

with three others obtained by writing respectively hit, Cn,, da

for aft; and these equations express that the quadrics Si... Si

have an additional point Cf in common; hence the Jacobian has

an additional node. If the number of common points of the Si

is six, the symmetroid has sixteen nodes and is therefore a

Kummer surface ; the Jacobian has then twenty-five lines in all,

viz. the original ten and the joins of the six additional nodes

(Art. 2).

106. Weddle's surface.

The Weddle surface is the locus of vertices of cones of the

system laiSi = 0, where Si = 0,..., St = are quadrics having

six points in common. Hence the surface is the locus of vertices

of cones which pass through six given points. From the definition

it is clear that the surface contains the fifteen lines joining the

six points in pairs and also the intersections of the ten pairs of
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planes which can be drawn through the given points. The surface

therefore contains twenty-five lines*. Since through each of the six

given points five lines of the surface pass, each of these points is a

node of the surface. Since the quadrics have six common points,

there are three linearly independent quadrics containing the twisted

cubic through the six points ; through P any point of the surface

draw a chord of the cubic meeting it in L and M, the chord

will meet the polar plane of P for each of these three quadrics

in the same point P', viz. the fourth harmonic to P, L and M\
hence the line joining two corresponding points (Art. 100) P and

P' of the surface is a chord of the twisted cubic and is cut

harmonically by it.

Since any chord of the cubic is cut harmonically by the

surface, any tangent to the cubic meets the surface in three

consecutive points, and hence the cubic is an asymptotic line of

the surface.

107. Parametric representation of the surface.

The coordinates of any point on the twisted cubic may be

represented in terms of a parameter 6 by the relations

If A, B are any two points on the twisted cubic having parameters

6, (ji, then if L, M are the two corresponding points of the surface

on A, B their coordinates are given by the relations

x^ : X2 : Xi : x^ = mO^ ± n<j)^ : md^ ± n^' : md + n<^ : m + nf

;

since L, M divide A, B harmonically.

Let Saita;ia;i = be any quadric through the six points, then

L, M are conjugate points for this quadric; expressing this fact

we at once derive the equation

m^{a,,e^ + 2a,^e' +...) = nHau<^' + So^^' + ...);

also if ^1 ...6n are the parameters of the six points, then

a„0,« + 2(i,j0.»+... = O,

with five similar equations ; it follows that

n- fid)'

where /(a) = (a - 6,) (a - 6,) (a - 6,) {a - 0,) (a - 0,) (a - 0,).

* See Art. 2. t Richmond.
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Hence the points of the surface are parametrically represented

by the equations

&> ^' e^ <!>' e 4> 1 i_,

108. Systems of points on the surfacef .

If we represent the quantity {16^ + me^ + ne + pflf{e) hyF(d),

then F(6) — F{(j)) = is the tangential equation of a pair of corre-

sponding points on the surface. Let 6,
<f>, yfr be the parameters

of any three points on the twisted cubic ; they give rise to three

pairs of points

aa' = F(</.)-F(t), m = F{^)-F{e), yy' = F (0) - F (<!>)

connected by the relation

aa' -1-/3/3'+ 77 =0.

This shows that the six points lie by threes on four coplanar lines,

i.e. are the vertices of a plane quadrilateral. Moreover if aa',

/3/8' are two pairs of corresponding points in a plane, they are

conjugate for all quadrics of the system; hence the remaining

two vertices of the complete quadrilateral of which they are

vertices are also conjugate, and therefore are corresponding points

on the surface. Any plane meets the twisted cubic in three points,

showing that there are only three pairs of corresponding points

on the surface in any given plane.

If 0,
<l>,

i/^, X *^® parameters of any four points on the cubic,

we obtain six pairs of points

aa' = F{cl>)-FW, xx' = F {0) - F (x).

^0' = F{^) - Fi0), yy' = F {<j>) -F{x),

77' = F{0)- F {<!>), zz' = F(:ir) -Fix),

whence arises the relation

aa'xx' + 00'yy' + yy'zz' = 0,

showing that the tetrahedra whose vertices are (o, a, x, x),

W, /3'. V' y')> (y' y'' ^' ^'^ respectively form a desmic system

(Art. 13).

* For another method of obtaining these equations see Bateman, Proc. Land.

Math. Soc, Series 2, Vol. in. p. 227.

t See Bateman, loc. cit.
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Conjugate quintic curves on the surface.

Let S, S' be two consecutive points on the twisted cubic

through the six nodes, iJ any other point on this cubic; then

the sides of the triangle RSS' will meet the surface again in three

pairs of points PQ, P'Q', TT' lying by threes on four lines. Hence

PP' and QQ' which are ultimately tangents at P and Q intersect

in a point T on the surface, and since the corresponding point 2"

ultimately coincides with S, the polar planes of 8 with regard to

quadrics through the six nodes meet in the point T which lies

upon the tangent at S.

As R moves along the cubic the point T remains fixed, the

points P, Q describe the curve of contact of the tangents from T
to the surface.

Again if U be the point derived from R in the same way that

T was derived from S, and R is fixed while S varies, the points

P, Q will describe the curve of contact of the tangent cone from U ;

TP, TQ are the tangents at P and Q to this curve of contact.

Now UP, UQ are generators of this cone ; hence P U, PT are

conjugate tangents to the surface at P ; thus the curves obtained

by keeping one point on the cubic fixed form a conjugate system.

To find their order we insert the coordinates of P in any plane

"ZoiXi = ; if ^ be constant we obtain

{0^6^ -\- a^e' + a,e + a^'' ^ (a,<j>' + a^<f)' + a34> + a,Y

f{6)
'

/{<!>)

which is a sextic in j>, but rejecting the solution = ^ we obtain

five as the number of points of intersection with any given

plane.

As in the case of the Jacobian of any four quadrics the tangent

plane at any point P of the surface is the polar plane of the

corresponding point P' for the cone of the system whose vertex

is P- It is determined analytically as follows : the plane

Ix^ + rax2 + nx^ +px^ =

will pass through the point ((), 0) on the surface if

l6^ + me' + ne + p ^ l^^ + m^' + n<j} + p
^W)

~
^fW)

It will pass through the consecutive point {6 + ^6,^ + B<f)) for all

values of 8^ : S^ provided that
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d_ r l<f)^ + mxfy' + n(l) + p\ _

and will then be the tangent plane at (6, <^).

These equations show that if 9 has a given value and
<f>

varies,

the tangent plane always passes through the point

_d ( 8' \ 3 / 6" \ d ( \ _9_/'_l ^

If in the preceding, S is the point 6, then the coordinates just

given are those of the point T. It is easily seen that the locus of T
is a rational curve of the seventh order.

It follows from the preceding equation of the tangent plane

that the equation of Weddle's surface in plane coordinates is

obtained by expressing that the equation

{16^ + mff" + ne + pY - kf(6) =

should have two pairs of equal roots for some value of k.

The differential equation of the asymptotic lines may be

arrived at in the following manner: the tangent plane at (0, ^)
will pass through a consecutive point {6 + B6, <f>+ S(f>) if

^^ w^X—vFw— i
^ "^ ^'\ Wm r

Also, since (Imnp) is a tangent plane, we may write

( Ix' + mx' + nx + pY _ , ^ Xjx-eyjx - 4>f{x -a){x- /3)

1 'Jf{x) )

~
/('")

Differentiate this equation twice with respect to x and then write

x = 6; since

d_ ( le^ + mff'+ne + p)

we obtainW + mO' + nO +p d- 16' + m&' + ne+p ]

together with a similar equation in ^ : hence the differential

equation of the asymptotic lines becomes

(0-a){e-^) ,., _ (<t>-cc)(4>-^) ,

f{0) ^^ " fW ^'
J. Q. s. 12
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where a and /3 may be regarded as defined in terms of 6 and ^ by
the fact that

kf{x) + \ (a; - ey {x - </>)= (x -a){x- /3)

is a perfect square.

109. Forms of the equation of the surface.

The surface being defined as the locus of the vertices of cones

through six given points, let p^i denote the coordinates of the line

joining x to the point a, and qije the coordinates of the line joining

X to the point h, the other given points being the vertices of the

tetrahedron of reference. Then since the six lines {x, a), {x, b),

(x, Ai) ...(x, At) lie on a quadric cone, the anharmonic ratio of the

pencil formed by the planes {p, Ai)...(p, At) is equal to the

anharmonic ratio of the pencil (g, j4,) ...(q, A^). But these two

anharmonic ratios are determined by the ratios

PiiPa4 '-PuPit PuPsa

and qj2 q^ : q^ q^^ : q^ q^

respectively ; hence the equation of the surface is

PkPm _ giag-w ,,,,(

Pi3P4a qiaq*!

The surface may therefore be defined as follows : i{ Bi ... B, are

six given points, then the locus of a point P such that the

anharmonic ratio of the four planes

(PB,B,), (PB.Bt), {PB,B,), {PB,B,)

is equal to that of the four planes

(PB,B,), {PB,Bt), {PB,B,). {PB,B,)

is a Weddle surface which has Bi...B,a.s nodes. By von Staudt's

theorem, this may also be stated : if the anharmonic ratio of the

four points in which PBj meets the faces of the tetrahedron B3... B,
is equal to that of the points in which PB^ meets this tetrahedron,

the locus ofP is a Weddle surface with £,...£„ as nodes.

The point -5—', or x', is seen to lie on the surface; since
Xi

writing a/ for x in the puc, qn^ of equation (1) merely interchanges

the right and left sides of the equation (1).

* See aleo Hierholzer, Ueber KegeUcftniUc im Raume, Math. Ann. 11., and Ueber
eine Fldche vierter Ordnung, Math. Ann. iv.
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The coordinates of the line joining a and x' are seen to be

—— qik ; if this line intersects the line joining b and x, or q, we

must have

g'122'84 (aiaiX-iXi + asaiXiX^) + ... + ...= ;

which we may write in the form

Pnquqi* + Fisqisq^ + F^q^q^ = o.

Now expressing the puc in terms of the Xi and at in equation (1)

we obtain

?i3?42 (^13 - Fii) - qi,qst (Fu - F,,) = 0,

that is F^^q^q^ + F^q^^q^^ + F^q^q^ = 0,

since q^^q-^ + q^qt^ + q^q^ = 0.

Hence the line (a, x') intersects the line {h, x). Expressing

that these four points are coplanar we obtain as the equation

of the surface
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The point x' lies on the curve of the first system determined

by the point x. The curves of the first system include, as a special

case, the line joining the nodes a and h, together with the twisted

cubic through the six nodes.

110. Group of thirty-two points on the surface.

It was seen (Art. 109) that the lines (a, x) and (6, x) intersect;

denote their point of intersection by X, so that we have

pai + KXi=Xi, abi + TXi = Xi', (i=l, ...4);

and since Xix/ = a<6i, it follows that

(poi + KXi) {obi + rXi) - aibi, (i = 1, . . . 4).

These last equations express that the point X lies on the surface.

Similarly, the lines (a, x) and (6, x) meet in a point X' on the

surface, such that XiXi = aibi. This leads to a system of twenty-

two points on the surface ; viz. the point x, six points such as

X, X' on the lines joining the six nodes to x, and fifteen points

such as x', viz. one in each plane through a pair of nodes and the

point X. From any one of these points the remainder may be

derived.

Another system of ten points connected with these twenty-two

points is obtained as follows: the nodes being iVi...JV„ then

denoting the remaining intersection of the line (iVj, x) with the

surface by (Ni), and the remaining intersection of the line {JV2,(i^,)}

with the surface by {N,N,), and of {N,, (N,N,)} by (N.N^N,),

it will be shown that the points (NiNiNi) and (N^NtN,) are

identical.

To show this we have to find the coordinates of the point in

which the line joining a vertex of the tetrahedron of reference

meets the surface again. Denoting by Ayt (x) the determinant

I Xi Xj X]^

di ttj Uic

bi bj bic

it is easy to see that Ayi (x) : Ay* (x) has the same value for each

set of suffixes i,j, k; denote its value by —H{x).

The equation to determine the point a;^_, in Avhich the line

{x. At) meets the surface, is

a;/ Ais, («') -)- a;, j . .
.
) - 0,6, Ajs, (a;) = ;
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hence the coordinates of xj^^ are as the quantities

X,
X2 '. Xa.

i.e. H (jc)Xi : x^ : x^ : Xi,

also since H{x) = H{x^^), the line {xj^^,A^ meets the surface in

the point

a^iH (x) : x^H (x) : x^ : x^;

finally the point (^1, A^, A^ has the coordinates

XiH{x) : XiH{x) : X3'H{x) : x^

Moreover the line {A^, x') meets the surface in a point whose

coordinates are

Xi : x^' : X3 : Xfri(x).

Hence (A^, A^, A^= (a, b, At), since H{x)H (x') = 1 . We thus arrive

at a closed system of thirty-two points on the surface, from any

one of which the others may be derived.

111. Cartesian equation of the surface*.

If we take four nodes as being situated at the origin and at

the points at infinity of the (Cartesian) axes of coordinates, the

others being A and B, the equation of the surface assumes the form

= 0.

If the point P, or x, be joined to the points at infinity on the

axes and to the origin, these joining lines will, as has been seen,

meet the surface again in the points

)^2-^H{x), Xi, xS, hc-i, -i-^H{x), XiV,

aA
Xi

X, .
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Hence, for the former origin, the coordinates of the point in

which OX meets the surface again will be

-ai{bi-ai) _ ai {xj - bj)
.

r di — '

)

tt*! ^~ C*£ iCi ^^ t*^

also {Xi - a.) [^- aij = Of (oj - hi);

from which we find

Now denoting by 6{x), <}){x), ylr{x) the three points derived

from Xi by the transformations

0(x) =^, ct>(x) = '^^, ylr{x) = bi(xi-ai)/(xi-bi),

it is seen that these points all lie on the surface, and the eight

points derived from P by its projection from the nodes 0, A and B
form the four couples

X (Oab)

X <f>(x)

or

(6a) (0)

e(x) e{4,(x)}

alR ab x

X x H

(b) (aO)

ytr{^{x)] ^(x)

b{x — a)X
x — b

(a) (bO)

e{-<\r(<i>{x))\ e[^\r{x)\

ab a(x— b)

X X — a '

These show, as above, that the point (0, a, b) is identical with

(P, Q, B), where the latter point is that obtained by successive

projections of x from the points P, Q, R, at infinity on the axes.

112. Geiser's* method of obtaining the siirface.

Let 1*1 = 0, ... Me = be the tangential equations of the six given

nodes, then the six quadrics m,' = 0, . . . u^ = are linearly inde-

pendent and are apolarf to any quadric through the six points.

Hence the general equation of a quadric apolar to the system

of quadrics through the six points is

tkiUi-=0.
1

* Geiser, Crelle's Journal, lxvii. (1867).

t T^TO quadrics whose equations in point and plane coordinates are Zaf,,XiX^=0,

ZoiJtUjUjt— ^ are said to be apolar when the invariant Za^a^ is zero. When the

second equation represents two points, it easily follows that they are conjugate.
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When this equation represents two points they are conjugate

for all quadrics through the six points and are therefore corre-

sponding points on the Weddle surface. We then have an equation

of the form

LL = 2 h-u?-

Now let il/ = 0, A''=0 be two points which divide the points

L, L' harmonically, hence an identity exists of the form

M^-N'' = tkiUi\

It is easily seen that this is the necessary condition in order

that any quadric through seven of the eight points M, N,v^ ...u^

should pass through the eighth point*; hence every quadric through

Wi . . . Mj and M will pass through N, and every pair of points on

LL' which possesses this property divides LL' harmonically. Such

a pair of points can only coincide at one of the points L, L'. It

is therefore seen that the Weddle surface arises as the locus of

points M such that the point conjugate to M in this manner for

the six given points m; coincides with M\. From this point of

view the surface has been shown as a linear projection in four

dimensionsj; and projectively related to Kummer's surface.

For if we write

a. = he, a' = b'c, /8 = ca, yS' = c'a, y = ab', y' = a'b,

the equation of the general quadric surface through the six nodes

of the Weddle surface in Cartesian coordinates (Art. Ill), wherein

we write a, b, c for ftj, a,, a^; 1, 1, 1 for 6], b.^, 63; also w, y, z for

x-i, X2, X3 and x, ?/', z', a , h', c' for 1 — «, 1 — y, 1 — ^, 1 — a, 1 — 6,

1 — c, is

A (af - a'^) +B {^r,' - ^'v) + C{y^' - y'O =J^ -^ •

P-P 7-7

Now |+^+f=^'+v+r, ^v^=^'v'^',

so that if we interpret (^, rj, f, ^', 77', f') as homogeneous point-

coordinates in four dimensions, we have a (1, 1) correspondence

between the points of our original space and those of a cubic

variety in four dimensions. Again those of the quadric surfaces

* Serret, Geometrie de Direction, Nouv. Ann. iv. (1865).

t See Bateman, loc. cit. p. 228.

J Baker, loc. cit., also Hudson, Kummer's Quartic Surface,
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which pass through a seventh point {xx, y,, ^^i) or Pj, have as their

equation

[A (af - a'?) + BW - ff'v) + G{y^- 7'?)} (|5|r' - |^')

l/3-)8' 7-7'J

where f = y,^,', ...?,'= x/y,

.

These quadrics all pass through an eighth point (a;, y, z) or P,

such that

v-v K-K'

«?.'-«'?i ^v^'-^'vi 7?.'-7'ri v^-v^' ti-r.
"

^-yS' 7-7'

These three equations determine the four- dimensional line

joining (a/3, ... ) to (^ii;i,...); the remaining intersection of this line

with the cubic variety is the point (a + \f,, ...) where \ is given

by the equation

X (a^.r, + ^?,^. + 7^,7,, - a',,,'?/ - /3'?,'f/
- 7'?/,,,')

+ f1/37 + Viya + tifl/S - fi'/3'7' - v^o-' - ?i'a'^' =

and corresponds to the eighth intersection P of the quadrics. The

points P, Pi therefore coincide when this straight line touches

the cubic variety, this requires that \ should be infinite, so

that

?.%!?: ^/%. r,"

if we insert fi = 3/1 2:/, etc. we obtain another form of equation of the

Weddle surface.

This surface thus arises as the interpretation in three dimen-

sions of the twofold of contact of the enveloping cone of a cubic

variety in four dimensions, whose vertex is an arbitrary point of

the variety. It has been shown* that the intersection of this

cone with an arbitrary planar threefold in space of four dimensions

is a Kummer surface. We are therefore led to a birational trans-

formation between the Weddle and Kummer surfaces in the

form of a projection ; the point (x, y, z) of the Weddle surface

being birationally connected with the point (f, 77, f, ^', rj', f') of the

twofold of contact which is projected into a point of the Kummer
surface.

* Bicbmond, Quarterly Journal, zxzi., xixiv.
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113. Seztic curves on the surface.

Any quadric through the six nodes meets the Waddle surface

W in an octavic curve. This quadric corresponds, as just seen,

to a planar threefold and hence the octavic curve to a plane

section of the Kummer surface K. If the quadric is a cone its

vertex P lies on the Weddle surface W, hence the octavic has a

node at P, and therefore the plane section of jK^ is a tangent plane

whose point of contact Q corresponds to P. It was also seen that

a system of quadrics through the six nodes and one other point

corresponds to planar threefolds passing through a line, and hence

to plane sections of K through a fixed point A (the intersection

of this line with the planar threefold containing K). Hence the

sextic curve which is the locus of vertices of cones of the system

will therefore correspond to the curve of contact of the tangent

cone from A to K.

Since to any two quadrics S, S' through the six nodes there

correspond two planes in the space in which K exists, it follows

that the vertices of the four cones determined by S and S' corre-

spond to the points of contact of four coaxal tangent planes of K.

When the quadric contains the twisted cubic through the

six nodes, the octavic breaks up into this cubic and a quintic

curve. If the quadric is a cone these quintics become identical

with those discussed in Art. 108*.

Another set of sextic curves is seen to arise as the inter-

section with W of any cubic surface having nodes at four nodes

of W and therefore containing the lines joining those nodes in pairs;

for the curve of intersection consists of the six joins of the four

nodes and a sextic curve.

114. Expression of the coordinates as double Theta

functions.

The coordinates of any point on a Weddle surface can be

expressed in terms of double Theta functions f. For the equation

of the surface (Art. 109) is satisfied by the substitutions

Xi'. Xi'. X3:Xt = Coi^ol^3^02^04 C2^2^1^3^04 '• 003^03^1^02^04 • C4^4^1^S^02)

ctj : of'2 ^ cts : O4 ^ C01C0C23C34 : C2C5C12C2J '. Oq^CqCi^Cu '• ^i^z^w^^y

bj : bi '. O3 : Of = C01C5C12C14 : C2C0C14C34 : C03C5C23CJ1 : c^c,)Cl2Cls,

$3 03
This is seen at once siuce the point whose coordinates are

,
±

, ,
etc.,

for e=constant, lies on the cone (x^- ex^'^= (xi- Bx^ (x^- dx^.

t Caspary, Veber Thetafunktionen mil zwei Argumenten, Crelle, xciv.
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where c^ is the result of attributing zero values to the variables in

00 (u), etc., as will now be shown.

In the first place we see that the coordinates of the point x'

or -^ are derived from those of a: by increasing the argument by
Xj

^(rc + d)*; since this interchanges 6^, 6ci', St, 0m> etc. Again,

as before, let p^ denote the coordinates of the line (a, x) and que

those of the line (b, x) ; we find on substitution

If q'iic denote the line joining x' to a, it is easily seen that

^IS^ffi 9 135 .12

and the latter ratio is formed, as stated above, from ^^'J-^ by
Pi3P«

-^

increasing the argument of the 6's by ^(tc + cZ).

It will now be shown that this change does not affect the right

side of equation (1). For, as is well known, the determinant

]

cA
I

Cid^ -Cj,du 034^-1

[

U CqUq Cqi Oqi Cos 1/03

I

V — C2 "2 ^12 ^12 ^23 ^23

forms an orthogonal matrix, from which we may therefore derive

the equations

C5 Ciids On — Co Cm^o 034 = C4 Cos ^4 ^03

C5 C3J "5 C/34 Co C12 Po ^\2 ^ C2 Cfli C/2 Poi

Cl2Cl4l'l2''14 C23 C34 1723 1/34 ^ Cg C4 U^ P4
I

ClsCgsUia^os Ci4C34C7i4(7^ ^ Col C03 t/Ql '' 08 '

Increasing the arguments in each of these equations by the

respective half-periods

^(rd + b), ^{Tii + a), ^(Ta + b), ^(ra + a),

the left sides are transformed into the quantities which appear on

* Using the notation of Hudson, Kummer's Quartic Surface, p. 178. We com-

pare for convenience Hudson's notation with that ju.'st given

*6 *12 ^0 *34 *23 *13 *14 *24 *4 *03 ^04 *3 *01 ^02 *1 *2

dd ad cd bd dc ac cc be da aa ca ba db ab cb bb.

The equations for the addition of characteristics being

a+a=b+b=c+c=d+d=d;
b + c= a = a+ d, c + a = b = b + d, a + b= e= c + d.

.(2).
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the right side of equation (1), save as to an exponential factor in

each case, and we therefore derive that

PaPm ^0^13-^13^5 0„6i

the exponential factors having cancelled out.

Now the increase of the argument of the 6's by \ (tc + d) does

6
not affect the value o{ -§-^, hence

PaP42 qi3q4Z

'

and the point x is seen to lie on the Weddle surface.

By considering the expressions of the pne and qnc it is seen that

the two systems of quadri-quartics on the surface are given by the

equations

(l) ^,3 = X624,

(11) ^23 0U = H-^oOb, ^12 ^34 = Vdo 05 , Oy,dsi—cO^ 6^

.

The quantity H is seen to have the value

t'l"oiC'2"o3^3"o3"4C'04 "=" Co C5 012^34^14^23.

The thirty-two points forming a closed system are derived as

follows : fifteen of them arise from adding to the argument u for P,

the fifteen half-periods ^ (ra + b), etc. These are the fifteen points

(N^N^). The other sixteen points arise in the following manner:

since the coordinates of iV„ the other intersection of the line PA^
with the surface, are

Jj. X-y ', OC^ m X^ ', X^
f

it follows, from the above value of H, that the coordinates of

JV] are

CoiPo3^2"4 • CzU-^U^WQi I Cos t/03 C/(j2 C'04 • C4 1/4 1/3 17(|2

,

since 0i divides out.

The other five points (Ni) and the ten points {NiN^Ns) are

derived from (iVj) by the addition to its argument of the fifteen

half-periods*

* Weddle's surface is a case of a class of surfaces investigated by Humbert,

Theorie generale des surfaces hyperelliptiques, Journal de Math., sirie 4, t. ix. (1893).

These surfaces are termed hyperelliptic surfaces, the coordinates of any point are

uniform quadruply periodic functions of two parameters ; see also Hudson.

Kummer's Quartic Surface, pp. 182-187.

Baker has shown that the coordinates of any point on the Weddle surface may
be expressed as derivatives of a single variable (Multiply Periodic Functions, pp. 39,

40, 77).
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115. Plane sections of the surface.

The equation of the plane section of a Weddle surface may be

simply expressed. Take as triangle of reference the three points

in which the given plane meets the twisted cubic through the six

nodes. Each side of this triangle meets the curve of section in

two vertices and also in two points harmonic with these vertices.

Hence we obtain as the equation of the surface

OiS^y + Oja^a + h^y'z + hiy^x + c^s^x + c^i^y

+ Zxyz {lx-\- my + nz) = 0.

Also, since the three pairs of points lying on the sides of the

triangle of reference lie by threes on four lines (Art. 108), we have

the condition

Oj&sCi + 036,02 = 0.

From the last condition we infer that the tangents at the

vertices of the triangle of reference are concurrent.

If we form for this quartic the invariants A and B* we find

A = — 12lmn + 12 (IbiCi + mc^a^ + na^b^,

B = — I Ui ttj

63 TO 61

C2 Ci n

Hence for any plane section we have the invariant condition

A-" + 1445 = 0.

An infinite number of configurations of points can be obtained

on the plane section as follows : let the Weddle surface be deter-

mined by four quadrics Si, S,, S3, St, of which we may suppose the

first three to contain the same twisted cubic. Then the section

considered contains the following set of twenty-five points, viz.

the fifteen points in which the join of two of the nodes iV^i ... i\r,

meets the plane, and the ten points in which the ten lines

(NjN^N,, NiN^N,) meet the plane. The first set of fifteen

points lie by threes on twenty lines, viz. the intersection with the

given plane of the planes (N1N2N3), etc.

Now consider the Weddle surfaces formed by aid of Sj, 8„ /S,

and Si + Xa', where a = is the plane of the section. These

surfaces form a pencil whose nodes lie on the same twisted cubic,

and all containing the same section lying in 0= ; from each surface

* Salmon, Higher Plane Curvet, 3rd Ed. p. 264.
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one configuration, of the kind just mentioned, arises,

have an infinite number of such configurations *.

Hence we

116. Bauer's surfaces.

If in the foregoing four collinear systems (Art. 97) each plane

system reduces to a sheaf, and is such that each plane joining the

centres of three sheaves is a self-corresponding plane for three

systems, we obtain the surface discussed by Bauerf . The equation

of such a surface is accordingly
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intersect, their point of intersection is seen to be a node of the

surface ; if each line p meets every other line p, then the lines

p lie in one plane, say the plane ^ = 0, also each edge of A meets

the corresponding edge of A' and the two tetrahedra are in per-

spective. In this case the equation of the surface assumes the

form

z \\ibaCxdx + X^Cxdxax + Xadxaxbx + ^^jai^xCi) = (J-xbx^zdx,

where the Xj are constants. For in this case we may write

a:i=/i,^ + v,aa;, X2 = fJi^z + v^hx, etc.

The surface is the Hessian of the general cubic surface ; it has

ten nodes of which six lie in ^ = 0.

Let now an edge of A intersect the edge of A' opposite to the

corresponding edge, e.g. let the line (i^i , x^ intersect the line {Cx,d^

;

in this case it is easily seen that {x^, x,) lies on the surface ; if this

occurs in every case the surface will contain also the six edges of

A and have the vertices of A as nodes*.

Lastly we may assume that both sets of conditions are satisfied,

viz. that each edge of one tetrahedron intersects a pair of opposite

edges of the other. The tetrahedra are then in desmic position

(Art. 13).

The equation of this surface, viz.

Xi X2

— X^ + Xi + Xi + Xf X, — X,+ X,+ Xf

x%

x^ "^ x^ ~^ x^ 'T' x^ Xj ~y' x^ ~r x^ ^~ x^

may be reduced either to the form

Z iSC^S/^SC^ ^ SO^X^X^ T" X^X^X\ •f" X^X^X^j ^~ ^X-^X^X^X^y

where 2= Sa;,-, or to the form

where

Zi = {sOi + X^ {X3 + X^, Zi = (Xi + Xs) (Xi + Xi),

Z3 = («1 + ^4) (•"I + ^s)-

* The equation of this surface may be written in the form

AZ-^^+ BZ^- + CZ^ + nZ^Z^ + EZ^Z^+ F^jZ, = 0,

where the Z^ are pairs of planes through opposite edges of A'.

+ 1=0,
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117. Schur's surfaces.

A particular case of the surface A arises when the foregoing

correspondence between points a;, y of A is reduced to a collinea-

tion*. It has been seen (Art. 99) that as x describes a curve

Cs the corresponding point y describes a curve which is the locus

of the fourth intersection with A of the trisecants of Cs, but since

the points x, y are to be in this case linearly connected, y must

also describe a curve of order six, hence the intersection with A of

the surface formed by the trisecants must include eight of these

trisecants Oj... Os, in order to complete the order, 14, of the

complete intersection of the surfaces apart from c^. Similarly

every k, has eight trisecants b^ ...bg which lie upon A.

The lines a and b are distinct and no two lines a intersect

each other ; similarly no two lines b intersect. For, in this case,

to the point x of Ce which gives rise to a line Ui there corresponds

an infinite number of points y, viz. the points of a-i] hence the

four planes

oti^ + "aP' + oL,p" + a«p"' = 0,

=0,
=0,

aiS+ +aiS"' = 0,

must be coaxal ; by effecting a linear transformation of the «< we

may take four of these points a as vertices of the tetrahedron of

reference, in which case the four planes p, q, r, s are coaxal;

similarly for the four planes p', q', r', s', etc.

The eight lines b arise from such values of the X^ as make the

following four planes coaxal

:

\ip + X^q + XsT- + \iS = 0,

=0,

=0,

\y"+ = 0.

It is clear that any line b must meet each of the four

preceding lines a except e.g. when the \j- are such that

Xip + X^q + \r + \iS = 0;

and there cannot be more than two such identities, for in that

case the four planes p, q, r, s would coincide, and A would break

• F. Schur, Ueber eine beiandre Classe von Fldchen vierter Ordnung, Math.

Ann. XX.
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up into factors. Hence it follows that the line (p, q, r, s) must

meet at least six lines 6 ; so that if the lines (p, q, r, s), {p', q', r', s')

intersect there must be at least four lines b which meet each of

them, which is impossible since the order of A is four.

Hence no two lines a can intersect ; it follows that the lines a

are different from the lines b. Moreover a line a cannot meet

more than six lines b, for suppose it meets seven lines b, then since

any three lines a would meet a common set of five lines b, the

quadric through these eight lines would meet any kf in fifteen

points, since every 6; is a trisecant of every k^, and hence would

contain it. Therefore any line a meets exactly six lines b ; simi-

larly any line b meets exactly six lines a. In a case in which a

line b does not meet a line a, e.g. {p, q, r, s), an identity exists of the

form
A,;; + A^q + A^r + AfS = 0,

so that p may be replaced by zero in equations (1), Art. 97.

Take therefore four lines b^ ... bt such that each of them does

not meet two of the lines a^.-.a,, e.g. Oj and Oa, a^ and at,

Ui and ai, Oj and cij respectively, then equations (2), Art. 97,

may be reduced to the form

«iP+ -^tt,p"' = 0,

aiq + chq' = 0,

a.r' + a^r" = 0,

a,s" + tt,s"' = 0.

The required surface is therefore

pq'r"s"' = p'"qr's".

This surface being susceptible of collineation into itself, if it be

represented by A + A' = 0, then either A and A' are interchanged

by the collineation, or the planes which constitute A are cyclically

permuted : similarly for A'. An instance of the former is given

by the surface

1 6xi x^x^Xt + (xi + X2 + X3 + Xi) («! + X2 — X3 — Xi)

X (xi -X2 + X3 — Xt) (xi —X2 — X3 + Xi) = 0;

if this be written in the form

IQxiX.iX-jX^ + OxbxCxdx = 0,

it is seen to be unaltered by the collineation

Xi '. X^ ' X3 '. X\ = Q'y '. Oy '. Cy '. (ty

.

The surface is desmic.
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In the latter case, viz. when the faces of A are cyclically

permuted by the coUineation, the latter must be of period four;

taking A as tetrahedron of reference the coUineation is then of

the form

poOi = hy.i, px.i = kiy^, px. = kiyt, pXt=-kiy,.

By a change of the coordinate system we may take each ki to be

unity.

The equation of the surface is now seen to be

A + A' = KxiX^x^Xi +- «]a2a3«4 = 0,

where a^ = u^Xi + u^ic^ + UiX^ + u^x^,

Oj = Mja'i + UiX-i + UiXj + u^Xt,

Conjugate tetrahedra.

4

Denoting by <J>i the quadric '2,UiSi = 0, where

Si = xi' + X3- + 2xiXi, /Ss H 2 {x^x^ + x.,Xi),

S3 = x^^ + x^- + Ixyx^, Si =2 (xiXi + x^Xs),

it is clear that the planes Oi ... a* are the polar planes of the

vertices ^i ... ^4 of A for the quadric *i. Two tetrahedra such

that the faces of one are the polar planes for a quadric of the

vertices of the other, may be termed conjugate. Again it is easily

seen that A and A' are conjugate for the quadric

*2 = U^/Sa + Mj/Ss + UsSt + u^Si = 0,

and hence for each of the quadrics

*3 = Ml S3 + UiSi + U3S1 + UiS^ = 0,

<I>4 = Ml (84 + MjiSi + U3S2 + U41S3 = ;

since ^3, O4 are the quadrics obtained by submitting *, and <l>2 to

the given coUineation.

Hence A and A' are conjugate in four ways.

Now it can be shown that when the tetrahedra A, A' are

J. Q. s. 13
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conjugate, four faces of A meet four faces of A' in four lines

which belong to the same regulus* of a quadric.

Now since A, A' are conjugate with regard to each of four

quadrics, it occurs four times that four intersections of their faces

are co-regular. But if a quadric S meet a non-ruled quartic

surface F* in four lines of a regulus, it will meet F* in four other

lines of the complementary regulus ; since if Cj be this residual

curve of intersection, from each point oi Cj a line can be drawn to

meet the four given lines, this line therefore lies upon F\ hence

Ci must consist of four lines of the other regulus of 2. Therefore

corresponding to each way in which A, A' have four intersections

co-regular we obtain four lines of A, giving, in addition to the

sixteen lines of intersection of A and A', sixteen other lines upon

the surface.

The existence of these thirty-two lines upon the surface may
also be seen from the expression of the surface in the form

pq'r"s"' = p"'iir's";

for this shows the existence of eight lines not included in the

eight lines a or the eight lines h, e.g. p=r' = Q, etc.

If we had started with the other four lines a and h we should

have obtained a second form of the equation of the surface in the

form

Ai-l-Ai'=U,

where Aj, A/ are two new tetrahedra; they again yield eight

lines not included in the eight lines a and h.

* For A being the tetrahedron of reference, and the quadric with regard to

which A and A' are conjugate being 1a^XiXic=0, the four lines just referred to are

ai = 0, lil^x., + a^x^ + a^^x^=0, etc.

If the join of two points X, Y meets this line we have

A'] _ ciioA'^+ ajjXj + a^A'j

hence if p^= X^ \\ - A\ 1'^ , it follows that

The conditions that i>it should meet the other three lines are seen to be,

similarly,

i^41 «41 +1'42«42 +i'43 "43= ;

and since p^= -Pki< "iic=0'in.< "i^ ^°^^ equations are equivalent to three; hence

an infinite number of lines p meet the four given lines which therefore belong to

the same'regulus.
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118. Tetrahedra subject to two coUineations.

We now consider the case in which a coUineation of period

four permutes the faces of A, and a coUineation of period three

permutes three of these faces and leaves the fourth unaltered ; the

tetrahedron A' being similarly affected.

Taking the coUineations as

pxi = y2, poo2 = y„ px^ = yi, px^^y^ (I),

(7iri = ?/i, o-a;, = 3/.„ <ix^ = yi, <TXi = y. (II),

it is seen that the surface

Ax^x^x^Xi + {mxi + x„ + X;. + x^ {x-^ + inx^ + X3+ Xi){.. .){...) =

is unaffected by each coUineation.

There are six planes each containing two intersections of faces

of A and A' and two other lines, viz. the planes

a.', + x., + m (x. + Xi) = 0.

The surface therefore possesses 16 + 12 = 28 lines; it has six

4

coplanar nodes, viz. the points x, = x.,= "Zx,- = 0, etc.
1

Next consider the coUineation

pXi = y.i,' px.j, = -y.~, px:, = y„ pxt = yi (Ill),

the coUineation (II) being as before.

The surface

Ax^x^XsXi + («2 + X3 + Xi) (a?! — X.2 + X3) (a;, -X3 + x^ {x^ + x., — x^) =

is unaffected by the coUineations (II) and (III).

The tetrahedra A, A' are conjugate in nine ways ; in six ways

arising from the six quadrics

X3 — x^- + 2*1 (^3 + x^ — 2«2 («:• — Xi) + 2x1X2 = 0, etc.,

and in three ways arising from the three quadrics

each manner in which A and A' are conjugate gives rise to four

lines on the surface, which is thus seen to possess 16 + 9x4 = 52

lines in all. Each of the tetrahedra A, A' is inscribed in the

other.
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